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is lips burned a trail of kisses down

my throat." Not a great line of poetry, perhaps, but the
opening of the very first poem this writer had accepted
for publication by a jury of her peers. I was elated for a whole week before the
poem was expurgated from the yearbook lineup by a pompous high school
official who told me: "Girls your age don't get kissed on the neck."
That was the first in a string of censorship (sometimes called "judicious editing") incidents that I experienced, in ever more prestigious settings, as a fledgling writer in the early 1960s. So, of course, I cheered when in 1964 the
Berkeley Free Speech Movement ran "fuck" up the flag pole and let itfly.And
to this day I have a special affection for banned books and a fear of all types of
institutional repression.
But while the Berkeley movement succeeded in loosening up censorship in
the sexual arena, it has had a quixotic effect on women's freedom. Certainly
we're freer to curse, exhibit our body parts, and divulge the details of our sex
lives than we were in the rule-bound 1950s. But this expanding freedom has
also been used against us, in a kind of sexual reductionism. The "girl writers"
are free to discourse about sex, love, and family life, but our point of view is
consistently kept off the editorial pages and female leaders are seldom asked for
comment on the key political issues of the day.
A number of articles in this issue examine, from divergent points of view, the
silencing and trivialization of women's speech in historical and contemporary
settings. Phyllis Chesler examines the life of Elizabeth Packard, who, in 1860,
was committed to an insane asylum for daring to disagree with her husband's
religious views (and who later crusaded for the rights of married women and
mental patients). Andrea Dworkin looks at the founding fathers' intentions
when they wrote the Bill of Rights and advances the idea that the sexism and
racism of those times bequeathed us a structure that is difficult—if not impossible—to expand to be more inclusive.
In "Write What You Want... as long as it's about sex," Shere Hite notes the
subtle censorship that takes place when corporate publishers limit female
authors to "women's" topics and the press pays more attention to their looks
than their ideas. And in the OTI Dialogue, "Bum Raps, Bubba, & Affirmative
Action," Barbara Arnwine, Ramona Edelin, and Julianne Malveaux, disagree on
the merits of the current outcry against rap music lyrics, but come together in
articulating how black women's experience in "making a way from no way"
can help re-inspire the feminist movement. Listening in on their conversation
certainly re-inspired me—as does working for a magazine where women's
voices are neither silenced, trivialized, nor censored. •
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Body
Ethics

.he symptoms arrived a few years ago. At first I experienced them
as a generalized discomfort, amorphous and confused, but they got
progressively worse, escalating into a pervasive feeling of sickening dread.
I searched for answers in the traditional landscapes of medicine, neurology, psychiatry. Finding no organic source, I turned to philosophy and
realized that my symptoms resembled the disease
described by Jean Paul Sartre in his novel
Nausea—-a state of experiential disgust brought
on by despair, anguish, and the recognition of
one's unique loneliness in the universe. My existential nausea, I came to understand, resulted
from the failure of my psychological immune
system to defend against the increasingly surreal
events that had been sliding under the door with
the newspaper, seeping in through the wires
with CNN. My inherent optimism and ability to
imbue events with meaning had been overrun
by the collective reality, which was getting harder and harder to bear.
In an attempt at self-help and cultural resistance, I would stop reading and watching for a
time, only to find myself continually drawn back
Minotaur to them like some reluctant tropism. It wasn't
Surprised that I was overwhelmed by the continuing viowhile Eating, lence, horror, and arbitrary tragedies of daily
1986-87, reports. It was the appearance of something
by Maggi new—something so boldly obscene that it
Hambling immediately engaged my attention.
The latest bit of this news involved "xeno(b. 1944).
transplantation," the breeding of animals for
Tate Gallery, London/
organ transplants rather than food. Out on what
Art Resource, NY
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has been described as the frontier of ethics and
medicine, a range of technological attempts to
detour death and reach for immortality may alter
what is acceptable to do to human beings and
animals in a profound and potentially irreparable
•way. These are not historically distanced reports
of medical experiments "the enemy" did in Nazi
Germany or imperial Japan. These are our very
own homegrown atrocities, and they are spreading all over the world wherever mainstream
medicine meets the demands of universal consumerism.
During the last few years, the American government and private researchers have spent millions of dollars in an effort to produce animals
that contain human traits—contaminating the
genetic integrity of species to commercialize
animal bodies and body parts. In a desire to play
God (a genetic trait of scientists) by mixing and
matching genes, patenting life forms, and using
genetic cloning, researchers have created a wide
variety of transgenic creatures. Designer animals,
such as the "super pig," lame, impotent, and riddled with arthritis, and giant cows that produce
the perfect steak but are too huge for their
mothers to birth naturally, are the visible results

of science without morality, technology without compassion.
In May, Nextran, Inc.I
in Princeton, New Jersey
announced it had successfully
bred "transgenic" pigs, animals
that contain human genes that
make human patients less likely to reject a transplanted
organ. Clinical trials implanting
their organs into humans are
planned within the next two years
In a society so generally immune t
the ethical dilemmas of raising an
slaughtering animals for food, the possibility of Americans walking around
with pig hearts and chimpanzee kidneys has raised alarm bells among ethicists, animal rights activists, and religious leaders. Richard Land of the
Southern Baptist Convention said
these transplants border on "bestiality,"
while Strachen Donnelley of the Hastings Center, an ethics research institute
in Briarcliff Manor, New York, said
they might be injurious to animals and
wondered about the psychological
implications of living with a pig's
heart. (Perhaps, I mused, we should
work on reverse psychological transplantation and give humans the unconditional love and loyalty of dogs or the
focused integrity of cats.)

I

n June 1995, 40,759 Americans
were on an ever-increasing list for
donated organs; an estimated 3,000
people a year die waiting for one.
According to John Roberts, M.D.,
F.A.C.S., an associate professor of
surgery at the University of California,
San Francisco, there's a potential market of $6 billion for animal transplants
alone. That's serious money. And serious business. Despite the National
Organ Transplant Act of 1984, a historic prohibition on the sale of organs
for transplants, tens of thousands are
being marketed all over the world.
According to Andrew Kimbrall, author
of The Human Body Shop: The Engineering and Marketing of Life, a recent survey

in India found that the price paid for
organs could be more than most
donors made in a lifetime. A mother of
two whose husband had lost his job
stated, "There was only one thing that
I could sell and still keep my selfrespect: my kidney."
During a recent hearing of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee on
the renewal of China's most favored
nation status, reports told of a thriving
1

In the service of the
god Immortality, we have
created a "world where
people are worth more
brain-dead than alive.
organ market where people are paying
up to $30,000 for available body parts.
The fact that these were being "donated" by executed prisoners raises even
more complicated ethical issues.
David J. Rothman, Ph.D., director of
the Center for the Study of Society
and Medicine at Columbia College of
Physicians and Surgeons, told of an
American transplant surgeon who was
assured that an execution would be
scheduled to fit his calendar. According
to Rothman, Chinese physicians are
deeply involved in the process, and
may insert a tube in the prisoner
before execution and an intravenous
line immediately after the prisoner is
shot in the head. Arguing that the lack
of professional regulation and standards
within the Chinese medical community made it possible for "physicians to
lose all sense of professional integrity
and ethics," Rothman stated that "in
these circumstances, medicine becomes
the handmaiden to the state, whether
the issue is eugenics or transplant." He
views traditional medical ethics as a
brake against unchecked state power,
citing the atrocities committed in Germany and Japan during World War II.
He does not question the ethics of
organ transplants themselves, just the
method of procurement.
"Medicine offers a particularly
advantageous area for providing an
alternative to unlimited state authority.
Ethical principles must limit state
dominion—and in this effort there is

no better place to start than medicine," Rothman concluded. But
Tvhat if medicine is not a handmaiden to fascist Germany or
imperial Japan, but to freemarket capitalist economies?
What if medicine serves a
master who is not fascist or
communist but consumerist,
whose principles are limited to
creating profit centers regardless
of the cost in human or animal
suffering?
And what if these free-market forces
are augmented by a collective Western
cultural system of death denial that elevates and celebrates any defense against
death as a high moral achievement? In
the service of the god Immortality,
who demands an ever-increasing supply of organs, anything goes—animal
manipulation, physician-assisted executions, even attempts to expand the legal
definition of death. Because only about
25,000 of the more than two million
people who die every year in the United States are potential organ donors
under the current death definition, this
new concept would add to that pool
those who have lost "higher" brain
functions but still retain the ability to
breathe on their own. These "permanent vegetatives" include people like
Karen Ann Quinlan and anencephalic
children, babies born with most of
their brains missing. Because organs
deteriorate so quickly after death, certain states are already considering legislation that would declare these babies
"dead" before they die.
e have now entered the
ultimate Cartesian universe
of mind/body dualism, a
universe where it is possible to view
the body without consciousness as a
mere repository of potentially usable
parts. We have created a world where
people are worth more brain-dead than
alive. Any issues raised by these medical
"miracles" are muted by the supreme
laws of supply and demand.
Interestingly, the arguments in support of creating a free market for the
sale of body parts echo those used to
support prostitution. In the same way
many argue that prostitution is a legitimate choice for the poor with limited
options, selling organs is seen as a
viable option for those desiring to better their status in society. The mantra
of "free choice" is used to describe the

W

entitlement to sell (continued on page 52)
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TALKING BACK TO THE NEWS
Women
are muttering
about:
•Militias: During Senate hearings on terrorism they accused
the government of engineering crop-destroying floods,
droughts, and hurricanes in
order to starve millions of Americans into submission under a
New World Order. Senators were
dumbfounded. They thought
Jesse Helms was the biggest
paranoid they'd ever met.
•Henry Foster's failed nomination: Clinton may hold the
surgeon general's post open to
remind pro-choice voters why
they voted for him in '92. Tell
me again why?—oh, yeah,
right.
• Mary Jo Buttafuoco: She
defended Joey as being "a very
friendly guy" and accused the
L.A. cops of having set him up
to be busted last May for
allegedly soliciting a hooker.
They never did remove that
bullet from her head, did they?
•Abortion rights: Congress
began voting on a slew of antiabortion bills that were lifted
right out of the Christian Coalition's so-called "Contract With
the American Family." Wasn't
that sort of cribbing grounds
for expulsion back in school?
•Newt & Phil, smutmeis
ters: Turns out Senator Phil
Cramm once tried to invest in a
porno flick and Newt Gingrich
has written a novel that features
at least one "pouting sex kitten."
Wait, wasn't it Gingrich who

ON THE ISSUES FALL

accused Clinton of not appealing to "normal Americans?"
•The Supreme Court's
affirmative-action decis i o n : Clarence Thomas
would've gone even further by
ruling that racial preferences are
never justified, but then he's

in to say the dog did it—hey,
that's anchor material.
•Cangsta rap: Bob Dole suddenly discovered the lyrics were
violent and sexually degrading.
He may go way out on a limb
against infanticide, too, in time
for the New Hampshire primary.

Panty Polemics
Contract with America, Limited Edition Underwear.
©1995 Ligorano/Reese
still—what?—the only one alive
convinced that George Bush
seriously believed he was "the
best person" for the job.
• Connie Chung's firing: II
CBS News really wanted to solve
its problems, they'd fire Dan
Rather and hire Court TV's Ricki
Kleiman. Anybody who can sit
there totally straight-faced like
Ricki does during breaks in the
O.J. trial, listening to viewers call

•Newt's book tour: Even the
Republicans on the House
Ethics Committee thought it
unseemly for Rupert Murdoch's
publishing house to pay his
way, but Newt insisted Murdoch wasn't buying his vote.
He'd already gotten all the hundreds of millions in tax breaks
he wanted.
•Mike Tyson's $20 million
payday: He would've deman-

ded more for his first postprison fight this August, but
he'd just blow it all on wine,
women, and guns to hold to his
dates' heads.
•The great glove debacle:
Secret Service officers donned
rubber gloves when gay and
lesbian politicians came calling
at the White House. They
could've at least pretended to be
testing whether O.J.'s brown
Aris Isotoner leather gloves fit
over them.
•Hillary Clinton: She thinks
kids under age 21 should just
say "no"—to sex, that is. Now
we know why Bill agreed to
debate Newt: Nancy Reagan's
old astrologist is back doing
White House scheduling.
•Female v. male sex fantasies: A new study coined the
term "pornotopia" in describing how men—unlike women
—are turned on by visions of
"sheer lust and physical gratification, devoid of encumbering
relationships and extended
foreplay, where all women are
easily aroused and willing." Oh,
so that explains it: Men think
they're still dreaming even
when they're actually in the
middle of sex.
•The NRA: Even George Bush
renounced his lifetime membership in the gun group after its
executive veep called federal
agents "jack-booted government thugs" in a fund-raising
letter mailed right before
the Oklahoma City bombing.
George who? Oh, yeah, the guy
Saddam Hussein boasted he'd
OUtlast.

—SHARON ROSENTHAL

SPOILERS
OR MOVEMENT BUILDERS?
Standard wisdom has it that
progressive third parties only
end up helping right-wing
forces by splitting the vote that
would go to Democrats. But
two burgeoning groups believe
that feminist and other progressive agendas will only receive
attention by nonestablishment
parties—and, further,
that
building a party and building a
movement go hand in hand.

Get Together, Talk Louder
"If we want to make sure that
the clock doesn't turn back, we
have to be more vocal" about
the current attack on affirmative action, Rachel Patrick,
director of the Commission on
Minorities of the American Bar
Association told a national conference. "When people come
up to you ask if you are a maid,
or a janitor, or a clerk, and you
have on a silk suit, don't let it
go. Say something...you're in a
position to carry a message."
The conference, African
American Women and the Law:
Exerting Our Power—Reclaiming Our Communities, held in
|une in Washington, D.C., was
attended by nearly 1000
activists of all stripes, from
women who run homes for
troubled female teenagers to
academics who write papers on
the specific legal difficulties of
African American women. The
group gave Judge Lynn Walker
Huntley the Lucy Terry Prince
Award, named for the freed
slave who, in 1 785, became
the first woman to argue—and
win—a case before a U.S.
Supreme Court Justice.
The conference served as a
launching pad for a new organization, the National Network
for African American Women
and the Law, pursuing an ambitious agenda that includes
forming a political action
committee. Congresswoman
Eleanor Holmes Norton (D-

D.C.) said there is great potential for organizing "the new
economically empowered black
women"—young accountants,
lawyers, doctors, and other
professionals—who need to get
a political voice."
—LORRAINE DUSKY

The Green Party, which ran
candidates in at least eleven
states in the November 1994
elections, saw its first victory in
March, electing a city council
member in Santa Fe, N.M. The
party held a national conference, "Building Community
Power," at the University of
New Mexico, Albuquerque, July
27-30. The Green's women's
caucus's elected representative,

IT IS THE ECONOMY, STUPID!
Neither Democrats nor Republicans want to call
much attention to the fact that Americans' real
wages fell by 2.3% from March 1994 to March
1995—the largest slip in at least eight years!
Economic historian Bradford DeLong, former deputy
assistant for policy analysis at the Treasury, said the
drop may be the largest since the 1840s when the
introduction of power looms produced falling wages
and unemployment among weavers during the
Industrial Revolution.

A S Y L U M G A I N S Pressure from activists has
succeeded in winning two recent victories for immigrant women.
The Violence Against Women Act, passed in September 1994, allows
immigrant women to leave abusive husbands without
risking deportation. And rape, domestic abuse, and other
forms of violence against women have been formally
recognized as potential grounds for political asylum by the
U.S. Immigration and Naturalization Service. Early results:
An immigration judge recently granted political asylum to a
lordanian woman on the grounds that her government
failed to protect her from her husband's physical assaults.
And the Board of Immigration Appeals granted asylum to a
Haitian woman who had been gang-raped by soldiers
because of her support for then-exiled President Jean-Bertrand
Aristide. "There is still a very high burden of proof" on the
asylum applicant, Nancy Kelly, coordinating lawyer for the
Women Refugees Project told The New York Times. "This only
gives women the same rights that men have always had."

Anne Goeke, from Lancaster,
Penn., notes that "the Green
vision grew out of the women's
peace movement in Germany.
Women's issues, such as gender
balance in leadership roles, are
dealt with as an ongoing
process. For example, if we're
at a meeting and women's
voices aren't being heard, we'll
enforce male silence until five
women speak." Goeke considers herself an ecofeminist who
"believes in the marriage of
ecology and feminism" and
reports that a Green woman
has started a Green Sprouts
program to explore how children fit into the movement.

Another political group,
The New Party, formed in 1992,
seems to be focusing on platform building. The group has
published two readable pamphlets on tough topics, "The
Clinton Health Care Plan: Dead
on Arrival: Why It Failed & What
It Means" by University of Iowa
historian Colin Gordon and "A
Sustainable Economy for the
21st Century" by Harvard University economist and women's
studies director Juliet Schor. $4
each from the Open Magazine
Pamphlet Series, P.O. Box 2726,
Westfield, N.Y. 07091. Email:
openmag@intac.com.
Both the Greens and the New
Party will join with other groups
for a National Independent Politics Summit meeting in Pittsburgh, Penn., August 18-20.
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TALKING BACK
talk back to the news all the
time, thus, here I am talking
back to an item in the sum-

I
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"Win

Some/Lose Some" column that
poked fun at Hillary Clinton for
wearing a traditional Muslim
head scarf during a tour of thirdworld countries. I encourage
you to rethink what wearing a
traditional Muslim scarf means.
On a recent trip to the Middle
East, I met and had long conversations with many women—in
both Western and Muslim dress.
I did not always know exactly
what the women's dress signified. For some it may have been
tradition, for others, camouflage. One of our guides called it
"simply fashion."
Hillary Clinton may have been
gracious enough to follow the
adage "when in Rome, behave
as Romans." Years ago a friend
let me know that the women
from the Omaha and Winnebago tribes were offended that I
wore my middle-class casual
outfit to their annual powwow
celebrations. I was the wife of
the congressman for their district and an honored guest. They
dress in their finest for these occasions. My ignorance and
slighting of their customs embarrasses me still.
I welcome O N THE ISSUES in my

mail and always read every word
with interest and eagerness,
glad to nourish my soul with the
courage of soul sisters.
Ruth Raymond Thone
Lincoln, Neb.
STROSSEN DEFENDED,
CRITIQUED
s a feminist in (I hope)
good standing and a
contributor to this mag-

A
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azine, I must express my dissent
from the editorial policy that
saw fit to devote two lengthy articles in the summer 1995 issue
to attacks on ACLU president
Nadine Strossen's Defending
Pornography. While the contents
page says that Strossen "defends
pornography by smearing feminism," the first sentence of
Diana E.H. Russell's column accurately states that Strossen's
first target is, in fact, "the feminist movement against pornography,'' a significant element of
contemporary feminism, perhaps—certainly in the mainstream media's view—but hardly
synonymous with the diverse,
ever-growing and changing
movement itself.
There are, I assure you, many
prominent, serious feminist theorists and activists—among
them several who were disparagingly quoted or referred to
in the articles—who
share Strossen's and
the ACLU's concerns
about
the
antipornography movement's fight against
sexually explicit materials, for a variety of
political reasons, many
of which I share.
In these days of
right-wing ascent and
widespread
attacks
not only on feminism
but on sexual minorities and free
speech of all kinds, I would think
we could find more truly dangerous "enemies" of women to
attack than the ACLU and its
president. There are, indeed, differences and disagreements
among feminists, perhaps most
dramatically around issues of
sexuality and representation.
This is as it should be. I would

hope that in future issues we
might see the discussion expanded to include the views of
some of the many feminists on
the other side of this very important issue.
Elayne Rapping
New York, N.Y.

Wl
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T h a t is she talking
about?" was my
reaction to Diana
E.H. Russell's article, "Nadine
Strossen: The Pornography Industry's Wet Dream" (summer
1995). Why hold only "porn" responsible when liquor and drugs
are as common as catalysts in
sexual violence against women?
The "porn/free speech" debate obscures the compelling
issue that spawned it: How do
we stop men's violence against
women? Unfortunately, we
don't. Face it—women are not
the necessary parties in stopping

sex acts on a woman if they
could get away with it." In other
words, 30 to 60 percent of male
college students do not find
men's sexual violence against
women unacceptable, just illegal. This phenomenon is not
about "porn." It is about young
men's attitudes which are created by boys' role models, supported by the patriarchal culture
of masculinity, and made acceptable by men's silence about
sexual violence against women.
Of course, more speech, not
less, helps to change these attitudes, as Strossen explains. We
feminists must give up our myopic conceit that the feminist
"porn/free speech" debate has
anything real to say about stopping men's sexual violence
against women. If we are not
talking about stopping men's violence against women in the
feminist "porn/free speech" debate, what are we talking about?
Pamela Armstrong
Southampton, N.Y.

T

hank you Diana E.H. Russell and Mark Hussey for
your brilliant reviews of
Nadine Strossen's most recent
addition to the ACLU's propornography, anti-equality crusade (summer 1995)1 Relying on

How do we stop men's
violence against women?
Unfortunately, we don't.
Face it—women are
not the necessary
parties in stopping this
violence—men are.
this violence—men are. Rape, incest, and battering will stop only
when men, as a group, as individuals, as lawmakers, and as
law-enforcers, decide that such
conduct is unacceptable.
This truth is revealed inadvertently in Russell's claim that "30
to 60 percent of male college
students report some likelihood
that they would rape or force

the testimony of a handful of
gay activists, Ms. Strossen concludes that gay male pornography is liberatory, subversive, and
therefore an integral part of gay
male identity. It must, therefore,
be protected because to do otherwise is to support homophobia. As a gay man very much
committed to equality and very
much opposed to pornography,

I find her analysis, or lack thereof, insulting.
Gay male pornography features titles like Nazi Torment,
Slave Trainer, and / Slapped Him
Until He Came. Cops, bikers, and
Nazis are eroticized, racial stereotypes are sexualized, good looks
and youth are idealized. Sadism,
incest, torture, and rape are presented as erotic and pleasurable.
In most of these materials, it is
the white, more dominant male
who is afforded role-model status. The result is a sexuality
which is hierarchical and rarely
compassionate or mutual.
Nadine Strossen wants to liberate me. She claims to care
about inequality and homophobia. Really? Given what gay male
pornography says about equality, I would say she has a funny
way of proving it and I for one
would appreciate it if she would
at least take the time to listen to
the voices of those most silenced
by that which she calls speech.

Lee Heller
San Francisco, Calif.
WHERE'S PALESTINE?
n your summer 1995 issue, I
was astonished to read of a
country that can be found
on virtually no map in the world
("Palestine at the Crossroads" by
Deborah Horan).
You should certainly be aware
of the following historical facts:
There is no country, state, or city
in the world called Palestine;
there is no elected government
of any geographical entity calling itself Palestine. If however,
the Arabs had accepted the
United Nations Partition Plan of
1947, there would have been an
Arab state called Palestine. In
fact, during the 19 years
(1948-1967) that the Arabs controlled the "West Bank" and
Gaza, they could have created a
state at any time and named it
anything they wanted.

I

Christopher Kendall
Perth, Australia
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ing any and all press that challenges capitalism, including but
not limited to the feminist press.
The reason pornography exists is
first and foremost that it is profitable, for that is the primary law
of capitalism: maximization of
profit. Only when the private
profit system is eliminated can
we begin to put an end to
pornography, and that will not
happen with laws but through
education that actively promotes
feminism, homosexuality being
just as good as heterosexuality,
and socialism.

hile there is certainly
no doubt that the
garbage
on the
newsstands most women would
call pornography does promote
violence against women, asking
the state to prohibit it is an open
invitation for the state to attack
the feminist, homosexual, and
socialist press. During the 1950s,
John Steinbeck's searing indictment of the exploitation of the
farmworkers, The Crapes of
Wrath, was declared pornographic by the anti-communist
bookburners. The campaign for
anti-pornography laws is always
a cover of the fascists for attack-
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correctness, wishful thinking, or
her own biases, that is her business. But a publication like yours
that attempts to give such
blather legitimacy and credibility is not only ahistorical, but dishonest.

I

|oan Swirsky
Great Neck, N.Y.
AMY FISHER'S VICTIM
layne Rapping (summer
1995) forgot to say that
the reason Amy Fisher
was "chewed up and spit out by
the...criminal justice system"
was because she went to her
lover's house and shot his wife in
the head. There is one victim in
this sordid case and it ain't Amy
Fisher.

E

Helga Eaddy
Shelbyville, Tenn.

A

my Fisher took A GUN
and
shot
another
woman's
FACE OFF

(summer 1995 ON THE ISSUES).

Remember?
In spite of the fact that not
She is not a "victim-feminist."
one country in the entire world
She is a villain-bimbo.
has recognized Palestinian stateIs that a prejudiced term for a
hood, Deborah Horan and O N jealous girl who visits a woman's
THE ISSUES have. If a journalist
home and shoots her in the
chooses to write out of political face? Not any more prejudiced
than the implication that it took
a dastardly, male-dominated,
misogynist press to make her
look bad, or that her seducer deserved as much punishment as
she did, for he most certainly
did not. Was he a meanie who
took advantage of a disturbed
and
decidedly
underaged
woman? Yes, I daresay, but he
didn't shoot anyone in the face.

CAN'T GET TO BEIJING?

Be a part of The fourth \J.N.
International Conference on Women

Push our Beijing Button and
Read our news and views
Write what you think about issues and events.
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Future of Love"
deals with the mystery
with bravery and intelligence. What I say in lectures
about all the divorcing is, "What
you are really saying in your
fights isn't about sex or money
or power. You're really saying,
'You're not enough people.'" I
am an extended family freak.
Kurt Vonnegut
New York, N.Y.

Home page address:
http://www.echonyc.com/~onissues

Catherine Weaver
Queens, N.Y.

loved "The State-of-the-Couple Report." A masterful mistressing of a chewy bit of
theory. I was also grateful for
Laurel Touby's and Elayne Rapping's pieces. All fun to read. Seriously thought out. Respectfully
addressed to a Reader-With-aLife rather than to a FanaticWith-a-Problem.
Lynn Phillips
New York, N.Y.
WEBBED FOR CHANCE
ust stopped by the "Issues" page on World
Wide Web and enjoyed
the sweetest rush. Thanks to all
involved for creating this area.
Its evolution is going to be a joy
to experience. I had this thought
this morning that the emerging
Web with its wealth of information and sense of community
will offer women a tremendous
opportunity to learn and work
together as a worldwide collective force. I have a feeling that
we are on the edge of a great
change.

J

Veronica Matthews
Buffalo, N.Y.
CLINIC TERROR
he horrific implications of
the murders of doctors
and employees at the
Florida and Massachusetts clinics
—and the measures the clinics
must take to defend themselves
—are too much for me to contemplate ("Abortion Providers:
The New Communists?" sum-

T

mer 1995 O N THE ISSUES.) I seek

desperately for way other than
direct armed confrontation.
Clair |. Schiff
Summitt, N.j.

infomercials, talk shows, 1950s sitcoms, the representation of blacks on television and daytime
soap operas.
What was perhaps even more shocking about
this gathering of some of the most learned and
serious media scholars in the world (including
males) was that it was—unlike more competitive
academic conferences—a lot of fun. Like the
millions of women and girls who follow the
ELAYIUE RAPPING
soaps, the scholars at these conferences are often
themselves fans. Indeed, "fandom" is itself a
topic of serious discussion at these conferences.
It's fascinating stuff from an anthropological
point of view, and it reveals much that is heartening about what female TV audiences think and
feel about their favorite shows, and why they
watch them. (And it's not because they're stupid.)
Is she kidding? you are no doubt wondering,
with perhaps a bit of your own cultural anxiety
over the state of higher education—especially the
already much media-damned women's studies
n a recent issue of The New York Times
curricula. Is she really saying she not only enjoys
soaps, but is teaching our daughters to like them?
Sunday Week in Review section, the spot
Well, sort of. There are very good reasons for
women (and women-friendly men) to take an
that I think of as "Inside Jokes for Egginterest in the traditionally demeaned and
heads" was reserved for a series of excerpts abhorred cultural forms that women watch and
talk about among themselves. In the case of
soaps, at least, when these "texts" are carefully
from recent scholarly works by feminists
deconstructed from a feminist angle, they reveal
on daytime soap operas. Ho, ho, ho, the Cultural themselves to be repositories of women's dreams
Elite was meant to think as we shook our heads and desires for a life that is largely denied.
in wonderment at this latest inanity of the politiLook at the headlines this morning, whatever
cally correct but mentally defective academy,
morning you happen to be reading this. Chances
Now they're doing "textual analyses" of As the
are you'll hear about a world in which the femiWorld Turns. What next?
nization of poverty is increasing. Women are
Not long after that, an otherwise thoughtful being molested, harassed, raped, beaten, and murand balanced editorial in The New Yorker covered dered at a growing rate. Reproductive rights are
seriously threatened by terrorists and politicians
Yale's rejection of a large gift from a donor who
alike. Child care, welfare, health care—the list of
insisted upon determining what courses the
In
necessary services and entitlements is too long to
money would subsidize and who would be hired
Soapville, to teach them. The author, Andrew Delbanco, reprint here—are all being annihilated (not that
they were all that available or high-quality
felt obliged, even as he defended the university's
before). And such cultural constants as the sexual
right to control its own curriculum and faculty,
villains
double standard, the glass ceiling, and the scarcity
to express dismay over certain recent trends in
of properly socialized men with whom to mate
academia
of
which
the
elevation
of
"soap
operas
are duly,
and raise more such models are still problematic.
and pornography" to the ranks of "literary texts"
On the soaps, while some (but not all!) of
deliciously worthy of study were, in his view, among the
most ludicrous. Ho, ho, ho again, we were meant
these problems come up, they are presented and
resolved in ways that are far closer to our dreams
punished. to smirk, in culturally outraged unison.
and fantasies than the real world allows. And as
While I'm usually proud to count myself
among the so-called Cultural Elite—any group time has gone by, and feminism—more and more
influential to the female consumers upon whom
feared and loathed by Dan Quayle is a group
the producers depend for ratings—has had its
worth joining—here I must decline. For the fact
subtle influence on the genre, its popularity with
is that I am one of those feminazi witches who
women of all classes and races has become even
engages in this kind of textual madness for both
more understandable.
love and money. In fact, I have recently returned
from the annual gathering of a whole coven of
First, let's admit to the absurdities of the genre.
such academic witches—a conference held each
Of course, the social landscape of Soapville is disspring called "Console-ing Passions: Television,
tressingly patriarchal, even feudal in structure.
Video, and Feminism"—at which learned papers
The heroes are all police officers, doctors,
were indeed presented on such topics as lawyers, and—especially—heads of multinational
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As The
Soap Turns
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corporations that (oddly) seem to be
planted in small Midwestern towns like
Pine Valley and Springfield. Nonetheless—and most preposterously—all
these institutions are pure equal opportunity employers. Class and race have
no pejorative inflection or consequences here. If they are really good people, everyone—even convicted felons
just released from prison with not even
a high school diploma—almost immediately receives a job as a corporate
executive. (If they are incorrigibly bad
people, of course, they are eventually
disposed of.) Boardinghouse residents
(in gowns and tuxes which are wafted
from thin air as if they lived in the
Emerald City) hobnob with CEOs,
and people of color and children of
bag ladies marry and prosper in the
highest circles on a daily basis.

goes on in the real world, or for that
matter, in most mainstream pop culture
aimed at mixed audiences. Have you
seen Chicago Hope or NYPD Blue or
the O.J. trial lately?
I have often seen truly heartwarming
segments on soaps. In a Guiding Light
story line, way back in the 1970s, for
example, a girl's boyfriend ran off in
horror upon learning that she had been
sexually abused by her father. He later
returned to apologize for being so
insensitive and not seeing that she
needed to be comforted and supported
since she had done nothing wrong.
(My son and daughter and I followed
that one together when my children
were in junior high.) On All My Children in the eighties I watched, for many
weeks, the trial of a prominent man
charged with the acquaintance rape of
the (notoriously "bad") woman with
whom he was having an adulterous
affair. As the story grew in complexity,
community members began to take
sides and debate the issue, many coming to see her side of it and support
her. Still, the case was going badly for
her until—get this—the man himself,
in afitof conscience, confessed, apologized, and volunteered to do community service at a rape crisis center. On

cious—and obnoxious—as The Donald
himself in their lust for power, sex, and
money. They are wont to enter rooms
and spew out vicious diatribes against
their enemies, sometimes even physically assaulting female rivals.
Not nice at all, this. But despite the
obvious "negative role model" issue,
fans love these women for reasons that
are understandable, I'd say, even to
feminists. After all, this is not the real
world but the soap world, where such

glamorous villainesses
serve, perhaps, as
emotional surrogates for
all of us repressed Good
G i r l s . They are symbolic demons

from hell every powerful man must
dread. For in this man's world—which,
ut it is this very absurd landin truth, honors and rewards such
scape that makes it possible to
grotesque behavior above all else while
create story lines in which
insisting that only men be allowed to
women's real problems are portrayed—
engage in and prosper from it—they
often more graphically and melodramatically than even our worst nightact out our righteous female indignamares—and then resolved in ways that
tion. They push and shove and demand
warm our hearts and fulfill our fondest
their way through the bastions of
emotional and social dreams. For these
power and money from which we have
feudal fiefdoms—unlike the real •world
been excluded. And if they get away
of cops, lawyers, and multinationals— The Young and the Restless, just last with it for a while and are allowed to
contain institutions and men, powerful year—as O.J. was being arraigned, as a ride high in their nasty Bad Girl splenmen, whose every law and policy and matter of fact—an abused woman, on dor (they always suffer defeat in the
feeling are meant to serve and honor trial for killing her husband to protect end, only to rise and then fall again), it
women. That's why soaps are so ridicu- her daughter from abuse, joined a bat- does the hearts of the more repressed
lous by the criteria of realism, so easily tered women's support group, all the among us a world of good.
dismissed as junk. If they were true to members of which, during the trial,
So here's to the soaps and their
life, they would never be able to pull marched outside the courthouse wear- woman-centered universes of inanely
off their feminine visions of bliss. (Nor, ing T-shirts and bearing placards saying delicious contradiction. Until the
it's worth mentioning, would their cor- STOP THE VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN. world turns toward the real social and
porate owners and sponsors be willing She got off, of course.
cultural visions of feminist activists and
to present them.) On soap operas,
But it's not all a feminist fantasy artists and dreamers, we are stuck with
unlike real life, male doctors and come true. Indeed—and here the crit- stupid daytime facsimiles in which
lawyers traditionally announce to one ics are right—soaps are fraught with some of our dreams—implausibly, but
and all that they are abandoning all problematic gender stereotypes and deliciously—do come true. My daughtheir other cases and clients to devote assumptions about gender and society. ter grew up tough and strong and
themselves entirely to the latest crisis of Family, motherhood—and the continindependent not despite, but with perthe women they love, "because," they uation of paternal bloodlines—are still
haps a bit of help from, these sappy stosay in tones that never fail to melt my the central issues, no matter how transries which goofily pretend—and so
heart, "I care about you so much." On figured, and romance is still what
allow us to imagine—that our wildest,
soaps, when women are raped or mismakes most women's lives go round. most grandiose dreams could come
diagnosed or mistreated or cheated of
Another generic staple—the larger- true. And should yours find herself in a
all their worldly goods by scam artists
than-life bitch goddess ubiquitous to class taught by one of the feminazi
or humiliated and betrayed, as they
every soap since radio days—is also witches who seriously analyze them,
always are, sooner or later the head
problematic
from a feminist viewpoint. so, I expect, will she. •
honchos of the family or legal system
These
vixens,
in a caricature of most of
or medical system or corporate structhe
male
traits
we rightly despise, run Elayne Rapping is professor of communicature involved see that justice is done
amok
through
their
calm little villages tions at Adelphi University and author,
and that the villain is duly, deliciously
punished. This is a far cry from what spreading hate and mayhem. They are most recently, o/Mediations: Forays Into
as materialistic, competitive, rapa- the Culture and Gender Wars.
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PHYLLIS CHESLER

to write a two-volume autobiography and to
lobby 25 state legislatures on behalf of married
women and mental patients.
I first discovered Elizabeth about 25 years ago
while doing the research for Women and Madness.
I read everything I could lay my hands on—
which wasn't much. Now, Barbara Sapinsley has
published the first-ever full-length biography of
her, The Private War of Mrs. Packard.

Why is Elizabeth Packard "unknown"? Why is
her face not on a stamp, her birthplace not a historical landmark? Why have no movies or plays
been made about her?
For starters: She wasn't a man, she never killed
anybody, she was neither a courtesan nor a prostitute—she was, in fact, a deeply religious and
intellectual woman, one who managed to survive
and transcend bitter bondage. Elizabeth was a
spiritual "master" in the same way that a ballet
dancer masters space, soaring, a wonder to
behold, an inspiration to us all.
tep right up, folks: Elizabeth Parsons
Elizabeth endured the gravest persecution
(Elizabeth's word for what happened to her)
Ware Packard (1816-1897) is about
without becoming bitter or crazy. What's more,
she became a tireless and creative crusader on
to be discovered. She's a genuine, bona behalf
of mental patients, married women, and
mothers.
fide American hero whose amazing
Uninteresting, right?
In Elizabeth's time (the more things change,
deeds and indomitable spirit were
the more they stay the same), the wives and
daughters of fire-and-brimstone fundamentalist
utterly forgotten for more than 130 years. Hidden in history, that's where she's been, silenced in ministers and True Believers were supposed to
serve, not be heard. Fundamentalist women were
history—even after she triumphed over being
allowed, expected even, to be very aggressive in
silenced in her own lifetime, first by her husone area only: that of supporting the patriarchal
band, then by the state.
status quo. Their job was to patrol children and
Elizabeth was one of the many nineteenthother women into similar states of canny, fuguecentury women whose husbands had them psystate obedience.
Asylum physician chiatrically hospitalized. It was Elizabeth who
Women were not supposed to venture opinAndrew McFarland first made the analogy between institutional psyions on the important issues of the day. Let a
(left) looks on as chiatry and the Inquisition, Elizabeth who
woman start talking about God the Mother,
Elizabeth Packard fought for a woman's right to express her opinwomen's legal rights, free love, and you could see
is carried away, ions without being incarcerated by any male relthem lighting the fires.
refusing to walk as ative who disagreed with her views. In 1863,
So-called enlightened men did not want to
a sign ofprotest. after obtaining her freedom, Elizabeth went on
hear from women—not even on the slavery
question. Remember, women convened the
1848 Seneca Falls Convention because male abolitionists had not allowed them to speak in public

Rebel
with a Cause

because they were women. For no other reason.

"Old wives' tales"—that's what the world
thought of women's collective wit and wisdom.
Still does. Overly educated women then—as
now—were seen as "dancing dogs" or "geisha
girls," in no way representative of "normal"
women, who were viewed as superstitious, hysterical, illiterate, and liars.
By the time the family and old-time religion
had done its job, few daughters valued and most
feared original thought in women. Such thought
was, in fact, viewed as Original Sin. If a woman
actually survived her father's home intellectually
intact, not cowed, craven, or cowardly, then her
ON THE ISSUES FALL 1995
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state-and-church fundamentalist ideology. Held it up to its own most cherished principles, found it wanting. Said
so. Publicly. Refused to attend her
husband's church. Changed churches
and denominations. Your typical Dangerous Example.
Elizabeth was not part of the existing
women's rights movement. Like Elizabeth Cady Stanton, Elizabeth Packard
was also a wife and the mother of six
children. Unlike Cady Stanton, Elizabeth was no feminist firebrand. She
was a God-fearing and dutiful Christian woman. She relied on "manly,
Christian" men to come to her aid and
some actually did. However, she was
also well-educated, strong-minded, and
a powerful speaker.
The facts of her life and her crusades
are part of our legacy as Americans,
feminists, crusaders, human beings. Let
me introduce you to her.
beth
Packard understood
In 1839, Elizabeth married the Revthat women needed more, erend Theophilus Packard, Jr., who, at
39, was 14 years her senior. They left
not less, legal speech; that Massachusetts and moved to Illinois,
where Elizabeth gave birth to six chilinsecure people, both men dren in 16 years. Elizabeth ran the
She dipped her own canand women, conspired to household:
dles, grew her own vegetables, gathered
s i l e n c e w o m e n within the fam- her own eggs, sewed her family's
ily, the church, and the state. Elizabeth clothes, cooked, baked, cleaned, launhoped that strong new laws and "good dered, entertained, tutored the chilmen" would, together, guarantee dren, and nursed her family through
every illness. In addition, Elizabeth
women speech.
It was Elizabeth who proposed that: raised church funds, helped Theophilus
"No person shall be regarded or treat- write his sermons, and "ministered" to
ed as an Insane person, or a Monoma- his congregation.
niac, simply for the expression of opinThey don't make them that way
ions, no matter how absurd these anymore.
opinions may appear to others." She
According to Sapinsley, "Wherever
further observed that: "It is a crime they lived [Elizabeth] had always gathagainst human progress to allow ered a circle of admiring men and
Reformers to be treated as Monoma- women around her. Her charm and
niacs...if the Pioneers of truth are thus bearing, her learning, the ease with
liable to lose their personal liberty which she held forth on subjects liter...who will dare to be true to the inspi- ary and scientific as well as biblical,
rations of the divinity within them?"
inevitably made her a leader."
In a sense, Elizabeth was trying to
Theophilus was a cold and rigid
enforce women's (nonexistent) rights tyrant, a fire-and-brimstone Calvinist
to the First Amendment!
minister. He was also Elizabeth's intelElizabeth was no Victoria Woodhull, lectual and social inferior. In her writno George Sand, no Sarah Bernhard. ings, Elizabeth later characterized
She plied no sexual, bohemian magic. Theophilus as a "sluggish" man who
Elizabeth was a deeply religious and "clings serf-like to the old paths, as
intellectual woman. A righteous with a death grasp." Elizabeth saw herwoman. She was devoted to and sus- self as having a more "active" and
tained by organized Christianity yet, "progressive temperament."
paradoxically, her very existence, her
Perhaps the "dull" and "crafty"
speech, her actions, threatened its exis- Theophilus had decided to punish
tence. Elizabeth turned the tables on Elizabeth for her greater enlighten-

husband bore responsibility for "taming the shrew." And if her husband
failed at this task, he could always call
in the state to assist him. He could
divorce and impoverish the upstart,
make sure she never again saw her
children. He could have her jailed as a
"crazy" woman.
I think of Martha Mitchell, who was
trying to say "Watergate" long before
Woodward and Bernstein met Deep
Throat. Like Paul Revere, Martha tried
to warn: "There's corruption in high
places." Martha's husband, John
Mitchell, then our attorney general,
had Martha declared insane. And then
he psychiatrically hospitalized her. And
then she died, mysteriously.
So much for Martha-wife-of-a-ruling-class-male's ability to utilize our
cherished First Amendment.
More than a century earlier, Eliza-
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ment. (That theme again: Prometheus
punished, Christ crucified, the Goddess
beheaded.)
What crime did Elizabeth commit?
She taught her Sunday school students
that we are all born good, not evil. Privately, she also held other religious
views, including the belief in "spiritualism" (reincarnation) and in a "spiritual Mother." Theophilus strongly disagreed with her—and with Elizabeth's
right to publicly express her views. In
his view, wives were supposed to be
subordinate to their husbands in all
things and if they weren't, they were
probably mentally ill.
In the nineteenth century, a husband, a father, a brother, or a son—
including one who was a batterer, an
alcoholic, a philanderer, a psychotic
murderer—could legally have his female
relatives imprisoned as a way to punish
them, gain control of their dowries and
property, live with or marry another
woman.
In 1860, when their youngest child,
Arthur, was 18 months old, Theophilus
exercised his legal right to have Elizabeth committed to an insane asylum.
Theophilus had her forcibly (and legally) removed from her own home. Elizabeth went limp and had to be carried
out of her house—in other words, she
committed an act of nonviolent civil
disobedience to protest her forced
removal to the state asylum in Jacksonville.
At Jacksonville, Elizabeth enjoyed a
favored position. Her so-called "cure"
was to be allowed to work, gratis, for
the asylum and for Dr. McFarland's
family. Gradually, Elizabeth began
to realize that the " s u b j e c t i o n

of the wives to their
husbands' will" was the
cure Dr. McFarland was
a l t e r . In Sapinsley s words, "In nineteenth-century America, a husband
exercising his authority no matter how
was not 'wrong'; a wife's attempting to
resist it was."
After four months of confinement,
Elizabeth drafted a 21-page brief in
which she applied directly to Dr.,
McFarland for her release. Dr. McFarland did not respond. Elizabeth then
wrote Dr. McFarland another letter in
which she described severe and ongoing

patient

abuse, (continued on page 58)
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i hree days ago, 1 picked up my new
bike, a HarleyDavidson Low
Rider (FXD). She's
black, of course,
and incredibly
beautiful. She's
streamlined and
sleek and powerful.
Since she arrived I
have been able to
focus upon nothing
but my bike. A1J
else pales. She calls
to me. I sit in my
bedroom, the
garage on the oth
e of the wall •

om

Barbara
M Joans * ^
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(this is California), and the bike keeps calling to me.
"Am I crazy?" I ask my husband. "I keep talking to m\
bike."
"No," he answers with great confidence. "You are just
obsessed. I've been there myself."
I go out to the garage at night to sit on her. She is beautiful but she is not my first. I have owned and loved other
bikes. I should be used to this experience hut I .1111 not. I
have never felt this strongly about a bike before. My husband calls it obsession. I call it Bike I list.
Only once before, 45 years ago, did I experience a similar
addiction. That was for my I ''50 Steinway Concert < Irand
piano. A totally magnificent instrument—1 would have slept
under it it my parents had let me.
Normally, I do not covet things. 1 seemed to have missi d
the typical American socialization process. 1 crave neither
wealth, security, fame, nor possessions. Most of the time
things bore me. Much of my adult life has been spent
poor—sometimes welfare-poor, other times merely impoverished. 1 raised my kids as Greenwich Village street urchins.
They were the children of hippie, radical, commune-living,
counterculture, drug-crazed, beatnik, feminist, freaked-out
anthropology dropouts. The kids turned out great.
Through all my radical, wandering, revolutionary days, I
studied anthropology. From the welfare lines, I wrote field
notes. From the anti-war movement jails in Washington, I

wrote field notes. From the feminist minefields, I wrote field
notes. In the early 70s, I got a terrible note from the City
University of New York. It said: Return immediately or be
dropped from the Ph.D. program in anthropology. That note
found me stoned in the middle of a commune in Oregon. I
returned. There are only a few things that have been absolutely consistent in my life. Anthropology is one of them.
Motherhood is .mother. Unregenerate heterosexuahty is a
third. I have always been mated. That pretty much sums it
up. A mother fucking anthropologist.
And I'm old. I rode with a guy last month who wore ,iTshirt that said Oi 11 A< ,1. AIN' I I < >u SISSIES, and he's right. It's
not just the arthritis and bone aches and the rotten, fallingapart-body miseries. It's the lack of information. We age.
How are we supposed to behave? How are we supposed to
act our age?
As my birthday closed my sixth decade, I looked around
for others who had traveled those paths before me. 1 looked
for some clues, some precious signs that say—this way, this is
the way to grow.
Unfortunately, I am a woman of America, and my country
does not regard my aging with respect. Fortunately, I
learned a long time ago to disregard my culture's designs on
me and torge my own patterns. For my sixtieth birthday, I
rode my beautiful Harley Low Rider home. I figured that
this was a good way to start the beginning ot my old age.
Friends helped Joans (third from
left) accelerate the adventure
from riding behind her husband
to steering her own 600 pound
Harley Low Rider.

I

REFUSED
TO LET MY INNATE
COWARDICE
RULE MY LIFE. I RODE
MY REBEL WITH GREAT
TIMIDITY. BUT I RODE.
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This will be .i good way to spend my sixties.
I started riding tour years ago Actually, I started passengenng five years ago. It was a conscious choice My husband
and 1 had been together L5 years and something had to be
done. Lots of things keep couples together: money, kids.
convenience, inertia. After the bloom is off the butt and lust
has mined to lethargy, something is needed to spue up the
romance. S o m e folks turn to adultery. Some divorce, seeking

in a new mate some quality missed in the old one. Some
stay single. None of these options appealed to me. 1 wanted
my old mate auJ I wanted some spice, too.
I looked around. 1 checked out our options When we
were young (he, though, is still m the early blush of middle
age), political passions fueled our lues and spiced our marriage. Nothing gets the adrenaline moving like a good confrontation with the cops. But in my elder state, 1 am more
likel) to have a drink with a cop than dis one. My husband
and I shared too tew activities, hobbies, or interests to spice a
life with them. M\ friends bored him. His friends lived on
the Internet. We were pathetic. Here we were, inching toward marital mediocrity and no relief in sight. Then he
bought a bike.
My husband has been riding motorcycles almost all his
lite. But ever since he returned from Vietnam, it became a
serious it quiet passion. Through a long, busy, messy, and
moving lite, his love of bikes endured. Mostly, during
Harley-Davidson's lean and terrible years, he rode Hondas.
He had no problems with the Harleys' kick starts, but hated
doing all the maintenance. Like a number of old bikers, he
had fallen in love with Harleys during his youth but never
quite got up the money to buy one.

e moved to San Francisco and all that
changed. We were both employed at the
same time. Revelation! We became middle
class. What a hoot. We could now own things. He wanted a
bike. He wanted a Harley. I figured, why not? It might just
give us a much-needed shared interest/activity. For him it
was the realization of a dream. For me it was a totally new
experience. Who knew it would become my obsession?
Who knew that it would be my way to enter my sixties?
At first, 1 passengered. At 55,1 thought it absolutely ami/
ing that 1 managed to get on the back. True. Ken had provided a passenger seat for me that was as big as a barn and as
sturdy as an oak, but still I was scared. Actually, I was terrified. The movies make it look so easy. You throw a leg over
and away you go. Riding is as American as apple pie. country living, and Norman Rockwell. I he only problem is that
I am a New York Jew, reared in the streets of Manhattan and
the side streets of Brooklyn. Being sedentary, sickly, utterly
nonmechanical, and a lover of the great indoors, 1 was more
suited to appreciate museums than motorcycles.
Nothing m my urban, indoor, Last Coast experience prepared me for the glory and god-awfulness of riding a bike.
When you ride you are right m the middle of nature. When
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it rams, you get very wet. When the sun is overhead, you can
swelter. Protection from the elements is so minimal that you
make friends with the elements or you don't ride. My entire
past city life of college teaching, child-rearing, poetry writing, piano playing, and urban radical activism left me utterly
unprepared for the wonder of riding the wind.
Ken had patience 1 had my stubborn fanaticism. I refused to let my innate cowardice rule my lite. 1 learned to
passenger.
Then one day, my old friend Phyllis Chesler called.
"What do you mean, you are passengering!" she rumbled.
"Why are you not riding' 1 want to ride on the back of your
bike. I want to be the girl on the back"
What a concept. Could I ride? To be honest, the thought
had never occurred to me. I saw riding as a male province
and as a young woman's province. If I had been 20, no, ten
years younger, maybe then I could have been the rider. Btit
I saw so many other women riding. I thought, why not? At
56, with lots of help from my friends, 1 took a beginner riders course. 1 bought my first bike, a small but wonderful
250cc Honda Rebel, and took to the roads. Actually, I took
to the back roads, side streets, and alleyways.
The day I passed my motorcycle operator's test was one of
the proudest days of my life I remember grinning all the
way home. It was right up there with earning a Ph.D.,
birthing two kids, and marrying for love.
I rode my Rebel with great timidity. While my friends
roared down the roads, I putt-putted my slow way home.
But I rode. And slowly the love of riding began to change
my life. It was becoming not merely an important activity; it
started shaping my life. It was time for my Harley.
I bought my Sportster. This bike was bigger, heavier, and
far more powerful. A Harley Hugger 883cc Sportster is no
slouch of a bike. It is formidable. It also messes with the
mind. All of a sudden, I could leap tall buildings with a single bound. When my bike bucked and growled and kicked
me off, I picked her up. Alone and trembling, I managed to
haul a 500-pound bike to her wheels. I could not possibly
do that. Yet I rode away and to this day do not quite know
how 1 did it.
For two years I rode my Sporty. Then it was time to move
up, to take the final step. It was time to buy the big twin. All
600-plus pounds of black, shmy, l,340cc Low Rider. Sleek,
lusty, powerful, and beautiful. She is all the things I would be
in flesh, if I could. She roars. She sets otf every car alarm
within a three-block area. She purrs and prances and preens.
She sets me tree.
When all you shrinks get done howling with laughter,
consider the alternatives. As we age we lose a great variety
of faculties. We maintain some important ones, but none of
them will push us back into youthful agility or nubile sexuality. The sensual pleasures remain to us but have to be
coaxed into life. My bike, my Lady, lets me ride the wind.
No, she entices me to join her in the pleasures of the ride.
She reminds me that lite at any age can be exciting and adventuresome. She reminds me that the spirit does not age.
When I ride I am ageless, timeless, and fearsome. A perfect
image tor my sixties. •
Barlhihi Joans, Ph.D., director qj the Merrill Museum of Anthropology, is chair of the anthropology department of Merritt College in

Oakland, California. She has written for OB. Our Backs
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Bum Raps,
Bubba
Affirmative
Action

The image, self-esteem, and activism of
African American women were the subjects of a
wide-ranging conversation, arranged for
ON THE ISSUES by Julianne Malveaux, Ph.D.,
host of a Washington-based syndicated daily talk
show on the Pacifica radio network and author of
Sex, Lieo, and Stereotyped: Perspective of a Mad
Economist. Malveaux invited attorney Barbara R.
Arnwine, the executive director of the National
Lawyers' Committee for Civil Rights Under
Law and Ramona Edelin, Ph.D., president of the
National Urban Coalitk n, a social policy
laboratory, into her living room for a lively
exchange, which began with the stereotypes of
African American women projected in recent
Congressional debates and in rap music lyrics, and
concluded with insights into coalition strategies
that might more effectively unite African American
women and all women as a more potent political
force for the twenty-first century.
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JULIANNE MALVEAUX: I think that all progressive
people have been very amazed at the 104th Congress and
the damage it is doing to social policy as we know it. But
African American women, in particular, have been vilified by this Congress as alligators, wolves, people you
wouldn't leave your cat with. What kind of signal does
that send to the rest of the country?
BARBARA ARNWINE: The conservatives of the 104th
Congress are pimping two images. The African American
woman is being demonized as a "welfare queen" who sits
at home, has too many children, and causes all of America's economic problems. And "Bubba," the honest, hardworking, blue-collar white male, is portrayed as angry
because affirmative action has put him out of work. Both
of these images are dishonest and disturbing.
MALVEAUX: They make it seem that if you just fixed the
African American woman...
ARNWINE: ...there wouldn't be these teenage pregnancies
and America would have a balanced budget. And that's
certainly false. For one thing, only 17 percent of African
American women are on welfare. For another, the
teenage pregnancy rate is actually falling for young black
girls, while it's increasing for white girls. And when we
look at the budget overall, welfare is the least of our economic problems. Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC), the welfare program most under attack,
accounts for less than one percent of the budget.
And furthermore, the white male who is most angry is
not "Bubba." When you look at the polling data on affirmative action, the group that's angriest about alleged
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preferences are professional white men. They haven't necessarily lost jobs to women and/or minorities, but corporate downsizing has made them anxious and they believe
that they're entitled to keep and dominate the best jobs.
So Bubba is a smokescreen.
Part of our role as African American women is to
expose the truth. Let's have a public policy debate about
the real issues. If we are going to reform welfare, which
does need reform, let's reform it in a way that really
makes a true difference in the lives of the women, the
children, the families who are on it. And if we're going to
talk about affirmative action and preferences, then let's
talk about preferences in our society in general. The
problem is that no one asks to hear from African American women, so our voices are absent.
MALVEAUX: And African American women leaders are
constantly dissed. Jesse Helms had the temerity to sing
"Dixie" in the elevator to Illinois Senator Carol Moseley
Braun. Florida Congresswoman Carrie Meek was called
out of order for daring to question Newt Gingrich's
book deal on the House floor.
ARNWINE: At the 1893 Columbian Exposition, Fannie
Barrier Williams made a famous speech and said, "We
black women find ourselves in the unfortunate position of
being defenders of our name." That role continues today.
When the Glass Ceiling Commission asked white professionals about how they saw African American women,
they listed "cheap, immoral, promiscuous, unreliable" the
same old, tired stereotypes that Williams was fighting 100
years ago. It's amazing how tenaciously racism has shackled African American women to these stereotypes.
MALVEAUX: A lot of your work with young people,
Ramona, is in leadership training. What do you tell
young black women about this appalling behavior on the
political front?
RAMONA EDELIN: We begin by giving the young
women and men in our programs a historical, intellectual
framework. The period we're in now is comparable to
the period of Black Reconstruction after the Civil War,
from 1870 through 1895, when there was a rise of hate
groups like the Klan, vilification of African Americans,
disenfranchisement through terrorism, and the dismantling of the brand-new legal structures supporting political and social equality of freed slaves.
During this period poor whites could not resist the
seduction of the planter class. They fell for the notion
that, "If I could be just like the man at the top, it would
be all right," and voted against their own economic
interests. So while the freed slaves, the abolitionist movement, and the embryonic organized labor movement
could and should have come together, they did not because of smokeRamona Edelin
screens similar to the ones we see
(center) and
today. Coincidentally, the legislators
Barbara Arnwine
who
were most aggressive in turning
(right) met in
back
Reconstruction came from
the living room of
Georgia. And today, here is this son
Julianne Malveaux
of Georgia up here representing this
(left) for
very
same set of forces.
a warm, and
Somebody
remarked that Newt
sometimes
and his crew want to turn the clock
heated,
back to the 1950s, but I'm afraid that
conversation.
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ARNWINE: NOW's Ellie Smeal came to us

something about affirmative action and we want
your advice." Now that's a big change.

they want to turn the clock back to the 1850s, when we
were in slavery. Once we show young people the historical parallels, they have a certain grounding and understanding that I think is helpful.
MALVEAUX: So the "divide and conquer" tactics of the
past are at work again. But we're also divided among
ourselves. Rap music is one of those divisive issues. It's
not as significant as, say, the black unemployment rate,
which is double that of whites. But rap has galvanized
lots of attention. The National Political Congress of
Black Women is really taking on Time Warner and the
rap industry about the images of black women they put
out there. And our young people come back to us and
say, "Excuse me, but you're not understanding where this
angry rhetoric is coming from."
ARNWINE: Ramona and I might disagree on this, but I
think the excuse "That's my cultural expression" isn't
good enough. I think that kind of cultural expression
needs a change. African American women and girls
should be able to turn on the TV and not have to see
images of themselves only as gold diggers, rolling their
bodies and trying to entice a man. This is how African
American women are portrayed in those videos. I have
some little cousins who are rap artists and they complain
about how a kind of censorship operates against their
work. They might want to do a song about how they feel
about the schools and the teachers and what people
should do about education, and they are told by the
music industry executives, "Oh, no. That's no good. Give
me songs about those good bootys!"
MALVEAUX: So you end up with the Perdue approach to
black women: You don't see a whole woman in these
videos. You see a butt, a breast, a thigh. It clearly objectifies us, but at the same time our young sisters are into
that beat.
ARNWINE: Part of the way gender dynamics works in
our society is that women are taught to denigrate themselves, just like blacks are taught to hate themselves. What
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happens is that young women, like everybody else, emulate the behavior that they see most frequently. So I think
that it's good that there are women who protest these
images. The problem for those young cousins of mine is
how they can make a living and become successful artists
without being exploited.
EDELIN: Well, that's an age-old problem. I have young
adults in my own family with whom I have listened to
rap for a decade or more. Gangsta rap is a fairly recent
development in the rap genre. The music of young adolescents is cyclic and always changes. If you let it play
itself out, it moves on. What's important about rap in my
view, and the reason that I don't dismiss it, is that it portrays the social and economic realities of these young
people's lives, especially their relationships with the
police, which are hostile, even lethal in many instances.
They are recounting the story of what goes on in their
communities. So I have used all of my energies not to
attack our own children, but to try to change those conditions in which they live.
ARNWINE: Rapping and signifying, as people call it, may
be as old as the African American community itself, but I
don't care if they are doing operas with lyrics about hos
[whores] and bitches, I protest.
EDELIN: Wait a minute now. There is a distinction to be
made: Even rapper Snoop Doggy Dog says, "My manager
is a woman. My mother is my primary partner. I'm not
talking about women in general." But there is such a
thing as a bitch and a ho, which grows out of his experience with poverty. There is such a thing as a girl in the
hood who will turn you in for a two-dollar bag. That's
who they're talking about.
MALVEAUX: But the lyrics talk about things like rape and
gang rape. The fact of the matter is that they systematically denigrate women as a category.
ARNWINE: Right, and they need to stop.
EDELIN: But in the genre itself, they are not talking about
all women.
MALVEAUX: I once shared a limo with a rapper who told
me he had never met an economist ho before. The young
man thought he was being funny, but I told him that he
had still not met a ho and his best bet was to keep his
mouth shut. There's a blurring, Ramona, between the
music and the reality. When you look at, for example,
Tupac Shakur—he has music that is very conscious. On
the other hand, a young woman goes to his hotel room—
which may have been poor judgement on her part—and
she gets abused. She has written a letter in VIBE magazine where she talks about what happened. If her
account is to be believed, she was raped—gang-raped.
ARNWINE: I think that our so-called political gangsta
rappers who are doing this, who think that they are chalON THE ISSUES FALL 1995

lenging the system, need to realize how they're playing
into it in a lot of ways. When you look at the record
sales, they are crossing over in a big way into a lot of
white communities.
EDELIN: That's when people get concerned about it.
ARNWINE: So are the white children buying it because
they think they are getting a hip attitude? Or are they are
buying it because it is exotic? Or are they buying because
it drives their parents crazy?
EDELIN: They're buying
it because they're kids.
EDELIN: Republicans look like the
Every generation's adolescents have their own
best-organized, smartest people on the planet
form of rebellious selfexpression. As black
because their agenda is simple: Gather all
women leaders, one
thing we can bring to
of the wealth into the fewest possible hands.
the discussion of rap
music and other issues is our absolute understanding of
the indivisibility of us all as Americans and as citizens of
this global village. Fifty years ago, we were the first to cry
out about illegal drugs being imported into our communities. Nobody cared as long as just our communities
were affected. Now that it's a raging epidemic and this is
the biggest drug-using nation on the planet; everybody's
even after World War II when white women were told
concerned about it now. We can talk about safe and
"Go back to the house, get out of the work force." The
affordable housing, public education, police violence, and
African American man has always been dealing with the
crime. We're the first to cry out, but nobody listens. Well,
fact that the woman has her own paycheck. He's had to
at some point, somebody is going to begin to see a patcontend with conflicts about wanting to be "head of the
tern there, and they're going to start listening before it's
household" when she has more money than he has.
too late. At some point we're going to be in the position
White men are just getting there and in coming to grips
to provide that leadership that grows out of having all
with it they are generating all this cultural confusion.
these experiences ahead of the curve.
MALVEAUX: What about the fact that there are so many
ARNWINE: In some ways, the current struggles that white
women and men in America are going through in gender
relations have lagged behind those of black people.
African American women were brought here to work,
and after slavery we still kept working. We kept working

single-parent households in the black community? Even
among middle-class black people—employed African
Americans with higher incomes—you find lower rates of
partners.
EDELIN: Look at the historical roots in our patterns of
education. For my great grandparents' generation, getting
the girls out of white folks' kitchens, where they might
be raped and abused, was a priority. They
felt a son could take care of himself, even
in the fields, but you had to get a daughter
in school before she came of age. The college attendance rate for women is still very
high in comparison to young men.
MALVEAUX: But historically, that didn't
make a difference in mating. You often had
the schoolteacher married to a postal worker and she had a degree while he didn't.
ARNWINE: And you still have that.
Partnering patterns are changing for all of society, as
women have become more equal and less reliant on the
men's income. It's changing not only in America but also
all over Europe. Once again, African Americans are out
there in front of the trend.
MALVEAUX: After the Clarence Thomas hearings, an
essay by Rosemary Bray published in The New York Times
Magazine talked about our being divided against ourselves
as black women—always having to make the choice
between race or gender. Was our loyalty to Anita Hill,
who told a Story that all of US could (continued on page 5JJ
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Thomas Jefferson,
Sally Hemings, and
the Real Story
of the
and amnesia are forms of nationalism; and so is First
Amendment fundamentalism—a happy loyalty to the
status quo; we live in the best of all possible worlds.
A country devoted to the eternal present is, of
course, a perpetrators dream-come-true; and Amerika does spawn perpetrators. Memory means accusation, recognition, discontent. In the Free Speech
playground, one might rebel against being the pimp's
ride, or even the esteemed writer's: Don't fuck with
me, one might say, spoiling the fun. The players, certain of their right to bang at will, might feel really
bad: like, "censored."
At Amerika's best it produced Emerson, Whitman,
Thoreau—they hated slavery; Stanton, Anthony,
Fuller, Wright—they hated slavery; Frederick Douglass, Sojourner Truth, Harriet Tubman—they hated
slavery. Each and every one of them embodied an
honest Amerikan optimism in intellect and activism
that was not based on forgetting. They thought; they
acted; they were citizens no matter what the law
said; and they did not hide from life, reality, and responsibility by hiding behind the law—oh, well, slavery is constitutional, enough said. They were also
Victorians and moralists—current swear words.

Amerika Now: The Eternal Present

f

1 he mental geography of
' Amerika is a landscape of
forgetfulness, useful in a
country saturated with sexual abuse; a flat nothingness—no history, no yesterday with facts and details; a
desert lit up by the blindi—
ing glare of a relentless,
empty optimism. The past is obliterated, because the
past is burdened by bad news.
Slavery is a rumor, except that some black folk
seem extremely pissed off about it. Rape is a lie, useful once for persecuting black men haunted by the
rumor of slavery but now taken up with malignant
intent by fanatic, angry women, traitors to forgetting.
Free speech is bigger than a right; it is a theme park
in which pimps and esteemed writers alternate "Discourse" with spin-the-bottle: one-handed art, onehanded sex—the sound of one hand typing. It's like
a Utopian summer camp for spoiled brats: Once you
enter Free Speech Park you can go on all the rides
you want and nobody can stop you; so there.
My colleagues—writers and feminists—proudly
call themselves First Amendment fundamentalists or
absolutists, in self-proclaimed philosophical and
pragmatic accord with those who learn rules by rote,
recite dogma without deviation, and will not think.
History moves and society changes but forgetfulness
is both blissful and patriotic. In Amerika, optimism
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The Founding Patriarch**
Were Tyrants
Copyright
0 1995
by Andrea Dworkin

George Washington was the wealthiest man in
Amerika. He freed all his slaves when he died, unlike
Thomas Jefferson, who did not.
James Madison made an annual profit of $257 on
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Why isn 't the Constitution working
for women and African Americans?
Du) the Founding Fathers
guarantee that equality would
be against the law?

B Y

A N D R E A
each slave he owned and spent $12 or $13 on
maintenance.
In 1619, the first black slaves were imported and
the Virginia House of Burgesses, the first representative assembly in Amerika, was established. The Virginia House set up a mechanism for recording and
enforcing contracts, which made the exploitation of
indentured servants easier and more secure, backed
by local, not British, law and force.
By 1700, 50 Virginia families controlled most of
the region's money and owned most of the land,
slaves, indentured servants (to be precise: owned the
contracts of the indentured servants). The males of
those families seemed to rotate being governor, advisers to the governor, and local magistrates.
In 1787, 55 white men met in Philadelphia to create a constitution, currently treated by both the political right and left as a divinely revealed text. Not
much resembling Moses, most of them were lawyers;
owned slaves and land or were rich from manufacturing or shipping (which implicated them in slave
trafficking); owned white women—wives and
daughters—who were not persons under the law.
Half loaned money for profit. Forty had government
bonds, thus a special interest in having a government
that could redeem those bonds. Slaves, indentured
servants, women, men who did not own property,
and Indians were not invited to the party. It was a
rich-white-guy thing.
The framers' idea was to form a republican central
government that (1) could facilitate commerce
among the states, internationally for the new union,
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D W O R K I N
and (if you are credulous) with the Indian nations;
and (2) was too weak to interfere with slavery. Slavery was the basis for the agrarian economy of the
South and the linchpin of what its ruling elite regarded as their "civilization." Slavery was still legal in
the North, but the economy was industrial with a
manufacturing and shipping base. This meant that
the North profited handsomely from the transport
and sale of kidnapped Africans.
The framers did protect slavery: outright in the
body of the text ratified in 1787 for a 20-year period
and by creating a legal framework that kept the federal government anemic while giving the states virtually all the authority and powers of governance.
The federal government had only the powers explicitly designated in the Constitution. For instance, it
got to regulate commerce, create a navy, coin money,
tax, go to war, all with the famous checks and balances that made each exercise purposefully difficult;
and, with its two representative assemblies standing
in for white men with money, the federal government could provide the appearance of democracy,
though never the substance.
The Bill of Rights, which is the first ten amendments to the 1787 Constitution, was ratified in 1791
largely because the rabble, having defeated the
British in the name of equality as well as independence, demanded a legal guarantee of democratic
rights—as in "We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are created equal." The framers
gave in after protracted and stubborn resistance. Not
by accident, they saw to it that equality—as an idea,
21

an ideal, a right, a principle, an element of liberty or
law—disappeared from the Amerikan political vocabulary and was lost to constitutional law. But in
tact the framers went even further: They created a
trick bill of rights. Rather than guaranteeing democratic rights that were inalienable, inviolable, and affirmative—the states be damned—they used the Bill of
Rights as yet another means of restricting federal
power. No citizen had a straight-out right to speak,
to assemble, to bear arms, such that the government
was obligated to uphold the right for the sake of the
citizen. The Bill of Rights applied only to the central
government, not to the states; so that when the First
Amendment said, "Congress shall make no law...,"
only the United States Congress was restricted.
The problem—from the point of view of those
who value rights—is both structural and purposeful.
James Madison—brilliant and cunning, contemptuous of ordinary (not elite) men, and an enemy of direct democracy—engineered the faux Bill of Rights
so that it gave freedom from, not freedom to. The Second Amendment right "to keep and bear arms" suggested that all those guns vouchsafed to white men
could be mobilized by the states to fend off illegitimate federal power, which was the elite definition of
tyranny. Freedom from protected an armed, landed,
moneyed, white-male ruling class from the projected
incursions of a potentially bigger power, a central
government. Speech and guns need to be thought of
as forms of wealth analogous to land, slaves, money,
women. If you had them, the federal government
could not interfere; if you did not, Madison's faux
Bill of Rights did not give you the right to them.
The system appeared to work as a democracy for
white men because land was bountiful and could be
acquired: taken from Indians. There were many efforts to turn Indians into slaves, but these failed; so
the white guys killed the Indians instead. At first the
conflict might have passed for a classic imperialist
war with two armed if unequal sides; but it soon became an intentional, organized genocide.
State governments maintained supremacy over the
federal government, even after the Civil War. The
Thirteenth, Fourteenth, and Fifteenth amendments
were designed to stop slavery—to supersede all state
slave laws and to stop the actual practice—as well as
to enfranchise men, not women, who had been
slaves. Their enactment—in 1865, 1868, and 1870—
amounted to a huge federal power grab, successful
because the South lay ruined, in defeat. These
amendments were victors justice, the Union's dignifying its dead through, finally, abolition and a new
assertion of domestic federal power. But the idea was
still to restrict government, this time state government, not to give affirmative rights to citizens.
Under the Fourteenth and Fifteenth amendments,
the state could not stand in the way of a black man's
due process or voting rights, but a mob sure could.
Only the Thirteenth Amendment, which prohibited
"slavery" and "involuntary servitude," restricted both
states and individual citizens.
Congress still represented white men; and the

states were still able, despite these new amendments,
to enact despotic laws that contravened every value
symbolized by the Bill of Rights to Amerikans, who
were dazzled by the symbolism but indifferent to the
substance. Without fear of challenge, southern states
created complicated Jim Crow laws, a legal system of
apartheid, enforced by police power, state courts,
force of arms, and vigilante terrorism. States were
able to determine which citizens had which rights
until the defeat of tie jure (legal) segregation, which
could not hjve been possible without a triumph of
federal power and the near-total destruction of
states' rights as such. Empirically speaking, this happened sometime in the mid-1960s. Even then, the
authority of the federal government to pass the 1964
Civil Rights Act did not reside in the Bill of
Rights—the government could not expand a right
to speak or assemble to blacks, for instance, because
no such right existed. The federal government's
civil-rights authority resided in the commerce clause
ot the U.S. Constitution, in the so-called spending
power of Congress (you take federal money, you do
what the feds say), in the power of the federal government to organize its own agencies (e.g., to create
a civil-rights commission), and in the Fourteenth
and Fifteenth amendments. The segregationists tried
to use the BUI ot Rights (for instance, the First
Amendment freedom-of-association right) as a
shield; consequently the Bill of Rights had to be ignored—informally suspended, as it were—in order
to enable the federal government to protect black
lives and liberty: to extend the simplest rights of
human civil society to blacks.

omen got the vote in 1920
by constitutional amendment, but it was not until
1971 that the U.S. Supreme
Court deigned to recognize
the civil existence of women
by holding that, under the
Fourteenth Amendment, Idaho
could not favor males over women as administrators
of wills and estates "solely on the basis of sex."
Idaho, said the Supreme Court, had to have other
good reasons, too. The decision {Reed v. Reed) is appallingly narrow and condescending; but sex discrimination became litigable and women litigious.
Fortunately in 1965, in Griswold v. Connecticut, the
justices had found in the Bill of Rights "penumbras" (shadows) and "emanations" in the First,
Third, Fourth, Fifth, and Ninth amendments—take
that, Madison, you old fart—allowing them to strike
down a state law criminalizing contraception. The
justices were specifically protecting marital privacy,
gender-neutral, by giving it constitutional legitimacy. By 1973 the "penumbras" and "emanations"
joined with the Fourteenth Amendment in Roc v.
Wade to strike down a Texas law criminalizing abortion; but this time the privacy, gender-specific, "cannot be said to be absolute." His is; the married couON THE ISSUES FALL 1995

pie's (his) is; hers ain't.
members of his own family, and then only discreteSo, every time African Americans or women have
ly. " Jefferson's sense of privacy—and his entitlement
needed a right in order to exercise liberty, we have
to it—go to the heart of his conception of free
needed an affirmative right—backed up by federal
speech: Say what you want, standing on your land,
power: the opposite of what the Bill
iJi of
ui Rights
ivigni alnot mine,, and
and it1 had better be accurate, or the long
lows. Each time, we go against the
arm of the law, indistinguishable
way the Constitution was framed
from my own, will get you.
Eve/y tune
and freedom was conceived. For
He was, like his peers, the head of
blacks and women, the states have
a small empire, a feudal kingdom.
African
American*)
or
been the tyrant; but both groups
He would not have given legal lihave needed affirmative rights that
women have needed a right in
cense to the camera to invade his
no government could trump. And
domain. Limits to speech were imalthough I myself have never met a
order to exercue liberty, we have plicit in his way of life, which is
penumbra I didn't like, it is wrong
precisely what the Constitution and
for women to continue to live in
needed an affirmative right—
Bill of Rights were designed to prothe shadows—of law or life. I want
tect. It was left to Tom Paine—not
backed up by federal power:
rights so affirmative they are lit up
rich, not fortunate—to express the
from inside: all flame, all fire, no
civic ethic that both men valued:
the opposite of what the
shadow, no faux.
Calumny is a species of treachery
For these reasons—and more—
Bdl of Rights allows. Each time,
that ought to be punished so well as
each time I hear a colleague—
any other kind of treachery. It is a
writer or feminist—express adorawe go aga'uut the way the
private vice productive of public
tion and obeisance to "the
evils; because it is possible to irritate
Constitution WOJ framed and
Founding Fathers" and their sacred
men into disaffection by continual
founding texts, I get physically ill.
calumny who never intended to be
freedom wad conceived.
I've been fluish a lot lately.

I

disaffected.

Thonuut Jefferson:
Privacy, Property, and M'uogyny
In 1783 Thomas Jefferson wrote a model constitution for Virginia in which he included a free-speech
clause: "Printing presses shall be subject to no other
restraint than liableness to legal prosecution for false
facts printed and published."
He meant printing presses, not satellites, video, or
the Internet. Photography had not been invented
yet; he did not take it into account.
Jefferson, though a lawyer and a politician, was not
tricky like his protege James Madison. He respected
language in a sincere and literary way. "False facts"
meant lies, inaccuracies, untruths.
The cruelty of contemporary media would not
have surprised him, but its invasiveness would have.
Jack McLaughlin, who studied Jefferson's nearly lifelong preoccupation with designing and building
Monticello, noted in Jefferson mid Ahnticello that "loss
of control of his privacy was one of Jefferson's few
real fears, so he took extraordinary efforts to assure
that this would not happen." It was not as if he were
living in a row house. His father, Peter, was a land
speculator, owned 1,000 acres outright in 1735, and
was part of a company that had an 800,000-acre land
grant. Shadwell, where Jefferson was born in 1743,
was built on 400 acres. When John Wayles, his wife's
father, died, Jefferson got control of her inheritance
of 135 slaves and 11,000 acres of land. Still, he pulled
down and rebuilt parts of Monticello to ensure privacy. In Thomas Jefferson, Willard Sterne Randall
summed up the conclusions of many Jefferson biographers when he wrote that "Jefferson had a lifelong
aversion to revealing his personal life except to
ON THE ISSUES FALL 1995

Both Paine and Jefferson thought
that a democratic republic was characterized by civil harmony and that verbal harassment based on lies or inaccuracies was a subversion
of citizenship and civic society.
Jefferson's experience of speech included his own
writing, his public speaking (which was timid and
ineffective), and his love of books. During his lifetime he collected several libraries. Books were destroyed in a fire at Shadwell, the plantation on which
he grew up. Later he sold a second collection at a
low price to the United States government when the
British burned the Library of Congress in the War of
1812. He was, in fact, so angry at the British that, according to historian Fawn Brodie, "he suggested
paying incendiaries in London to set British buildings afire in return."
Though Jefferson died considerably in debt (and
some of his slaves were sold to pay it off), he never
stopped buying books in his lifetime. He wrote political essays, a model constitution, a book, and an autobiography. He kept journals and wrote thousands
of letters (28,000 survive him). He wrote down
every expenditure he made.
Jeffersonian free speech presumed privacy, literacy,
bookishness, civility in public discourse, and a legal
requirement of accuracy for publishers. It is an egregious mistake to think about the great and mesmerizing idea of free speech without remembering Jefferson's thousands of acres and many hundreds of
books.
Jefferson's sense of self-sovereignty was not based
on an abstract conception of man's worth or on
childhood self-esteem. It came from his social and
economic dominance over white women and his
23

use of one third of his estate, which she would lose if
she remarried. He left dowries and some land and
slaves to his six daughters. Although the females did
not actually own anything, Thomas's misogyny was
ignited by Peter's delaying of his own outright ownership until he was 21. When Shadwell burned down
in 1770, Thomas mourned the loss of his books, a direct legacy from his father, but had no empathy for
his mother. He used the occasion to move to Charlottcsville while his mother and sisters lived in an
overseer's shack; and he embarked on building Monticello for himself, as McLaughlin says, "motivated by
a conscious desire to escape from the rule of his

ownership of black slaves, male and female. His
misogyny in particular seems related to issues of
property.
His father, Peter, died owning 60 slaves when
Thomas was 14. Not believing in primogeniture and
entail, Peter did not leave all his wealth (land, slaves,
money, horses, hogs) to Thomas, the eldest son, as
was the custom. Instead Peter left Thomas's mother
the use of all the land and capital until Thomas
turned 21, which Thomas seemed to resent deeply.
Though Thomas himself did not believe in primogeniture and entail either, his antagonism to his
mother became intense. Peter also left her lifetime

ALLY!
TTA HAVE I T !
H

^ h e Merchant
Ivory film
Jefferson in
Paris continues a fictional tradition in which an adolescent
Sally Hemings (played by
Thandie Newton) sets her
sights on the master (Nick
Nolte) and virtually invades
his chaste bed. In Barbara
Chase-Riboud's 1979 novel,
Sally Healings, Sally describes the first time:

broken plunder, a spray of
blood across the tiny room.
She screamed.... It thrilled
him, the possession of her. He
only wished she were so black
as not to have a face at all.

~n making Sally's rape
pornographic for a
contemporary audience—she is headless, ripped, bleed-ing—and in making
it a modern sadomasochistic
scene as well, Erickson, a
white writer, erases the institutional reality of being
I felt no fear, only an overhuman chattel. Sally's comwhelming tenderness. His
plicity, always necessary as an
presence for me was comThe film Jefferson in Paris shows Sally Hemings as
implicit justification of the
mand enough; I took conseducer and Thomas Jefferson as her beau. In fact Sally was
rape, takes the form of her
trol of him. I bent forward
Jefferson's 14-year-old slave when he first raped her.
experiencing orgasm after
and pressed a kiss on the
trembling hands that encompassed mine,
woman and her considerable narrative several more hand-tied, violent attacks:
and the contact of my lips with his flesh
skill to argue that Hemings repudiated
was so violent that I lost all memory... I
legal freedom, which she had in France
When she came she knew, with fury,
felt around me an exploding flower, not
(where slavery was illegal), because sexual
that this was the ultimate rape, the way
just of passion, but of long deprivation, a
love made her a willing slave.
he'd make her give herself not just to his
hunger for things forbidden, for darkness
Steve Erickson, in his acclaimed 1993
pleasure but to her own. Then he turned
and unreason.
novel, Arc d'X, makes desire a higher value
her over and plunged himself into her.
than freedom by emphasizing and sexualBut it was too late. If he'd intended to
make his own possession of her comJefferson calls out the name of "the other lzing Jefferson's coercion of Sally. Erickson's Jefferson is an erotic rapist; he ties
plete, she had also, if only for a moment,
I so resembled...my half sister."
felt what it was like not to be a slave.
In keeping with conventional misogy- her wrists with ribbons; he takes her from
nist ideology, the slave is the master, even behind; he holds her long hair in his fist
when the slave is a female child; and she and forcibly buries her LKC m a pillow:
In other words, for a woman orgasm is
is not bound by her legal status but by
freedom. Or, as Marie Antoinette said,
He separated and entered her. Both of
her sexual nature. Chase-Riboud uses
"If they don't have bread, let them eat
them could hear the rip of her, the wet
her authority as an African American
cake."
—,\.i i.
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mother." In 1772 Jefferson married Martha Wayles
daughters] will draw a blockhead I calculate at about
and that year received a shipment of 280 African
fourteen to one." Sally Hemings, of course, did not
slaves. Martha's father, also a lawyer, was an extremedraw a blockhead: At the age of 14, not in marriage,
ly wealthy landowner and slave trafficker. After the
she drew him.
death of his third wife, John Wayles took as his consort the slave Betty Hemings, who
Sally llemiiuj.i,
bore him many children, including
The exclusion of blacks
Sally. When Wayles died, the same
Founding Rape Victim
year Sally was born, Martha inher"For any slave child at Monticello,"
and
women
wad
ited as property her father's illicit
wrote Fawn Brodie, who in Thomas
mate and her own half-sister.
Jefferson: An Intimate Biography (1974)
the organizing principle
Martha died in childbirth in 1782
made the strong circumstantial case
at 33.
on which the legal jyj tern
that Hemings was Jefferson's mate
As a young man, unmarried, Jeffor 38 years, "Jefferson was a kind of
wcu built. Blackj
ferson copied into his journals
deity. Since her own father John
misogynist passages from Milton,
Wayles had died in the year of her
and women were the hidden birth, Jefferson was perhaps as close
Homer, Shakespeare, Pope, and
now-lesser-known contemporary
to being a parental figure as anyone
foundation, made invisible
writers. In that same journal, acshe had known." Brodie's sentimencording to Randall, "he fairly
tality covers up the cruelty of both
JO that white men
rants" against his mother. Accordslavery and patriarchy: A master, an
ing to Brodie, "Later he confessed
owner, a ruler, was the reigning facould continue to Jteal
that when he suffered from insomther figure. This, too, was what the
nia as a young man, he would lie
their labor and love.
Constitution and Bill of Rights
awake formulating 'a love and murwere constructed to protect: the
der novel.'" In his later life he
southern way of life—the white lewrote to one of his daughters:
gitimate family who worshipped
"Nothing is more disgusting to our
the deity through submission in
sex as a want of cleanliness and delmanners and morals, and the secret
black family, intimate and coerced.
icacy in yours," with detailed instructions as to how
The story of Jefferson's sexual possession of his
she should groom herself and dress. To another
slave was first published in 1802, while Jefferson was
daughter on the occasion of her marriage he wrote:
president, by a political enemy. Published more than
"The happiness of your life depends now on the
once, it got more checking and fact-checking than
continuing to please a single person. To this all other
The Washington Post and The New York Times demand
objects must be secondary, even your love to me."
now; but it was suppressed by historians who wanted
When Jefferson was in revolutionary France as
Jefferson unstained, uncompromised, by miscegenaUnited States ambassador, he hated the politically
tion or venal exploitation. In 1873, an Ohio newspacommitted women he met: "The tender breasts of
per
printed the narrative of Madison Hemings, Sally's
ladies were not formed for political convulsions and
third
son with Jefferson, born at Monticello in 1805.
the French ladies miscalculate much their own happiAccording to Madison, Sally—who had been sent to
ness when they wander from the field of their influParis to accompany one of Jefferson's daughters—reence into that of politicks." He saw to it that his own
fused
to return to Virginia with Jefferson because she
legitimate daughters were well-educated but not for
wanted
her legal freedom. Still a young girl, she was
any public or political purpose. (He even had his
nearly fluent in French. Jefferson promised her a
teenage slave Sally Hemings tutored in French and
high place in his household and to free her children
music.) While he publicly opposed slavery, the politiat the age of 21. Sometime before leaving France, she
cal disenfranchisement of his mother, wife, daughters,
became
pregnant by Jefferson. Had she stayed in
and sisters did not trouble him at all. He did not noFrance
she
would have faced penury, social dislocatice it. Instead, it seemed his daughters were educated
tion, and the omnivorous violence of the French
for the purpose of intellectual and emotional interRevolution. On returning to Monticello with Jeffercourse with him. His letters to them are intimate and
son, she gave birth to their first son, Tom, who physicontrolling, dictating every aspect of identity and becally resembled his father. One Hemings son, accordhavior. His love is expressed with a sometimes seducing to Jefferson's legitimate white grandson, Thomas
tive, sometimes overbearing intensity, but it is always
Jefferson Randolph, "might have been mistaken for
conditional on obedience and compliance. "Keep my
Mr. Jefferson." Jefferson did not free Sally's children;
letters," he wrote his oldest daughter, "and read them
he let them run away, which put them in more jeopat times, that you may always have present in your
ardy than if he had freed them.
mind those things which will endear you to me."
The argument against characterizing Jefferson as a
There is an incestuous quality to his intimacy and
rapist
is essentially this: Sally Hemings did not want
manipulation, further underscored by the callousness
freedom, and Jefferson exercised normative power for
he felt to what would happen to them as adults when
his rank in an ordinary way. Sally (continued on page 56)
they were not his: "The chance that in marriage [my
ON THE ISSUES FALL 1995
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TALKING FEMINIST

Write WhatYou
Long As
It's About
h! Do you paint freckles on your
face? How do you do that?"
After 22 years as a researcher,
I I've arrived at a key interview
| to present 400 pages of new research to the press and this was
the first question.
What would you make of it?
Or of an article in a prestigious
newspaper about an anthology of my work which states: "At
age 50, Shere Hite tottered down the stairs on remarkably
high heels." This was followed by a discussion of whether or
not a woman of "my age" has the right to "still" wear anything other than "practical clothing."
Sexual harassment in print, I guess. The reader is left to
drown in oceans of "information" about my persona, while
my ideas disappear in over-examined body descriptions.
Is it harmless? Could the journalist who asked—and kept
asking—about my freckles really detect anything significant
in my work, if her mind was geared to concentrate on my
looks? And of course these incessantly body-ized articles
(why discuss a woman's ideas when you can discuss her
body?) have an impact on the attitudes of publishers and reviewers. They sense the inherent trivialization and don't always look further. They "know" who I am.
I am not the only woman to experience this by any
means. The twentieth-century feminists Susan Faludi, Germaine Greer, Erica Jong, even Diana (of British royalty
fame), or any woman who speaks out—all of us are called
"colorful," "dramatic." Details of our bodies and appearances

B Y
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are hashed and rehashed in the press, while we write and
write, and speak and speak, hoping to be heard.
Yet surely this trivialization, lamentable as it is, is not censorship. Censorship is political discrimination or punishment
of those who have certain views unfavorable to the "establishment," those in power. But wait. This is not intentional
censorship—but it operates just as surely to stop ideas from
reaching people. And this repression can be worse than official censorship because it is invisible. It is not glorified by
the noble martyrdom attached to the word "censorship."
The censorship of trivialization is also evident in some of
the editing of my work over the years, influencing which
books I have been "allowed" to write, i.e., those for which I
have obtained contracts. The Hite Report on the Family is the
fourth in a series of Hite reports. Some of my reports contain much more comment than my other works. Some editors encouraged me to expand my ideas, while others cut
back almost everything but the bare bones of the research.
Sexist denial that women have anything important to say is
inherent in some editors' viewpoints, sexism I am sure they
do not recognize. By excising my conclusions and comments, they would effectively silence me.
But, one always thinks, perhaps the editors are right and
my words are not profound.

Censorship Feels Confusing
to the Individual
Here are some entries from my diary, written while my last
book was being edited and I was asked to cut large sections
of my writing:

S H E R E
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"I am nauseous, I cannot speak, my throat is so blocked I
begin to think I must have cancer. Someone, a friend, says to
me, 'Maybe you feel like you are being strangled because
they are cutting your words.' My throat clears up but my
nausea remains, to remind me of my revulsion. I can't swallow what is happening. I stay up most nights and sleep little,
writing endless faxes to keep my words intact. Wondering,
always wondering, if my work is really 'so valuable' (a
woman's question about her worth), wondering how much
is 'right' to fight for. I feel alone."
"The atmosphere [at the publishing house] is more and
more impregnated with silence. There is fear all around,
from those who would lose their jobs, from those who aren't
used to fear, from those who hope to keep their heads
down, be safe at all costs...like ducks lined up in a row, ready
to be shot."
"I feel on trial, having to explain over and over again the
simplest points, then still being 'misunderstood,' called
names, accused of being an 'imposter' (in everything from
my name to my research methods). Like Galileo, I'll say I
never meant it: The sun goes around the Earth, women's oppression is their own fault—clearly!"

£ Censoring Women's Thought
0
|
1
3

Men are called "geniuses" and women are not, Christine
Battersby noted in her brilliant book, Gender and Genius.
This is not to say that I am anxious for the "genius" label.
But consider that I have traversed the same route as Freud
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and mapped a completely different territory; that my research is based on thousands of people, whereas he spoke
with only a handful. I wonder whether people will be able
to hear my conclusions or will insist on locating me within
the confines of "sex and women's topics," while Freud's
•work is considered a profound commentary about the nature of human reality.
The very attitudes about women and men which I confront in my work also operate to confound my ability to
speak and write freely. The media and publishing houses
(but, fortunately, usually not the readers) converge to form
an invisible net of entrapment and ghettoization.
In 1990 I attended a meeting of the women's committee
of PEN in New York. Many women described being unable
to get or renew publishing contracts. They lamented they
did not make big enough profits for the company, saying
"only the real moneymakers get published." I said that a financial explanation is not sufficient: after all, every day hundreds of books on obscure topics are published. Further,
though my books have a track record of making money,
publishers tend to be nervous and do not always accept my
projects (unless they are about sex). Indeed, feminist projects
are having trouble for political reasons in this reactionary climate. The agenda of many large publishing conglomerates is
not only financial but also political. These politics range
from "don't upset anybody, publish only safe books" to
pushing a particular political philosophy. Financial decisions
are also political: At one large conglomerate, no matter how
much profit the feminist book division earns, it is not allowed to plow this money back into its own division nor to
give more than small advances to authors, even those who
made money for the house.
Even if a book has a chance of selling well, if it expresses
radical political opinions (such as those of Noam Chomsky,
Gore Vidal, or Salman Rushdie, as well as feminist activists)
its publication may be hampered. But not overtly.
Even in overt censorship, the ripples can be subtle. During the McCarthy era, when Hollywood screenwriters and
actors were investigated as "communist sympathizers," some
were jailed and most lost their ability to make a living in the
industry. Hollywood films lost the complicated and interesting Betty Davis—type female characters of the 1940s to
happy-girl or "innocent" characterizations of Doris Day and
Debbie Reynolds types of the 1950s.

Modern Mechanics of Censorship
Censorship today is not a man in a suit with a big red pen.
There is no formal bulletin on the six o'clock news that
says, "Your news is now being censored" so that those
watching can conveniently decide if they are prepared to do
something about it. It just creeps around you, a vaguely unpleasant feeling. You have to be alert to see what it is before
its mists engulf you.
Censorship happens in small ways, gradually. Only eventually does it amount to a big problem, a stifling way of life.
How serious a problem is it now in the West? We have our
own "disappeared" here—authors and other political dissidents disappearing from public sight, going down for the
third time with only a gurgle or two. For those who take a
stand, questions of "is it worth it?" and "how long can I
carry on?" surface daily.
In fact, it is hard to recognize censorship or suppression
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Trivialization is not glorified by the martyrdom
attached to the word ceiuordhip.
when you see it—hard
to know if it is really
happening or just some kind of bizarre mistake, funny, not
really serious, Kafkaesque.
Within the publishing houses, decisions are often made by
committees, with unanimous agreement required: If even
one person on the editorial board strongly disagrees with
taking on a book another editor wants, it cannot be published. One person can blackball it. I do not know the rationale for this corporate policy, but new opinions and radical
ideas almost never make it past these editorial boards.
Censorship today is increased by the consolidation of
publishing, magazines, film, and television into a few hands.
The term "free" market is Orwellian doublespeak when
media conglomerates buy up book publishing houses not
because they are so profitable but because books and their
reviews are part of the creation of public opinion. The story
is told in Ben Bagdakian's Media Monopoly.
Another cause of decreasing diversity in publishing is that
in the United States, the majority of bookstores are owned
by two chains which control demand by cutting prices to a
level with which the independents cannot compete. New
publishing does spring up, but small new presses do not have
the connections and the financial ties with the chains that
will enable them to reach large numbers of people.
Finally, the last step of contemporary publishing can be the
most censorious of all, as every author knows. Whether the
media indulges in harassment and misinformation or simply
ignores a book, it can be devastating. Modern democracy is
closely linked to media politics. The first action in military
coups in foreign countries is usually to take over the radio
and television stations by force. Was it a coup in the West
when behind-the-scenes financial interests bought up the
media during the 1980s? They didn't need guns.

An aura of spreading censorship is hanging in the air, but
the word, its name, is. not spoken. People change the subject,
feeling unsafe, nervous.
Despite the seeming plethora of "information," what is
available to the public to read is more and more dictated by
media monopolies, not by our own interests and tastes. Diversification of media ownership and programming control
is key to keeping democracy running, keeping mass democratic twenty-first-century society from developing an Orwellian madness—without wit or humor.
As in previous centuries, the official canon of history will
again make women invisible, except in decorative ways.
Margaret Mead did groundbreaking research on Samoa, yet
The New York Times front-page obituary a few years ago felt
it correct to prominently note that "although she was never
a scientist, nevertheless...." This would never have been said
about a man who achieved what she achieved. Simone de
Beauvoir mused from time to time about whether "the
canons" would have seen her or accepted her if she weren't
aligned •with Jean Paul Sartre.
When the BBC and other worldwide networks sum up
our era in their end-of-the-century programming, will including women mean only showing the reels of the suffragettes over and over, valuable as these are? Perhaps
women need to buy their own stations or to control programming for half the hours of the day and create our own
"canon." Then perhaps our women thinkers and authors
will be remembered for more than wearing high heels at an
advanced age. •
Shere Hite's most recent books are Hite Report on the Family:

Eroticism and Power Between Parents and Children (1994)
and Hite Report on the Family: Growing Up Under Patriarchy (1995).
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OKLAHOMA DIARY

Heartsick in the
Heartland

BY ANDREA PEYSER

Oklahoma City. April 19, 1995.
It took only minutes from the time some unseen hand blew a hole in the heart of
this nation—killing nearly 200 children, women, and men while traumatizing an
entire society—before the culprit was identified. Surely, the commentators soothed,
this dastardly act was the work of Arab terrorists, or some other foreigner armed
with a grudge and backed by a god who knows no respect
for human life. Even as the Oklahoma City skyline continued to fill with black smoke and the lucky living were dug
from the rubble, bloodied and shaking, we comforted ourselves with what seemed the undeniable truth: Such a beastly
act of terrorism, virtually unknown in this land, must have
been inflicted upon us by forces from afar.
Looking back, perhaps we accepted this theory so readily
because it was what we needed to believe. The dead had yet
to be counted and already we had not only a suspect to the
most hideous atrocity ever committed upon American soil,
but a sure-fire method for preventing it from happening
again. Close the borders! Shut the doors and throw up barricades. Toss out your troublemakers
with foreign-sounding names. Then,
Not all the damage
we told ourselves with anxious cerwas of the physical
tainty, we will be safe.
type. Search and
But something gnawed at the
rescue worker John
edges of my mind on the afternoon
Mayers weeps
during a moment of of April 19 as I boarded a flight from
New York, where I work as a
silence a week after
columnist for the New York Post, en
the bomb attack.
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route to the panic in Oklahoma City. Two years earlier, I'd
covered the bombing of the World Trade Center, in which
Middle-Eastern terrorists, whipped up by the vicious
rhetoric of an Arab sheik, killed six people in downtown
Manhattan. As my plane zoomed toward the Heartland, it
was not that crime and its seemingly obvious parallels to the
federal building bombing that haunted my thoughts.
Instead, I reflected back on a little novel I had read while
toiling as a reporter in Tampa, Florida. Tlic Turner Diaries is a
fictional account of the day, some time in the near future,
when white supremacists overthrow the American government, enslave or imprison all Jews and people of color, and
establish a world order in which gun ownership and the conception of healthy white infants are not only encouraged, but
a virtually required means to win full citizenship. This work
is not meant to be a blueprint of a nightmare. In fact, members of certain right-wing groups around the country—those
we have come to know as citizens' militias—consider the Diaries their bible. The path to a glorious future.
In the book, the revolution against the system begins when
combatants stockpile guns and explosives and embark on a
bloody reign of domestic terror. And guess what they choose

as an opening strike—a hit so ghastly it throws the nation
into panic?You may have guessed it already.
The combatants bomb a federal building.
"Today, it finally begins," says the books lead paragraph.
"After all these years of talking—and nothing but talking—we have finally taken our first action. We are at war
with the system, and it is no longer a war of words."
The Turner Diaries, as it turns out, was a favorite book of
Timothy McVeigh.

D

riving from the Oklahoma City

airport to the federal building downtown, I flipped
a news station on the car's radio. Almost immediately, a male caller complained to the host: "While it is terrible that those babies were killed in the federal building,
there's something I can't understand. Each ye.ir, two million
babies are murdered through abortion and nobody says anything. Now this happens—and I'm certainly not condoning
it—but everyone acts like it's the worst thing in the world.
Why is that, when every day babies are being murdered in
this country?"
I'd like to report that the radio host hung up on this asshole after issuing a few choice words. But he didn't. Instead,
the host answered: "I agree with you."
A few minutes after touching down in Oklahoma, and already I'd experienced one of the most depressing exchanges
I could imagine. To compare abortion—a legal procedure
whose existence is favored by a majority of Americans—
with the federal building mass murder should strike reasonable people as a cynical use of tragedy to further political
ends. But the offensive statement and the host's enthusiastic
agreement revealed something scary. The logic apparently
employed by the bomber has deep roots in modern American society.
We didn't know it yet, but the fiend who blew up that
building and his ilk had very little in common with foreign
terrorists and their religious beliefs, except perhaps for their
mutual thirst for blood. This particular brand of violence was
homegrown. And clues to the mindset from which these maniacs drew justification were found not in the Koran, but in
certain interpretations of the Christian Bible. Now I view
that call-in show as a clue of what was to come. Several days
would pass before authorities would charge Timothy
McVeigh, a Gulf War veteran who hated taxes and Janet
Reno, with the federal building bombing. But the mind of
the killer was already being mapped out for everyone in
earshot, right there on the radio.
What was the caller really saying? With a few words, he
had managed to minimize the horror of the butchery of babies in a day-care center and of men and women being
blown to pieces in the workplace by asserting that the death
count was relatively low. In just a few days, we'd learn that
McVeigh planned his blood orgy in Oklahoma as retaliation
for the raid at Branch Davidian headquarters in Waco,Texas,
orchestrated by federal agents under orders from Attorney
General Reno. In that raid, children, men, and woman were
burned to death, presumably in a suicide bid.
In McVeigh's mind, one bloodbath justified another. Minimized another. Never mind that his victims were guilty of
nothing except being in the wrong building at the wrong
time. The logic was as airtight as it was sick. And I had to ask
myself: Where is all this American rage coming from?

30

I thought of The Turner Diaries and its nifty solution to the
American anger problem—that is, blowing up stuff and taking over the place. I thought of the radio program in which
the caller suggested that the existence of abortion lessened
the sting of cold-blooded murder. And it occurred to me
that I'd heard that kind of rhetoric somewhere before.
It was at an anti-abortion offensive staged in Buffalo, New
York, a few years ago.
The protesters, mostly white and underemployed, had
more in common than a distaste for abortion. Most of the
people I encountered at the Buffalo offensive shared a dissatisfaction with a system they felt left them behind. Insecure,
alienated, they were looking for answers. Sensing opportunity, a group of blow-dried preachers descended on Buffalo
like charismatic, religious rock stars. The modern world,
preachers told wide audiences, is a hostile place in which liberated women, minorities, and the government all conspire
to keep them down. Under siege by these powerful forces,
what is an honest, God-fearing American supposed to do?
Put that way, the bombing of clinics, the murder of doctors, patients, and receptionists, becomes an act of self-defense.
The links between militant anti-abortionists and paranoid
militia-types like McVeigh are deep. Shortly after Buffalo, I
came across a manual that was widely circulated throughout
the ranks of militant anti-abortion groups. The manual provides instructions for developing citizens' militias—cells of
heavily armed and trained regular folks. The militias, the
manual insisted, were to be created only for "self-defense"—
revealing the paranoid assumption widely held in certain circles that the American government is preparing to wage war
on the citizenry. Among the many tools the system uses to
keep the white populace down, according to the manual, is
the abortion of white fetuses.
It should come as no surprise that a fringe character, a man |
who found support among the blow-dried preachers and I
radical rhetoric, murdered an abortion doctor in Pensacola, 1
Florida. The reaction to the killing was just as foreseeable. As i
you might have expected, the anti-abortion groups that \
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Army National Guard
Sgt. Mike Treanor and
his wife Kathleen,
after funeral services
for their daughter,
Ashley Eckles, who
died, along with her
grandparents, in the
federal building
bombing.

T

whipped the killer to violence
quickly distanced themselves. He'd
done their dirty work and he was
disowned.
Timothy McVeigh, the poster
boy of the militia movements, was
also spurned by the very forces
that influenced his thinking, So
much for camaraderie in the battle
against the system.

he carnage in Oklahoma City was

unimaginable. And not all of the damage was of the
physical type.
As darkness cloaked the land on the evening of April 19, a
light drizzle began to fall. It was then that I arrived on Main
Street, U.S.A.
Shards of plate glass, windows broken by the bomb blast,
littered the streets. People, heads uncovered despite the
dampness, roamed the sidewalks, listless, like zombies. Seemingly unaware of where they were going. Nearly oblivious to
where they were.
On the pavement, a column of fatigue-clad soldiers
roamed among the storefronts and office buildings, rifles at
the ready. Armored cars camped outside an auto parts shop.
There was talk of curfews and martial law. It looked as if the
country was at war.
Above our heads, illuminated by spotlights, was the hulking wreckage of the federal building. In the coming days, its
persistent image on television would lose some of its sting.
But in person, the nine-story building, looking as if a monstrous claw had swiped off its front, could provoke tears until
the day it was flattened by explosives.
As a journalist, it was my job to make some kind of sense
of all this—or at least, to bring postcards of a nightmare back
home to New York. In retrospect, the warmth with which
some of the people of Oklahoma treated me was astonishing.
I will never forget Cathy McCaskell, who lost her 41-yearold sister, Terry Chumard. I thought Terry's disappearance
made for a good story. Married about a year to a co-worker
she'd met at the office of Housing and Urban Development,
Terry was working on one side of the building's seventh floor
when the bomb went off; her husband, Robert, was on the
opposite side. Robert was completely unharmed in the explosion. But where his beloved wife's desk had sat just minutes earlier, Robert Chumard found only a hole.
For much of the first week following the bombing, I kept
in touch with Cathy as she roamed the streets and hospitals,
searching for Terry. For days, I witnessed her on an emotional
roller-coaster—recording every sob, like a good reporter.
After a while, I made myself sick. I was a voyeur, dispatched to seek out misery. To squeeze tears out of subjects.
What did I know about these people's suffering?
Eventually, Terry s body was found and I went to see Cathy
again, to record her sorrow. And then Cathy shocked me
with two little words. "Thank you," she said. Thank me?
"Most reporters ask me, 'How old is she?'" Cathy explained bitterly. "I say 41, and they stop writing."
"Then, they always ask, 'Did she have any kids?' I say no.
They just say, 'OK, good luck.'" At this point, Cathy's voice
cracked.
"She's a person and there were a lot of people who loved
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her. Sure, I love kids. But everyone in that building counted.
She was my sister and I wasn't ready to let her go."
Then she focused on me. "I just want to thank you for
taking such an interest in us. It means so much to me."
It was a hard thing to hear. I had traveled far to give dispassionate reports on others' suffering. But for the first time
in my career, I found it impossible to hide behind a notebook. I knew these people. The dead were like friends.
Later that day at the blast site, I interviewed a police chaplain with a kind face about the firefighters and families he'd
counseled. After a few minutes, he asked, "Who have you
talked to?"
I started ticking off a list of officials and families, but the
man cut me off. "No, I mean, do you have anyone to help
you through this?"
Was I really so transparent? I had started hating the killer
with a vengeance.

T

he counter-assault on hate groups

began almost as if on cue. President Clinton got into
the act, suggesting that hate radio was bad for the
country's health. At issue were people like G. Gordon Liddy,
who raised a ruckus when he advised citizens to shoot federal agents "in the groin" if any should happen to storm your
house. Liddy's show was quickly yanked from the air.
Soon, a national tragedy was reduced to a debate on free
speech. Sensible people were led
to believe that the best way to
Links between
combat violence was to sanitize
the airwaves. The second wave
militant
of assault had begun. And it was
anti-abortionists on the media.
It was another predictable reand paranoid
action to madness. And one
with which I will never agree.
militia-types
Shoot the messenger, said the
commentators, and watch your
like McVeigh
problems disappear. Censorship.
run deep.
I cringed as well-meaning people advocated taking the first
steps toward a police state. Were the paranoid fantasies of the
militias coming true?
I have a better solution to the problem: More speech, not
less. Do hate groups, with their verbal venom, stir up the Tim
McVeighs of this world? You bet. Shut them up? Absurd. And
dangerous.
Censorship not only is abhorrent to our way of living, it
doesn't work. Shutting down avenues of expression only increases alienation. Besides, when you start stifling the rights
of one group, who's next?
We need to expose the militias for what they are—a bunch
of scared cowards who would defend the slaying of babies as
a means of taking control. Who would justify the murder of
a receptionist as a means of fighting abortion. Infiltrate them?
Yes. Take away their weapons? Sure. Silence them? Do that,
and you pay the consequences.
I would propose that The Turner Diaries become required
reading for all. Study it. Discuss it. Understand it. Then reject it. The best way to defeat the enemy is to know his
mind. •
Andrea Peyser is a columnist for the N e w York Post.

The Politics of

For centuries
the Christian
church has
guilt-tripped
survivors of
sexual abuse to
forgive their
abusers. Now
startling new
biblical evidence
exposes a
sanctimonious
scam.
by Frederick
W. Keene

While still an adolescent, my wife, Hannah, was sexually abused over a period of months by her Episcopal
priest. Hannah describes the pressure to forgive
as coming from her upbringing within a Christian
church. All her life she was taught that she was to
forgive those who did bad things to her. Then, when something terrible happened, she was
the one who felt guilty, because she could not forgive the man who abused her in his authority as her priest.
Ann, a professional woman whom we first met when she attended Hannah's workshops
on religion and sexual violence, suffered for years in an abusive marriage. Active in her
Christian denomination, she talks of being under constant religious pressure to forgive her
husband. Now that she is divorced, she is still working on that problem. What Ann finds so
hard to forgive, she says, is'not what her ex-husband did to her; it is what he did to their
children.
Many Christian clergy interpret the Bible to mean that survivors of child abuse, battery,
and sexual assault are somehow supposed to forgive the perpetrator. Many psychologists
and therapists follow suit. Add in the voices of popular advice columnists (Dear Abby and
Ann Landers),TV talk-show hosts (Oprah Winfrey), self-help gurus (Marianne Williamson,
John Bradshaw, et al.), and it seems as if everyone in the world believes the same dictum: If
you have been abused, you should find it in your heart to forgive your abuser. And if you
cannot, there is something wrong with you; you are not a good person.
One incest survivor was told by her mother as her father lay dying: "If you don't forgive
your father, he'll burn in Hell forever!" Typically the forgiveness dictum gets turned against
the victim: A woman's father may have raped her and she may have spent her life recovering from his violation, but if she's not ready to forgive, then her hardheartedness is her
fault—and maybe God won't forgive her.
The idea of forgiveness is one of the most difficult issues with which survivors of sexual
or domestic violence must deal. Almost from the first impact of the event, they are under
social pressure to forgive. The pressure is doubled if they belong to a church or seek counseling from a Christian priest or pastor. For religious Christian survivors, such counsel adds
horrible complications to the healing process. But even in its secular form, the pressure to
forgive abusers is a powerful tool of social control, one that continues to blame the victim.
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When Jesus forgave people, it was always as a more powThe demand to forgive seems to come from almost everyerful person. As an honored teacher, for example, in one of
body. Mollie McLeod has publicly proclaimed that when
his most famous such acts, he forgave the sins of a prostitute.
she was a teenager she was sexually abused by her pastor, D.
Andrew (Andy) Kille, of the Grace Baptist Church in San The only time Jesus was in a less powerful position was on
the cross. There, according to the Gospel of Luke, Jesus said,
Jose, California. In her twenties Mollie decided to make this
public and wrote letters to many of the members of the "Father, forgive them, for they know not what they do."
congregation telling them what had happened. All the let- Jesus himself did not forgive the people who were killing
ters she got back said she should forgive her abuser. Instead,
him. Linguistically and politically, he was in no position to
Mollie—who with her sister Diana has since founded the
do so. All he could do was to take a pass on the forgiveness
Clergy Abuse Survivors Alliance (CASA)—called on Kille's
question and hand it upstairs to God.
denomination, the American Baptist Churches, to revoke his
If Jesus never said to forgive those more powerful, then
ordination. She is furious that the denomination still has not why is the idea of unconditional, bottom-up forgiveness so
done so.
firmly embedded in church teaching? And how has this
doctrine become such a commonplace in Western culture?
The virtue of "forgiving those who harm us'7 is part of
Christianity's pervasive legacy to Western culture. It is in- One can only guess, of course, but part of the problem
variably attributed to the teachings of Jesus as found in the seems to stem from confusing Jesus' teaching to "love your
Christian Bible. Ironically, though, there is absolutely no
enemies" with the fictional "forgive those who have done
scriptural basis for this notion of interpersonal forgiveness.
you harm." (That mixup not only mistakes the New Testament idea of forgiveness; it gets the New Testament meaning
What the New Testament does say is that people with
more power should forgive people with less power—or, as in of love wrong as well.)
the case of the first-century Christian communities, people
should forgive each other because they are social equals Protecting Hierarchy
("brothers and sisters"). Nowhere in the Christian Bible is
But there is another, more political reason for preaching to
forgiveness even discussed, much less required, when the
the less powerful that they should forgive unconditionally: It
person who is harmed is less powerful than the person doing protects the powerful. If a person with more power—
the harming.
whether familial or ecclesiastical or economic—does someThere are three words used in the New Testament for the thing harmful to another, it is very convenient to have the
dominant religion teach that the person harmed must forverb "to forgive.1' (Readers of the original Greek texts
would recognize them as aphiemi, charizomai, and apoluo.) give the wrong. If the person harmed will not do so, then
These three words—especially aphiemi, the one most com- that person can be shamed and blamed for being "unforgiving," and responsibility for the crime can be shifted from the
monly used for interpersonal forgiveness—are the same
words used for acts of absolving a debt or releasing a prisoner. perpetrator to the victim.
These are financial and juridical acts, and the capacity to
This nonscriptural switch has proven extremely useful to
perform them could only belong to more powerful people
the church. Having taught for centuries the necessity of forin the society.
giving one's abuser, the church now uses the doctrine to
protect abusive clergy, making survivors of clerical sexual
There is no instance in the New Testament of a person's
abuse feel at fault. It is no coincidence that the very word
being "forgiven" by someone lower in the power hierarchy.
hierarchy, in its Greek root, means "priestly (hier-) power
In fact, it was probably impossible. New Testament society
structure (-archy)!'

The original first-century Christians seem to
have thought of themselves as communities of
equals. Particularly unusual for ancient organizations, these communities even had women leaders
(several are named in the New Testament: Phoebe,
Lydia, Priscilla). But as these early Christian churches became more organized and institutionalized,
trying to become more accepted in the ancient society and culture, they became more hierarchical.
The idea of unconditional interpersonal forgiveness
turned into a useful management tool for church
leaders, who could insist that if they abused their
power they had to be forgiven by those they
harmed—and without paying any penalty.
When Christianity became the official religion of the
Roman Empire, and then dominated Europe until relatively
modern times, this idea of forgiveness became ever more entrenched. For anyone in a position of power, secular or religious, it was a pretty good scam.
The church's preaching of forgiveness has proven useful
for preserving all sorts of power structures, and it has crept
into much contemporary counseling and therapy as well. If
a husband beats his wife or a father rapes his daughter, for

t ^&m Jesus never said to forgive
11 those more powerful, then
\J why is the idea of unconditional,
bottom-up forgiveness so firmly
embedded in church teaching?
was extremely hierarchical, and someone higher up would
be mortally insulted to be "forgiven" by an inferior. Only
someone with greater power in the relationship could perform an act of forgiveness.
Even the Lord's Prayer, as recorded in the Gospel of
Matthew, asks God to "forgive us our debts as we forgive
our debtors." The forgiveness clearly flows downward—from
God through the petitioner to the debtor. (And in Jesus'
time forgiving a balance due was no small matter: A debtor
could legally be sold into debt-slavery.)
34
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instance, the perpetrator-friendly forgiveness dictum is sure
to come up. The husband may be bigger and stronger, and
the father the dominant adult in the daughter's life, but the
beaten wife and the raped daughter are still supposed to forgive. In the rare cases when they are not made to feel guilty
about not forgiving, they are told that it is unhealthy for
them to fail to forgive. The church's forgiveness dictum—
now in the guise of "mental health"—continues to lead
countless counselees and analysands into further pain.
If the actual New Testament teachings were applied, the
result would be quite different. In the New Testament, the
only way a person can forgive is to become no longer the
weaker party in the relationship. Either the survivor must be

can only
be interpersonal forgiveness
within a marriage of equals.
raised up to equal power, or else the abuser must be stripped
of power. One way or another, the former power relationships must no longer exist.
So Mollie McLeod is right to be angry. If Andy Kille sexually abused her while he was her pastor, the church has no
business asking Mollie to forgive him until it has stripped
him of his ordination. For the church to preach a doctrine
of forgiveness consistent with its own scriptures, expecting
her to bear the brunt of the "reconciliation" is sheer
hypocrisy.
Some Christian churches teach that the husband is "in
charge" in a marriage. This authoritarian model has been a
basis for allowing wife-beating. It has also been the basis for
repunishing battered women, who are made to feel it is their
wifely duty to forgive a husband's "abuse of authority." But
according to the core meaning of interpersonal forgiveness
in the text of the New Testament, no husband can be "in
charge" and be forgiven at the same time. There can only be
interpersonal forgiveness within a marriage of equals.

Making Justice
Several years ago, I wrote a paper exploring the theme of
forgiveness as it is portrayed in the New Testament. The
paper grew out of my reading in New Testament scholarship,
and out of Hannah's and my experience with her healing
from having been sexually abused. The paper was generally
well received by everyone with the exception of one group:
white male clergy. Almost to a man, they rejected the idea
that to be forgiven a person must give up power within an
abusive relationship. They especially disliked the conclusion
that abusive clergy should be stripped of their ordination.
Those who object to the idea that abusers must give up
power often raise the idea of "repentance." Just as abusive
clergy often express sorrow and remorse (at least when they
are caught), wife-beaters are notorious for saying they are
sorry, in order to get their wives to take them back (at least
until next time). But these are empty expressions of contrition. Actual repentance (as spelled out in Christian ScripON THE ISSUES FALL 1995

ture) requires a real, substantive change. The Greek word for
repentance in the New Testament is metanoia, which means
"a reversal" or "turning around." Remorse is not enough;
metanoia, repentance, means that the power relationship has to

change. The abusers—the perpetrators of pain and injustice—must no longer have the power to continue their
abuse. Put simply, the meaning of repentance is the giving
up of power.
There are two approaches to implementing this concept
of repentance. The one that first occurred to me when I
started working with questions of forgiveness was that the
person with power must give it up—or have it taken away.
When I discussed this with Rev. Marie M. Fortune, she told
me she saw it differently. As founder and director of the
Center for the Prevention of Sexual and Domestic Violence, an interreligious educational ministry based in
Seattle, Rev. Fortune has devoted most of her career to
fighting sexual violence. She advocated "justice-making
as a prerequisite to forgiveness." She saw justice-making
as efforts to "help empower those rendered powerless by
abuse so that forgiveness...becomes an option." In other
words, I wanted to take the power away from the perpetrator, and Rev. Fortune wanted to give power to the
survivor.
Both Marie Fortune and I now agree that each of these
two approaches to substantive change in an abusive relationship can be appropriate, depending on the context. But I
would insist that empowerment must mean giving real
power to the survivor, not merely some vague psychological
or "spiritual" power.
Certainly it is neither useless nor unhealthy for people to
forgive. People often need to let go of their pain in order to
heal. But letting go must not mean letting those who hurt
them off the hook. No survivor should be guilt-tripped into
forgiving. No survivor should be expected to forgive before
ready to do so. And if a survivor does not or cannot forgive,
the perpetrator should not become an object of sympathy.
So what about the woman told by her mother to forgive
her incestuous father at his deathbed? The choice is the
daughter's, and it depends on her relationship to the man. If
he has remained a dominant "Father," then there is no call
for her to forgive him, especially if he has never expressed
remorse. On the other hand, if he has expressed remorse and
he is no longer a dominant figure in her life—if his age or
infirmity have rendered all his former political or psychological power over her moot—then, conceivably, she could
consider forgiving him. (Of course if that were the case, she
probably would have considered it long before he was about
to die.) Either way, if she believes her father will "burn in
Hell forever," it would still not be her fault, no matter what
her mother says. No daughter bears blame for the results of
incest. If her father does "burn in Hell," it is his own fault,
not hers. •
Fred Keene is a mathematician in California who also writes frequently in Christian biblical theology. He adapted this article for
O N T H E ISSUES from his scholarly essay "Structures of Forgiveness
in the New Testament," just published in Violence Against

Women and Children: A Christian Theological Sourcebook,
edited by Carol J. Adams and Marie M. Fortune (Continuum).
Fred sometimes joins his wife, Hannah Abigail Keene, in presenting
workshops on issues of religion and sexual violence.
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FLORINE STETTHEIMER
«•

I

nhattan
by Arlene Raven

antastica
When I began to investigate the art of women a quartercentury ago, I often wandered for hours among the milelong rows of an unusual bookstore in Long Beach, California. At Acres of Books, in ancient-looking third- and
fifth-hand volumes about women that had been inspired by
"first wave" feminism, I found the names of hundreds of female artists I had not come across even once in my years of
graduate study in art history.
A slim publication with a decorative pink cover that
looked more like a dainty diary than an artist's catalogue explored the work of little-known American painter Florine
Stettheimer. Stettheimer's paintings, as well, looked like
nothing I'd ever seen in the earlier twentieth century "modern" era—devoted mostly to the new European abstract
art—in which she worked. In contrast, Stettheimer's unique
representational paintings carried a sharp political edge. She
fearlessly portrayed the hierarchical network of the intersecting "sects" of New York City, including those of the art
world, Broadway, Wall Street, and Fifth Avenue.
But Stettheimer was not a one-note artist. Her courageous and unconventional approach led her to experiment
in theater production and applied design as well as in the
fine art of oil painting. She favored lace and cellophane,
painted flowers, family portraits, and Fourth of July picnics.
Delicate "lightweight" forms depicting "ladies'" subjects
like spring sales at Bendels and beauty contests commanded
her idiosyncratic canvases. In her equally playful and subversive poetry, she celebrated Maillard's sweets, crystal fixtures,
and gold slippers.
An exhibition of Stettheimer's
brilliantly cosmopolitan, politically
Fawning over the
savvy, mature work will be shown at
newborn—modest
the Whitney Museum of American
abstract art —in
Art through November 5. "Florine
The Cathedrals of Art,
Stettheimer: Manhattan Fantastica"
1942, Metropolitan
presents more than 80 works, phoMuseum of Art, N.Y.
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tographs, designs, and costumed dolls from Stettheimer's
stage productions.
This exhibition is the first major display since Stettheimer's friend Marcel Duchamp organized a retrospective
in 1946, two years after her death. Should readers of O N
THE ISSUES take notice? Should we wonder why, for instance, Stettheimer's works are included in the collections of
New York art institutions such as the Museum of Modern
Art, the Metropolitan Museum, and the Brooklyn Museum,
yet most of us have never heard of her?
Stettheimer's was not a household name even in her lifetime. She inhabited the rarefied world of an atypical, tightlyknit family, within the surround of an elite society of progressive artists. Her circle embraced personalities as notable as
artist Georgia O'KeefFe, gallerist and photographer Alfred
Steiglitz, writer and patron Carl Von Vechten, and critic Henry
McBride. Yet she almost never exhibited her work in public.
How did she exist as an artist at all? For one thing, she was
wealthy, a privilege of birth into a New York German-Jewish
banking family in 1871. For another, Stettheimer grew up in
a domestic matriarchy, living and traveling with her mother
and sisters in Europe during her first 40 years and residing
comfortably in New York City thereafter. Her independent
income and family experience allowed her to reject most
women's lot—husband maintenance and child creation—in
favor of a life of salon and studio maintenance and artistic
creation.
Stettheimer was active from the 1890s through the first
four decades of this century. Never the naive or "primitive"
artist for whom she is mistaken, she undertook a long apprenticeship studying European masters. In 1908 she occupied her first studio in Munich. Returning to the United
States at the beginning of the First World War, Stettheimer
painted academic nudes at the Art Students' League with
Kenyon Cox and took the studio in the Beaux Arts Studio
Building where she would paint for the rest of her life.

Photographs courtesy of the Whitney Museum of American Arc. N Y

As a young practitioner, Stettheimer experimented with
modernist abstractions. But by 1923, when she created the
original Portrait of Myself, she had already developed a singular personal style. The artist sits for this self-portrait in a
graceful cur-ve on a red chaise longue fancifully upholstered
and seemingly suspended. Gravity-less, she floats free in
Stettheimer (left) with her mother and sisters in Family
Portrait No. 2, 1933, Museum of Modern Art, N.Y.
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midair. The stylish, supremely sophisticated Stettheimer
wears spike-heeled pumps and a filmy dress whose transparent sleeves suggest gossamer wings.
In her hand, where one often sees a palette or paintbrush
in more conventional artist self-portraits (such as those of
Rembrandt or Van Gogh), Stettheimer holds an assortment
of exotic blooms. Rejecting Picasso's tortured bull- or lecherous satyr-like prototypical modern artist, Florine's persona
basks in the daylight streaming down from the sun she
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shines at the top right corner. This daylight energizes Stettheimer's flowers, held at pubic level, into full, wild blooms
that make a striking diagonal spray into the left-hand bottom corner of the canvas. Their strong colors and shapes are
signs for a potent smell—the aroma of the seeds of art and
lite sowing.
Flowers often appear in Stettheimer's portraits as symbols
for the underlying connections linking the arena of art (considered completely separate in modernist thinking) with the

sphere of everyday existence (hardly considered at all in
mainstream art).' Single roses or tulips enhance human sensuousness, and bouquets beside a number of female sitters
suggest women's collective power. When blooms grow out of
the reach of domestication and control, feeling itself flowers.
The monumental quality of the ordinarily trivialized—as
insignificant, sentimental, or "flowery"—can be powerfully
discerned in Family Portrait No. 2 of 1933. Here Stettheimer
paints herself as both participant and observer, behind a
draped curtain at the left in a dark work suit and red high
heels holding a palette of primary hues. Stettheimer's sister
Ettie, a philosopher and author, sits to the right of the artist.
Sister Carrie, whose meticulous dollhouse with miniatures
of paintings and sculptures by Marguerite Zorach and Gaston Lachaise are now part of the collection of the Museum
of the City of New York, stands to the far right. Mother
Rosetta Walter Stettheimer, resplendent in lace on a thronelike chair, occupies the gravitational hot spot of the picture;
her body and clothing touch the three gigantic blossoms
that create the core and apex of the triangular composition
and literally stand for the women portrayed. Live roots and
leaves serve as a structure for the Stettheimers' spiritual
domicile and as arteries in a circulatory system of human interactions within the Stettheimer bloodline. The family is
seen at home at 182 West 58th Street, the Alwyn Court, surrounded and contextualized by Manhattan's towering buildings, island waters, and Statue of Liberty.
Embedded in homely narratives of New York, Stettheimer
represents a satirical politics in paint and an artistic respect
for the multicultural mix of the United States. She created
costumes and sets, for example, for Gertrude Stein's play,
Four Saints in Three Acts, written for an all-black cast. Stettheimer supported the New Deal, civil rights, and African
American contributions to contemporary civilization. Furthermore, she turned her back on the nuclear family, the
Protestant ethic, and all notions about "woman's place." Her
"Cathedrals" series targeted the social institutions she saw as
secular sacred cows.1
To contemporary eyes, Stet"FLORINE STETTHEIMER:
theimer's work is not immediMANHATTAN FANTASIA" was
ately identifiable with the soorganized by Elisabeth Sussman,
cially concerned art of secondCurator, Whitney Museum of
and third-wave feminists. Her
American Art and Barbara
Bloemink, Director and William
methods and subjects are pecuT. Kemper Curator of the
liar and individualistic to the
Kemper Museum of
extent that Stettheimer's road
Contemporary Art and Design,
from
personal to political is not
Kansas City Art Institute.
always apparent. But her use of
symbolism, fantasy, and decorative patterning to generate
forked-tongued commentary and wry visual puns are predecessors of the American feminist art that did not appear until
more than a quarter-century after Stettheimers death. •
Art historian Arlenc Raven, Ph.D., has published six books on
contemporary art.
1. Birthday Bouquet/Flowers with Snake (1932), Three Flowers and a Dragonfly (1928),
Bouquet for Ettie (1927), Still Life with Flowers (1921), Flowers (1921), Bowl of Tulips
(1916), and Flowers with Wallpaper/Still Life No. I (1915) are included in the Whitney's
checklist.
2. The "Cathedral" paintings were created from 1929 to 1944. The series includes
Cathedrals of Broadway (1929), Cathedrals of Fifth Avenue (1931), Cathedrals of Wall
Street, and Cathedrals of Art (1942, unfinished).
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hen I came out of the closet, I came
roaring out like Superwoman out of a
phone booth. I was 19 years old. I wore
a button that said TEENAGE LESBIAN, and
greeted new acquaintances with, "Hi,
I'm Mariah. I'm a lesbian. Are you?" I gave talks to therapists and high school students about gay issues and joked
with friends about being a professional lesbian.
Now, 19 years later, my approach has changed. I don't
think of myself as a professional lesbian anymore. I'm trying to be gay the way straight people get to be straight. It's
the difference between perpetually coming out and simply
being out.
The publication of my second book (The Stronger Women
Get, The More Men Love Football) coincided with O.J. Simpson's arrest on double-murder charges. Because I mention
Simpson's history of violence against Nicole Brown
Simpson in the book and describe a pervasive pattern of
rape, gang rape, wife-beating, and
misogyny in the male sports culture, the scheduled book tour
ballooned into a three-month
odyssey including hundreds of
television and radio shows. When
the media furor abated, I
repacked my bags to tour the
United States and Canada, giving
lectures on college campuses.
During this extended public
sponse to my statistics about male athletes and
scrutiny, I concluded that there is
rape, my descriptions of sexual harassment by
no perfect way to be out as a lesmale coaches, and my assertion that female
bian. I was attacked for being
sports participation empowers women, these
out and for not being out
men called me other names too—angry, bitter,
enough. The late poet Audre
feminist, radical fringe feminist, feminazi, manLorde, who said, "Your silence
hater, male-basher, and castrator, to name a few.
will not protect you," forgot to
But lesbian seemed to be the worst word they
add, "Your speech will not procould think of.
tect you either."
Women generally praised the book and supEarly in the tour, I appeared
In Radioland, Nelson (above and
ported me. But in an L.A. Weekly review of The
on a nationally syndicated radio
show. A male caller asked, "Are right, with Kabir) is damned if she's Stronger Women Get..., Ann Marlowe criticized
me for not mentioning my lesbianism in the
you a lesbian?" This was a trap.
out and damned if she's not.
book. "As far as I can tell, Nelson is openly gay,
The question implied that only
the author of an entertaining essay in Sportsdykes that dislesbians would criticize men, male violence, sexism, or
cusses how she was fired from pro basketball for coming out,
football. It was an old-fashioned threat: If you protest sexand of a recent piece in Out. But Nelson...only discusses her
ism (or advocate feminism) you will be branded with the
sexuality via her seduction by a male swim coach in high
lesbian label.
school. Perhaps she feels that writing as an out lesbian
Yet I have a heartfelt commitment to being out. I've alwould undermine her efforts to draw more women into
ways believed that living an openly gay life is a powerful poathletics or make the book unmarketable."
litical act. Silence, coverups, and camouflage don't work.
Homophobic taunts and rumors still chase girls away from
I was furious. By speculating on why I was not "writing
playing fields and coaches out of gyms. Martina Navratiloas an out lesbian," Marlowe implied that I was hiding. Yet as
va's lesbian stance has done more to eradicate homophobia
she noted, I'd written openly gay pieces elsewhere that same
than decades of denial on the part of coaches, athletes, and
year. How closeted can a contributor to Sportsdykes be?
physical education teachers.
Over the 15 years of my writing career, I've mentioned
I said yes.
my sexual orientation dozens of times. Along with JoAnn
When I appeared later on radio shows, men repeatedly
Loulan, I co-authored Lesbian Passion. I describe my particicalled in and said, "That woman is an avowed lesbian! I
pation in the Gay Games in my first book, Are We Winning
heard her admit it!" One man told me I needed a good
Yet? While writing The Stronger Women Get..., I actually
screw. Another asked if, in bed, I'm on top or bottom. In relooked for a place to insert this information but couldn't

Sexual
Politics

on

by Mariah Burton Nelson
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"Because you didn't say it."
"Do you think it's important for me to say I'm a lesbian
in every speech?"
"Yes," she answered.
I've decided that she is right. I now am out each time I
speak in public. I do it for the lesbian and bisexual people
who need me to, for the straight people who need me to,
and for myself, since it feels good. It's still scary—the sponsors of the speech may never invite me back—but it feels
better than letting people assume I'm straight. I've found a
way to work it in so it's not too threatening. I say it toward
the end of the speech, when, if all has gone well, the audience respects and even likes me. Then I keep talking, the way
so many of us have learned to do after coming out, while the
listeners regain their composure. I also crack jokes. I say, "If
you're not familiar with the word homophobia, don't worry. I
used to think it meant "fear of going home."
At this point in my life I'm willing to do this: to make
jokes, to help people feel at ease. I appreciate other strategies, including those of ACT UP, the Lesbian Avengers, and
Queer Nation. I love the in-your-face slogan, WE'RE HERE,
WE'RE QUEER, GET USED TO IT. I love
the rebellious young women who say,
"Hi, I'm a dyke." I applaud almost
every effort to convince straight
Americans that all adults have a right
to consensual love and sex. But for
me, being an out lesbian these days
seems like being a foreign ambassador. Since I want others to hear
what I'm saying, I'm willing to
speak their language.
I still won't commit to shoe-horning my lesbianism into every book or
article; sometimes it simply won't fit.
But in my speeches, being out seems
to be working. When I finish, the first
person to rush to the podium is a
young lesbian who breathlessly thanks
me for being out. The second is the
parent of a lesbian; she or he also thanks
me for being out. The third is a woman in
her sixties or seventies. She simply offers a heartfelt "thank
you," smiles, then winks.
In contrast to the anonymous men in Radioland, most of
the people who hear me speak in person seem grateful for
the fact that I'm out. I receive letters of praise from conference organizers, students, athletic directors, professors, even
conservative college presidents. Parents and coaches write to
me. These people applaud my speaking style, my humor, my
stories, my facts. They tell me they were moved to tears—or
better yet, to action. Then they use the word courage. Or
they use the words bravery, openness, or honesty. Those are
code words, like the wink: their ways of thanking me for
being out. •

How
closeted
can a
contributor
to

find anywhere to say it. Did it belong
in the chapter in which I describe
being molested by a male coach? No,
because I didn't identify as a lesbian at
14, 15, or 16. Did it belong elsewhere?
No, because the rest of the book isn't
about me.
I reacted to Ann Marlowe so defensively because she forced me to acknowledge
this: Being openly gay isn't like being openly straight. Gay
people, myself included, yearn to see and hear from other
openly gay people. Any silence can be interpreted as a dive
back into the closet, which understandably infuriates those
who desperately need visible gay leaders.
With this in mind, I decided to be out in all of my public
speeches, which are about feminism, sexism, and sports.
They always include information about homophobia and
the history of lesbian athletes. But I'm not billed as a "lesbian author" and until recently I didn't tell all of my audiences that I'm gay. Sometimes I did, sometimes I didn't. My
perspective changed when I gave a talk at a banquet for run,
jane, run, a sports program run by the Fort Wayne, Indiana
Women's Bureau. Afterward, a lesbian said to me, "Thanks
for supporting your lesbian sisters."
"You're welcome," I said, "but I'm a lesbian, too!"
She seemed taken aback.
"Why are you surprised?" I asked.

Sportddyked

be?
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Former Stanford and professional basketball player and sports activist Marian Burton Nelson is the author of two books, Are We

Winning Yet? andThe Stronger Women Get, The More Men
Like Football.
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GenderJustice
A plain-English guide to the new civil-rights law against violence against womei

hen President
Clinton signed the
Violence Against
Women Act (VAWA)
in September 1994, a
dramatic new courtroom scene became possible. Victims of crimes of
violence motivated by
gender bias—such as rape
and battery—can now haul their attackers into state or federal court and sue them for violating their civil rights.
If an abuser loses, he* must compensate the victim for all
harm resulting from his attack, such as income lost from
missed days of work, medical expenses, and mental-health
care. A jury may even assess punitive damages (money that
the attacker must pay directly to the victim, to punish him
for his behavior).
A court may also impose injunctive relief (such as "stayaway" orders) and any other appropriate redress (such as
counseling for the abuser). Finally, the VAWA allows victims
to recover attorneys' fees. This means a plaintiff can hire her
lawyer for no money up front, and the lawyer gets paid by
the defendant if the plaintiff wins. (See "At a Glance: A Trial
Under the New Civil-Rights Law," page 44.)
Many previous laws trivialized violence against women;
the VAWA does not. For the first time, Congress has recognized that violence against women deprives women of fundamental civil rights. Along with the Civil Rights Act of
1964 and the Americans with Disabilities Act, the VAWA
stands as one of this country's greatest civil-rights achievements. Congress also passed provisions in the VAWA to educate judges, fund battered-women's shelters, and help states
and localities combat violence against women, appropriating
$1.62 billion over the next six years. Some of this funding
has come under attack in the Republican-controlled Congress; and activists, together with the Justice Department,
have begun lobbying to preserve it. The civil-rights provision of the VAWA costs nothing, however, and is unaffected.
* The law is gender neutral; but for clarity here the defendant is "he"
and the plaintiff, "she."
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For a woman to file suit under the VAWA, her abuse must
have occurred after the bill was signed. At press time, the
first cases were being readied by feminist litigators. The trials
will be watched closely—federal courts have been making
life very difficult for civil-rights plaintiffs in general lately.
While it is too soon to know the full import of the
VAWA's civil-rights provision, now is the time to expose
those who opposed it. Two groups supposedly committed to
equality for all—the federal judiciary and the American
Civil Liberties Union (ACLU)—lobbied vigorously against
this landmark civil-rights remedy. They are still smarting
from their failure to kill it, and they are both positioned to
make more trouble.

Backlash from the Bench
Senator Joseph Biden, the Delaware Democrat who once
chaired the Senate Judiciary Committee, first proposed the
VAWA in 1990. The bill was a collaborative effort, with key
roles played by Victoria Nourse, then Senate Judiciary Committee counsel, and Sally Goldfarb, then NOW Legal Defense and Education Fund (NOW LDEF) staff attorney. A
broad range of feminist groups offered input and support,
and NOW LDEF's Pat Reuss lent lobbying expertise.
The legislative process dragged on for four years, and during that time the bill underwent many revisions. Biden remained firm on the civil-rights provision and built strong
coalitions with conservatives on his committee. Outrage
over the Judiciary Committee's treatment of Anita Hill during the summer of 1991 no doubt helped prompt its unanimous backing for this "pro-women" legislation, with support from Republican Senator Orrin Hatch. But behind the
scenes, a backlash lobby got busy.
Judges are not normally in the habit of commenting on
pending legislation. By tradition, they maintain the appearance of neutrality toward legislation they might someday enforce. But in 1991, the prospect of a real remedy for abused
women brought new meaning to the phrase "judicial activism" as the Judicial Conference of the United States—a
highly influential group of federal judges—officially opposed
the VAWA's civil-rights provision. Such cases, it said, would
"embroil the federal courts in domestic relations disputes."
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ow it works... what it means... how to use it... and who tried to kill it

Chief Justice Rehnquist publicly joined in the attack on the
VAWA, stating that federal courts should be "reserved for issues where important national interests predominate." For
these federal judges (mostly Reagan-Bush picks and overwhelmingly male), the staggering social and economic cost
of violence against women was simply too trivial a concern.
Not all judges shared Rehnquist's viewpoint, however:
The 1,000-member National Association of Women Judges
endorsed the VAWA precisely because it recognized the national importance of combating violent discrimination
against women.
State judges (again mostly male) also joined ranks against
the VAWA. The Conference of Chief Justices of the States
issued an official statement warning that the bill threatened
the American family because the VAWA's civil-rights provision would "be invoked as a bargaining tool within the context of divorce negotiations," because "the issue of interspousal litigation goes to the very core of family
relationships," and because women (unlike other groups
protected by civil-rights laws) were likely to file false and
vindictive claims. Biden shot back with a public letter accusing the judiciary of embracing the very sexist stereotypes
that the VAWA was intended to dispel.
In the end, over 40 state attorneys general ignored the ignominious example of their state chief justices and endorsed
the VAWA. Many cited the fact that domestic violence was
now the leading cause of injuries to the women in their state.
Since there are up to four million serious assaults against
American women each year, judges worried that new civil
cases under the VAWA would flood their courts, increasing
their already daunting backlog. If gender-motivated violence
were really taken seriously, the judges feared, it might grind
the entire system to a halt. "Domestic violence is as American as apple pie," commented civil-rights attorney Jack
Greenberg, Thurgood Marshall's successor as head of the
NAACP's Legal Defense Fund, "and you just wonder
whether the federal courts can handle it."
In March 1993, after Biden agreed to some technical
rewriting, the Judicial Conference of the United States
changed its position to neutrality. Yet one must marvel at the
malleability of anti-feminist opposition to progressive legisON THE ISSUES FALL 1995

lation. Once, widespread inequality was a reason for civilrights legislation. Now, the success of feminism in exposing
the extent of abuse against women was used as an excuse not
to deal with it through legal action.
The judges' "floodgates'' argument not only abandoned
victims of gender-bias violence to their "fate"; it also assumed that such violence does not drain resources elsewhere. Battering in relationships may escalate until "serious
felonies" result; many men kill or permanently injure their
partners when patterns of abuse go unchecked; a few abused
women, lacking any effective legal recourse, take the law
into their own hands—all of which ends up on the judicial
system's docket eventually, seriously magnified. Domestic violence in the United States mounts up $5 billion to $10 billion a year in health-care, criminal-justice, and other social
costs. And that's not counting the lifelong effects on children
who grow up in abusive homes—or the social costs of rape
and other forms of violence against women. Providing positive means of redress for victims of gender-motivated violence is a social and legal investment in the future that may
actually decrease the number of cases courts process and the
long-term social cost. Understood this way, the judges' opposition to the VAWA not only revealed how little women's
lives mattered to them; it was shortsighted.

Caviling by Civil Libertarians
The ACLU has had a chameleonlike record on women's
rights, and this time it again changed colors. The ACLU
worked hard to sabotage the civil-rights remedy for genderbias violence by encouraging lawmakers to purge it from the
VAWA. Many onetime allies of the ACLU could only look
on in horror.
Elizabeth Symonds, legislative director for the ACLU in
Washington, D.C., became the point person for this hatchet
job. Gender bias would simply be too difficult to prove, the
ACLU complained. A 1993 document released by
Symonds's office states, "Difficult evidentiary problems will
also arise in many 'date rape' cases": If a perpetrator-defendant wants to argue that his "victim" really consented
(therefore there was no rape), how is a jury to know whether
the act even occurred? and how is a jury to decide whether
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by their husbands and intimate partners systematically. For
Symonds and other ACLU lawyers, it might well make sense
that a particular husband beats his wife savagely just for burning the toast—but only because we live in a world that takes
for granted women's vulnerability to abuse, and the belief
that women deserve it.
Biden understood precisely what the ACLU did not—that
systematic private violence occurs against women because they
are women, and it denies women their presumed rights to
equality: "Only when this violence is seen as a public injustice, rather than a private misfortune, will we truly begin to
confront this problem," Biden said. Previous Congresses also
understood that "private" violence deprives citizens of equality. After the Civil War, for instance, one of the greatest threats
to the freedom of newly emancipated slaves was the reign of
private terror. This "private'7 violence, condoned by state and
local apathy, posed such a threat to the equality of African
Americans that Congress passed the federal Ku Klux Klan
Act, the historical model upon which theVAWA is based.
Another misguided argument raised by the ACLU was
that defendants might not have the ability to pay damage
awards for gender-bias violence. As
of yet, the ACLU has not thought it
politic to oppose civil-rights suits
against the Klan because some poor
Klan chapter might not have a sufficient treasury. Few abusers of
women stop to ask the woman
had occurred, a criminal prosecution is
they're about to injure whether she
not required.
can afford the upcoming medical
Wives can bring civil-rights actions
expenses, mental-health care, lost inagainst their husbands—even if they live
come. So why for the sake of only
in states that allow partial exemption for
batterers was the ACLU so monetarimarital rape. That's because the VAWA's
ly concerned?
definition of "crime of violence" ignores
state-law exemptions based on the relaThough the ACLU had to have
tionship of the parties.
known better, it also raised its own
disingenuous version of the "floodProof that the defendant
gates" argument. The VAWA could
committed the act because
undermine the cause of civil rights,
of gender bias
testified Symonds in November
1993, because the flood of VAWA
A plaintiff must show that at least some
litigation would "adversely affect
part of the defendant's motivation was
other civil rights lawsuits."
based on bias toward the plaintiff's gender. How does a plaintiff prove this? The
In a stinging retort, Jonathan A.
VAWA follows the precedent of employKnee and Jane E. Larson, faculty at
ment-discrimination law under Title VII,
Northwestern University School of
especially the burgeoning law of sexual
Law, noted in a nationally syndicated
harassment. As in sexual-harassment
article: "Surely the audience listencases, the "totality of circumstances" can
ing in the...hearing room could be
be used to determine motivation. A deforgiven for mistaking the ACLU
fendant's statements before or after the
lobbyist for an enemy rather than a
attack, his use of pornography, prior
supposed defender of civil rights.''
similar acts by the defendant, the severi"Are they saying it's better for
ty of the attack, the location of the atwomen to put up with this rather
tack—all are admissable evidence that
than flood the court system?" an inmay help prove gender motivation. Escensed Representative Patricia
pecially in cases of domestic violence
Schroeder responded later. Yes, that
and other acquaintance violence, expert
was exactly what the ACLU was
witnesses may also be called to help
saying. In the name of promoting
prove that gender bias motivated the
civil rights, the ACLU tried to sink
defendant.
—D.F.
theVAWA entirely.
At one time, the ACLU helped

the act was based on the woman's gender or simply "the fact
that her individual characteristics (such as short stature) convinced him that he could physically overwhelm her?"
As the ACLU ought to know by now, each year judges
and juries decide thousands of times whether a defendant
acted because of bias toward a victim's gender—in thousands
of sexual-harassment cases. Perhaps for consistency, the
ACLU ought to be out there trying to quash all those cases,
because—who knows?—maybe they're not really about gender. (Call it the ACLU's "short victim" rape defense.)
In a similar dodge, the ACLU asked, "How will the victim
of domestic violence prove that her batterer assaulted
her...not because of his personal anger stemming from his
relationship with her?" No doubt some batterer brought to
trial under theVAWA will raise the exculpatory defense that
his violent attack on a woman was somehow motivated by
gender-neutral personal reasons—not at all because she's a
woman. But this argument, too, has long been rejected in
sexual-harassment cases.
The ACLU's denunciation of theVAWA civil-rights remedy fundamentally fails to understand why women are beaten

AT,A GLANCE: A TRIAL UNDER THE
NEW CIVIL-RIGHTS LAW
Under the Violence Against Women Act
(VAWA), a plaintiff can bring a civil suit
against an individual defendant for committing a "crime of violence" that is motivated by "gender" bias. The case would
go to trial in civil court, where a plaintiff
need only prove by a "preponderance of
the evidence" that the offense occurred
(not, as in criminal court, "beyond a reasonable doubt"). With this easier standard
of proof, the judge or jury need simply
ask: Is it more likely than not that the
event occurred?
Here's what would happen in such a
trial:

Proof that the act is a crime
of violence
Not all violent acts are "crimes of violence" under the VAWA. The act must be
shown to be a felony under state or federal law and then must meet a separate
technical definition, which covers only
felonies that involve actual physical force
or a substantial risk of physical force. (For
instance, child abuse and nonconsensual
sex are offenses that have been held by
federal courts, almost unanimously, to be
"crimes of violence.")
To seek a civil-rights remedy under the
VAWA, it is not necessary for the plaintiff
to file a criminal complaint. Although a
successful felony conviction would conclusively prove that a "crime of violence"
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WILLIAM
• KENNEDY SMITH
The criminal case: Patricia
Bowman accompanied William
Kennedy Smith to the Kennedy
Estate in Palm Beach in 1991.
After a walk on the beach,
Smith undressed and asked
Bowman for a swim. She
declined and walked toward
the house; but Smith tackled
and pinned her down and—
according to her testimony—
raped her. |udge Mary Lupo
excluded testimony from three
women who also claimed Smith
sexually abused them—
including one who said Smith
raped her when she was drunk.
Smith's attorney crucified
Bowman on the stand,
suggesting she was a poor
mother, "hysterical," and a liar.
|URY VERDICT: ACQUITTAL

A VAWA lawsuit: Bowman
would only have to persuade
the jury "by a preponderance
of the evidence" (not "beyond
a reasonable doubt") that
Smith assaulted her. She could
seek money damages from
Smith for all the harm she
suffered, plus possible punitive
damages. In a civil-rights
action, Bowman could use the
testimony of the other women
Smith abused—not only to help
prove the assault occurred but
to demonstrate Smith acted out
of sex bias. Expert witnesses
could testify that Bowman
acted as many survivors of
sexual violence do—and most
are attacked by men they
know. Also, a civil trial premised

Civi
women who are now not help
by the criminal-justice system at
all. For example, here's
how a VAWA civilQ Q

rights lawsuit would
have worked in three
recent, highly publicized rape cases. —D.F.
on women's inequality might
protect Bowman from sex
stereotypes, including defense
lawyers' ability to demean her
on the stand.

THE ST. JOHN'S
• ATHLETES
The criminal case: Five
white, upper-class student
athletes were charged with
sodomy and sexual abuse in
1990 for repeatedly sexually
assaulting a Jamaican woman in
a fraternity house at St. John's
University.
JURY VERDICT: ACQUITTAL

(One juror explained afterward
that the jurors "didn't want to
ruin these boys' lives.")

A VAWA lawsuit: To help
prove that her attack was
motivated by sex bias, the
victim could use expert
testimony about the extensive
pattern of gang rapes
committed by male college
athletes and in fraternities. Cast
in the language of civil rights,
her violation might not be

lead the vanguard of progressive equal-rights litigation for
women, which makes the spectacle of its opposition to the
VAWA even more shameful. The ACLU not only sided with
the anti-feminist lobby but actively articulated the same arguments. Did the ACLU fear that male defendants' speech
("Take that, you bitch!"—and other words to that effect)
might be used against them at trial, to prove they were motivated by gender bias? Or, since a defendant's pornography
use could be used to show his gender bias, did the ACLU
discern in the VAWA a covert attack on the "speech" of
pornographers? Whatever its real motivation, the ACLU
publicly chose to abandon women's lives—and permanently
damaged its moral authority in the civil-rights community.
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taken so lightly by a jury. Expert
witnesses could also testify that
black women from the time of
slavery have been viewed by
white men as sexually available
and rapeable with impunity. A
combined sex and race claim
under the VAWA would allow
the victim to prove she was
attacked as a black woman. The
focus of the trial would be on
how the attack ruined the
victim's life, not on how much
the lawsuit (for what they did)
might ruin the "boys'" lives.
The victim could also sue—
under companion civil-rights
and tort actions—the local
fraternity chapter, the national
fraternity, and the university for
damages, all for failing to
prevent the known, epidemic
pattern of gang rapes in
fraternities.

ROBERT A.
• BERKOWITZ
The criminal case: When
the girlfriend of Robert
Berkowitz's roommate stopped
by, Berkowitz locked the door,

pushed her on the bed, and
had intercourse with her,
despite her saying "no" dozens
of times. A Pennsylvania jury
found beyond a reasonable
doubt that Berkowitz had
committed first-degree rape;
but in 1994, the Pennsylvania
Supreme Court threw out his
conviction because under state
law a rapist must act through
"forcible compulsion," which
the court interpreted to mean
extreme physical force. In
Pennsylvania, in other words,
if a sexual-assault victim does
not incur severe physical injures
in addition to the rape itself—
such as bruises and broken
bones—the act does not count
as a rape.
CONVICTION OVERTURNED
ON APPEAL

t:The
VAWA was enacted in part to
relieve women of suffering
under archaic laws that
prevented their abusers from
facing justice. The VAWA
focuses on the substantial risk,
or potential, for physical force,
so that the victim would not
need to show the bodily
injuries that the Pennsylvania
Supreme Court expected to
see. Since a jury in a criminal
trial had already found
Berkowitz guilty of rape,
proving this "crime of violence"
in a VAWA civil-rights trial,
under the lighter civil standard
of proof, should be easy; and
the victim would almost
certainly be entitled to money
damages.

Struggle for theVAWA's Soul
Despite having 222 co-sponsors of the VAWA in the House
of Representatives—a majority—the House Judiciary Committee caved in to the lobbying pressure of the judiciary and
the ACLU. In November 1993, the committee gutted the
civil-rights provision from its version, citing the need for
further hearings. Schroeder exploded at her male colleagues,
but the destruction was done. Now the only chance to salvage the civil-rights provision was to resurrect wording from
the Senate's version, in Conference Committee. The Senate
had combined its VAWA with the Crime Bill, which meant
the showdown would occur in August.
When the Conference Committee finally met, it looked

terward said he switched because the civil-rights provision
meant so much to Biden. (Later in 1994 Synar lost the Democratic primary for his seat, in part because he supported
the Crime Bill's assault-weapons ban.)
The struggle for the soul of the VAWA has only begun.
Despite this legislative victory, the opposition has not vanished. For years now, the Reagan-Bush judiciary has been
slowly dismantling affirmative action and other programs
that assist people of color. Before the Violence Against
Women Act even became law, many
of the nation's most prominent
judges brashly abandoned their
facade of neutrality toward it. Fresh
from their failure to destroy the bill
in Congress, they will relish the opportunity to thwart it in their
treatment of women. Acts that many
once considered trivial or funny, especially
courts.
if they happen to a woman, will become
Given this ripe political climate,
extremely serious matters when cast in
the ACLU could renew its role in
the language of civil rights.
the backlash vanguard by seizing
upon the VAWA's civil-rights remeYou deserve a government
dy as an example of the excesses of
committed to your safety.
feminism
in trammeling men's civil
Civil rights derive from the legal concept
liberties—an
argument it dared not
of citizenship, which requires that the
advance when lobbying to kill the
physical security and bodily integrity of all
bill.
persons be protected. The concept of civil
Congress recognized that violence
rights strikes a distinctively moral chord: It
committed on the basis of gender
means, in part, that if you are a woman
bias denies a fundamental right, and
and your government does little to stop
created a powerful tool to enforce
gender-motivated violence, there's
that right. The success of the new
something wrong with the government,
VAWA civil-rights law now largely
not with you.
depends upon the courage and forYou are entitled to
titude of those victims of genderr e s t i t u t i o n . Civil-rights actions allow
based violence who will, at long last,
individuals to obtain monetary damages
bring the first cases to trial. •

as if the civil-rights provision was dead. Schroeder, representing the House, was appointed to the committee late.
The Senate conferees, led by Biden's tenacious support, held
firm. They lacked one vote, however. Someone from the
House would have to switch. As the Crime Bill Conference
Committee stretched into its grueling final day, a worried
NOW LDEF intensified its lobbying efforts. Late in the
night, shortly before the committee ended its work, Representative Mike Synar of Oklahoma switched his vote. He af-

WHAT THE NEW CIVIL-RIGHTS LAW
CAN MEAN TO YOU
If you are ever the victim of a crime of violence motivated by gender bias, the civilrights provision in the new Violence
Against Women Act can help send these
messages loud and clear...

You are not alone. One of the
most powerful forces keeping women
subjugated is the fact that individual
victims' experiences seem isolated, which
keeps women from making common
cause and encourages those who are
violated because they are women to
personally blame themselves. But as
women begin to bring civil-rights actions
under the Violence Against Women Act,
their cumulative cases will expose the
commonness and pervasiveness of these
violations. Widespread use of the
VAWA civil-rights remedy will also
"de-sensationalize" extreme cases of
discriminatory violence, showing that
such violence occurs routinely and in a
variety of forms.

Your abuse was not random.
A civil-rights remedy links violence against
women with the historical context of that
violence. VAWA defendants will no doubt
try to portray their violence as random,
personal, or quirky. But the civil-rights
remedy will help women prove that the
violence against them reflects broader
patterns of discrimination and oppression.
In this way, the civil-rights approach
expresses the value of all women as well
as the integrity of each individual victim.

What happened to you is no
j o k e . In the last generation, public
perception of racist behavior has changed
dramatically, in part through African
Americans' use of civil-rights law. Similarly,
women's use of the VAWA civil-rights
remedy can transform common sexist
notions of what is socially appropriate

as compensation for their deprivation of
rights, whereas criminal prosecutions—
even if they send the perpetrator to jail—
rarely involve redress for the victim.

You can act even when "the
system" won't. Criminal trials,
when they do occur, are especially hostile
settings for victims of gender-motivated
violence such as rape. Victims often find
themselves under more scrutiny than the
defendants and have little say (or none)
over the strategy that the prosecution
("the people") pursues. Criminal law has
almost entirely failed women. But civilrights actions, though never easy, at least
allow the victim to instigate and control
the legal action herself. Even if a district
attorney declines to prosecute her abuser,
she can bring him to trial, with a real
chance to win. Traditionally powerless in
the legal system, women can now place
themselves, not the state, against their
attackers.

Adapted from "An Imperfect Remedy lor Imperlect Violence: The Construction ol Civil Rights in the
Violence Against Women Act," by David Frazee, Michigan |ournal of Gender & Law, / 993.
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David Frazee, aJ.D. candidate at the
University of Michigan Law School, has
led workshops on the VAWA at a variety
of law conferences. With Ann Noel, Andrea Brenneke, and Mary Dunlap, he
coauthored the VAWA treatise and liti-

gation manual, Violence Against
Women: Law and Practice./ort/zcomingfrom Clark Boardman Callaghan.

WANTED: TEST CASES
If you believe you have a case
under the civil-rights provision
of the Violence Against Women
Act and would like legal
assistance, contact NOW
Legal Defense and Education
Fund, in New York City,
212-925-6635. NOW LDEF has
already held meetings to design
effective approaches to
litigating the VAWA and is
actively seeking early test cases.
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IN THIS ISSUE • All the King's women • The language of love is still French.
Raising black children in a racist & violent world • A young gun takes aim at feminists.

Choice I
Books I
Even Stephen
Gets Even
BY SALLY OWEN

A

sk a feminist if she's read the women better. It fascilatest Stephen King novel and nates him that women
differently
chances are she has not. He perceive
writes horror stories and in horror sto- from men—color, texture, smell—and he
ries women get hurt.
Many of us are careful about •what wants to understand
we read; it's a form of self-defense, and that. He calls his writHis women
when the feminist reader enters ing about women
Stephen King territory, she encounters "psychological crossare strong and they fight back!
a world about which she already dressing in order to
knows a great deal—'"normal" situa- know the other."
Stephen King tells why.
But can a man
tions that can be terrifying and women
and children who are not always safe. "know" the experience of being a ing her life and that of her daughter.
For King, writing that confession and
But the work of Stephen King does woman in this culture?
having it accepted by the sheriff was
Dolores
Claiborne,
recently
made
into
not fold, staple, or mutilate women—
both
simple and just. Dolores, he said,
a
movie
starring
Kathy
Bates,
is
written
that's not his literary beat.
It's true that women get hurt in his in the voice of Dolores. How well can like most of his characters, has a life of
novels. Most of King's stories are set in King know her? "She is based on my her own: "I see how things are going.
the world we inhabit—in the here and, mother, a single parent," he told us. This woman has to kill this man. She
for the most part, now. But as King "She traveled around with me and my has no recourse. And she can confess
imagines us, we always fight back. We brother, working at menial jobs. We led this because she is unafraid. She shames
the sheriff into accepting her confeshave to or we're going to get hurt even a sharecroppers existence, almost. I see
sion." Hey, we're in the world of ficher.
I
hear
her
voice.
I
know
how
her
more. His characters, like King himself
tion here and it doesn't get much betdon't feel that there's a choice. It's dan- hands move." Oh yes, King knows this
ter than this.
woman
as
only
a
dependent
child
gerous and there are casualties. Sacrifices are sometimes made by the few can—by watching her closely for the
y don't more women
for the sake of the many, and a little su- signals that tell him whether or not he
is safe. The relentless voice of Dolores,
write
their stories in this
pernatural help is often needed. Still,
which despite Bates's fine performance
way?
"In
the world we live
the bottom line in a King novel is
is lost in the movie, tells a dynamite in," King says, "feminism is a commitgood triumphs, peace reigns; the tyrant
story that Hollywood managed to re- ment and entertainment can be a luxumust be vanquished.
duce to a small firecracker. The book is ry. My writing is entertainment." Most
O N THE ISSUES spoke to Stephen
Dolores's confession to the sheriff that of King's stories about women are inKing about his work and his most re- she did indeed kill her husband many
cent novel, Rose Madder. He is reluctant years ago, although not her employer spired by what he reads in the newspato call himself a feminist but pushed, yesterday. By the end of the book, the pers, although he wrote Insomnia, his
he will settle for calling many of his reader understands that there will be story of increasing violence between
stories "feminist light fiction with no no consequences—no 392 consecutive pro-choice and anti-abortion factions s
effort to be politically correct." He ad- life sentences to be served for defend- in a small Maine town, before the 1
abortion-clinic shootings in Brookline. I
mits, more easily, to wanting to know
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"I saw which side had the guns—the
crazies!" says King. And it was the
story of a woman shot by her husband
that convinced him to write Rose Madder. The woman who was shot had a
protection order against her husband.
"I don't know any man who would
not see a protection order as a red flag
waved at a bull," says King. "Rose Madder is about the bull." Protection orders
are useless unless men respect the law,
and when it comes to their property—
land, women, children, animals, oh
everything—some do not. In Rose
Madder King imagines a man maddened by anything that puts his wife
beyond his reach and a
must become madder than the bull in
order to survive.
Rosie's husband,
Norman, is a cop and
a very good one. He
has the means to find
someone who has disappeared and a network
of brothers for whom
loyalty to another cop
can be more important
than the law. So Rosie,
married to Norman
Daniels for 14 years, has no illusions
about whom she can call for help.

it as it sees her.
This classic King device will be
comforting to his readers. Surely here
is the supernatural "bit of business"
that will help give Rosie the strength
to withstand Norman, who is even
now on his way to get her, to talk to her
up close. And, indeed, the painting plays
an important part in Rosie's recovery.
We switch back and forth between
Rosie, whose life seems to be getting
better—she has a gentle man caller—
and Norman, whose headaches are getting worse and whose hatred of
women is palpable. King has created a

Stephen King may not call himself a
feminist but he surely has a raised consciousness about the lives of women
and children. And he'd like to see us
fight back. While King's children characters often fight in groups, his women
are isolated and nearly always fight
alone.

G

erald's Game, a book incorrectly perceived by those who obviously didn't read it as a book
about S&M, is about a woman alone.
Jessie Burlingame, who is an incest
survivor, has for many years played her
husband's favorite sexual game. She
ndulged his fantasies, mistaking
them for her own, and
has always believed
herself to be an equal
participant. She is
Gerald's wife; sex is
E surely consensual. At
their vacation home on
l a quiet lake in Maine,
Jessie decides to stop the
game. It's foolish and she
feels humiliated. She
doesn't want to do this
anymore, only she can't
convince Gerald to stop.
monster here and many of us know
We enter Jessie's mind as she realizes
him. It is obvious from the promotion
that what is really going on is rape;
for this book that King's publisher is
that since her "no" is meaningless, her
delighted the abusive husband is named
"yes" is meaningless also. It has always
he novel opens with Norman Norman (as in Bates, get it?), and one
been Gerald's game. She strikes out in
beating Rosie, then skips eight of the characters in the novel also
panic and precipitates Gerald's fatal
years to when Rosie leaves, tak- makes that connection. And Norman is
heart attack. Handcuffed to that bed in
ing nothing with her but Norman's over the top. But some monsters in life
a house with an open front door, Jessie
ATM card. It is made quite clear that are far less '"psycho" than Norman,
must find a way to escape while strugno battered woman just up and leaves, confining their battering to their neargling with her demons. She relives the
although if she does leave she must, at est and dearest, and they are no less ternight she was sexually abused by her
some point, up and do it. Rosie is con- rifying for that.
father and watches as that open door
stantly on the verge of tears as she
But before the final confrontation admits a stranger who may or may not
wonders whether she is going to be between Rosie and Norman can take
be real. She isfinaUyfreed with the aid
challenged about why she didn't leave place, Rosie must take a journey—a
of her split-off, other "self," whom
before she did:
mythic quest. She must "remember what Jessie permits to surface and whose
she has to remember and forget what she
rage and will to survive is powerful
She didn't know why she had stayed
needs to forget." The prize—the grail—
enough to save her.
with him any more than she knew why,
is her "self."
in the end, it had taken just a single
Rosie is stronger than the reader
Hundreds of thousands of women,
drop of blood to transform her entire
might
expect
her
to
be
after
so
many
whether
they call themselves feminists
life. Why wasn't a question when you
years with Norman, but for Rosie or not, read Stephen King's stories.
were living in hell. Hell was motiveless.
there cannot be a truly happy ending. King would like his books to speak for
Rosie, her body scarred and her kid- Women who have endured years of themselves. Rose Daniels is counseled:
neys malfunctioning, arrives in a town battering don't live happily ever after
Men are beasts. Should we sit by the
800 miles away. She is guided to a shel- no matter how idyllic their lives might
side of the road...bewailing our
ter for battered women where she is become. Within Rosie there is a
fate?...Rogue beasts must be dealt with.
nurtured by the staff and other women scarred survivor who remains a presAnd we must go about that task with
ence
threatening
both
to
Rosie
and
to
escaping their batterers. Drawn to an
hopeful hearts, for the next beast may
antiques store, she trades in her en- others. Rosie's relationship with her is
always
be different.
gagement ring for a painting entitled deeply personal. Rosie will forever be
Rose Madder. She doesn't so much see alone with her.
What they say is subversive as hell. •

T
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tem of detection is always working full
blast. The attention he pays the world
increases tenfold, his capacity for being
alert is expanded. A person is never as
subtle, never sees or hears so keenly and
so much, as when he's prey to that subtle, fecund jealousy Proust praised so
highly. Everything has significance for
the jealous person, and since everything
for him is a sign, he becomes enorWOMEN AND MEN,
mously, monstrously alert and lucid."
A PHILOSOPHICAL CONVERSATION
This book is full of ideas like this—proby Francoise Ciroud & Bernard-Henri Levy
found, amoral, and unutterably Gallic.
translated by Richard Miller
Can we merge with our loved ones,
(Little Brown & Co., Boston,
are we eternally separate, or is there a
$22.95 hardcover)
sort of no-man's land between which
we
visit on day passes? Is desire infinite
BY MARION WINIK
or transitory? Is it more interesting to
ere in the U.S. of A., books cross-stitched sampler mottos.
seduce an ugly person or a beautiful
about love, jealousy, fidelity,
Women and Men is a book of many one? Does platonic love exist? Giroud
gender difference, and the charms, not least of which is its struc- and Levy skirmish over each of these
longevity of sex in marriage are gener- ture. The dialogue format complete topics, each gradually revealing him- or
ally found in the self-help section of with interruptions, interjections, and herself as a particular type of romantic,
the bookstore. Pragmatists first and last, bitchy back-and-forth—
modern in some ways, old-fashioned in
we don't contemplate emotions and
others. One of my favorite squabbles
FC: I'm perfectly willing to agree that
relationships, we fix them. Why chatter
arises over the subject of the erotic as a
there are types of extravagant behavior
component in marriage. Levy "holds to
idly about jealousy when we can masand exhibitionism that are obscene,
the notion that there's something erotic
ter a dozen ways to overcome it? As for
and that it's an abuse of the word "freeabout what we call everyday life... A
the phenomenon of eroticism in mardom" to use it in connection with that.
woman
taking a bath, a woman getting
riage, why not cut to the chase and
BHL: There's no need to agree with me.
dressed,
a woman making up her face...
create it using foolproof techniques?
It's not at all what I was saying.
Sometimes I'm almost overwhelmed by
Want to talk about seduction? Bring
on the case studies, the statistics, the —gives the sense of eavesdropping on it!" Giroud, on the other hand, reviles
amazing step-by-step program. Nine someone else's private conversation. cohabitation, "sharing a bathroom, the
out of ten Americans suffer needlessly And despite the participants' initial re- slovenliness you often have to put up
from seduction dysfunction. Seduce luctance to use examples from their with, the abrasiveness that's created by a
the way professionals do in 30 days or own experience, their voices increase in thousand little things."
intimacy throughout the book, climax"If you can manage it on the materiyour money back!
As a refreshing break from the tyran- ing in a chapter called "On Seduction al level," she says, "you should resist the
ny of self-help and pseudoscience over and Its Games," where Levy talks about temptation to live with someone with
our discourse about matters of the having been introduced to Giroud 20 all your strength."
This discussion is bound to be conheart, thinking people will welcome years ago after writing an editorial
the publication in English of the about her, and his impression that she tinued under fig trees all over America,
as Women and Men inspires its readers to
French bestseller, Women and Men. The was "the archetypal seductress."
rediscover the lost art of talking about
Giroud
and
Levy
buttress
their
arguslim volume is a series of conversations
that took place "during a pleasant sum- ments with allusions to Balzac, love and relationships, not to transform
mer month under the shade of a fig Flaubert, Sartre, Stendhal, Albert or overcome or even "grow," but just
tree" between a male philosopher (ap- Cohen, and Georges Bataille. To rely for the fun of it.
parently still a viable line of work in on great fiction rather than opinion
FG: I am afraid that, like all experiences,
France) and a female journalist-politi- surveys as a means of understanding
those having to do with love cannot be
cian. Bernard-Henri
Levy and human behavior is probably business as
passed on. We can teach people things
Francoise Giroud address subjects such usual in France, but felt practically revabout life, we can learn such lessons—I
as "The Couple as Will and Idea," "The olutionary to this American reader.
certainly have—but when it comes to
When they have to consult the ultiPleasures of Fidelity," "Jealousy as Conamorous relationships, I don't believe
substantial With Love" and "Ugliness as mate authority on jealousy, for example,
anything can be taught or learned.
Basic Injustice" (this last widely read Giroud and Levy look not to a clinical
BHL: Starting with one's own case. You
and discussed when it was excerpted in psychologist but to Proust, of course,
spend your whole life starting over
Harper's Magazine) with intelligence, who built a whole literary career on it
again. You make the same mistake hunpassion, and imagination, producing a and who teaches us, as Levy paraphrases
dreds of times. You tell yourself, "Life
book which provokes and delights even it, that jealousy is "an extraordinary tool
has taught me a lesson...that's someas it leaves one homesick for the discus- for gleaning knowledge. The jealous
thing I'll never do again," and then of
sion of ideas as ideas rather than as person's radar is always on. Every syscourse, you do it anyway. •

Language of Love

H
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Raising Children and Staring
Down Monsters
SAVING OUR SONS: RAISING BLACK
CHILDREN IN A TURBULENT WORLD
by Marita Golden
(Doubleday, New York, $18.50 hardcover)
THE COURAGE TO RAISE GOOD MEN
by Olga Silverstein and Beth Rashbaum
(Viking, New York, $21.95 hardcover)
CROSSING THE COLOR LINE: RACE,
PARENTING AND CULTURE
by Maureen T. Reddy
(Rutgers University Press, New Brunswick,
N.J., $22.95 hardcover)
BY CASSANDRA BYERS HARVIN

A

s a black mother raising twin
sons, I have in effect invited the
monsters of racism, sexism, and
power to take up residence in my life.
There is no lack of easily accessible
works on raising children with feminist
values, but they have little to say on
what we teach them about things racial.
Then there are the few handbooks on
raising black children, which pay scant
attention to gender issues. As a parent
who is serious about both issues, I've
looked at three new books that seemed
to hold the possibility of adding something usable to the discussion.
Saving Our Sons, says author Marita
Golden, is her attempt to "stare down
the dreadful forces hovering over my
son's life." There is no heavy-handed
theorizing here—this is refreshing because articulated theories on race and
gender issues seldom inform our dayto-day lives as immediately as the realities themselves do—but much of what
Golden says about her journey with her
son through adolescence adds welcome
perspective.
As a single parent for much of her
son's early life, Golden does not apologize for "fearing I was not enough."
Any debate as to whether single mothers are "adequate" to the job of raising
a child is rendered moot by her example. Believing that "no one ever really
raises a child alone," she sought to
"build a surrogate family that would
meet our need for community and
connections."
50

Determining that her son's very life
was in danger—as any black mother
raising a child in Washington, D.C., or
in virtually any other large city
knows—Golden sends him away to
boarding school after much soul-searching and investigation: a safe haven,
where he will have a better chance to
stay alive. A man she knows, ''a black
man who was consciously struggling
every day to challenge the traditional
definitions of maleness and of race,"
sheds an interesting light on how we
perceive children's tenuous survival:
"You tell a girl to be careful, you tell a
boy to stay out of trouble. The irony is
that this implies that the boy controls
his fate and the girl is given hers. We

B O O K S

live in a society that...perpetrates crimes
against black males and we as a community never tell them that they are
supposed to be protected."
As the United States once again pretends to valiantly deal with the issue of
race/power, as academic communities
and industry tout "diversity"—another
code word that, as Nat Irvin recently
put it in Emerge, reduces black people
"to the seasoning in someone else's
stew"—Golden states the one thing
that no multicultural curriculum in the
world can substitute for: "Any progressive white mother must strive to raise
her son to resist and reject the legacy of
his father...to welcome the necessary
sharing of power, resources and the
world. White boys have to be taught to
care whether my son lives or dies."
In The Courage to Raise Good Men,

Olga Silverstein and Beth Rashbaum
analyze case studies from Silverstein's
practice as a family therapist in a feminist effort to show the damage done by
the notion that mothers, in order to
raise their male children to manhood,
must take leave of their sons, emotionally if not physically. The authors, both
white, also examine the historical,
mythological, and contemporary manifestations of that notion. When they
discuss the mother character in the
popular film Boyz N the Hood, however,
it seems a case of good theory falling
short. The mother in the film, they say,
is an "otherwise strong, competent person able to stand up unflinchingly to
everyone except her son," so she then
"turns him over to her ex-husband for
the journey to manhood." For that act,
the authors brand her as a perpetuation

I N

• B E F O R E Shipping News and the National
Book Award, there was Postcards, E. Annie
Proulx's darker novel which tells the story of the
Bloods, New England farmers whose family
members struggle as their way of life slowly disintegrates. (Simon & Schuster, paper, $12.00.)
• O N E O F T H E M O S T engaging sleuths
to come along in quite a while is Eva Wylie, a
wrestler known as the London Lassasin. Introduced in Bucket Nut (a reference to the shape
of her head), by Liza Cody, Eva's latest adventure is told in Monkey Wrench. She is asked by
local prostitutes to teach them to defend themselves from a killer on the loose in London.
Funny and very lovely. When it's over you'll find
yourself missing Eva's angry, right-on voic

B R I E F

(Mysterious Press, Bucket Nut, paper, $5.50,
Monkey Wrench, hardcover, $19.95.)

• WOMEN IGNORE BOOKS about the

new right at our peril. One of the best is Warrior Dreams: Violence and Manhood in Post-Viet
nam America by James William Gibson. This is a
fascinating look at the male warrior culture
imagined by Clint Eastwood and Sylvester Stallone and made real by G. Gordon Liddy and
Robert jay Mathews. (Farrar, Straus, Giroux,
paper, $19.95.)

• ARMCHAIR ACTIVISTS will be inspired by the story of "Valerie" in Free the Ani»mals by Ingrid Newkirk. "Valerie" of the Animal
nal
Liberation Front risks jail to liberate animals
from the horrors of experimentation, and the
6
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of the "mother is not enough" notion.
But couldn't it more strongly be argued
that she, like Marita Golden, was merely insisting on her son's right to life, to
be protected, by whatever means she
deemed necessary?
For as long as black children are
walking targets for violence, as long as
they strive to live in the face of and in
spite of fear and loathing on the part of
a larger society that would diminish
them, any analysis of family relationships that does not recognize those factors, that persists in viewing black
communities as sideshows, as the
"other," is of limited use. It is in black
America that Silverstein and Rashbaum would have found powerful
refutation of "mother is not enough."
Their statement that "our culture believes that no woman is tough enough
to handle an adolescent boy" ignores
the deep recognition within black
communities that for generations so
many black mothers and aunts and
grandmothers and godmothers have
been successfully raising good men
without having a man in the house:
good men who can—and do—testify
to women's natural "equality."

ness" and she has come to see herself as
a "bridge," living as a "racial insider
who stands outside prescribed racial
arrangements, a position that affords
unique insight into those arrangements." The book "documents my
journey toward an internalized understanding of race—white and black—
and racism...challenging along the way
both white views of blacks and black
views of whites."
As Marita Golden says in Saving Our
Sons, "African-Americans exist in the
imagination of America as a kind of
public property, suitable for endless, invasive examination and definition."
Rarely, if ever, are whites called upon to
examine the construct of whiteness and
the assumption that whiteness is the ultimate and natural reference point, that
it encodes some value or standard, that it
is the "stew" and all else is "seasoning."
In the process of raising her two children, Reddy proceeds from the knowledge that most of the world will insist
on sticking a racial label on them and
that our society "does not value children and particularly does not value
black children." Faced with this reality,
she says she has lost "the dangerous
Crossing the Color Line is an extremely privilege of ignorance," the privilege of
living without a "constant consciousvaluable work by Maureen T. Reddy, a
ness about race."
professor of English and women's studies at Rhode Island College. She had
It is tempting to quote her at even
already done a great deal of grappling
greater length, because what she has
with notions of race and sex before bewritten is the closest thing I've read to
coming a parent, and motherhood prea primer for Racism 101—the white
sented her with not only a challenge
and black varieties. Reddy too seems to
but an unexpected opportunity. As a
be staring down the monsters that
white woman married to a black man
hover over her children's lives—the asand raising their two children, she states
sumptions that we all make every day
early on that the book is about "whitein a society where we have never not

been able to escape the specters of
racism and colorism. Confronting
racism in schools, both public and private, listening to her students' constructs
of what exactly skin color means, examining the nature of her relationships
with various black friends, and striving
to supply the right answers to her son's
questions about color, she has gotten an
education of her own. It is not only her
vantage point and the honesty and clarity she possesses but the courage—
owning up to the need—to examine the
role of color in her family's life that
make this a work that everyone truly
interested in meaningful dialogue on
race and sex needs to read.
Believing as I do in the importance
of raising my sons to be good men in
the sense that they never presume an
inherent right to oppress anyone—and
having to believe that their father and I
are more than equipped to help them
understand and withstand the forces
that would at best limit them and at
worst destroy them—I hold them close
and stay vigilant, keeping watch for the
monsters that hover in the open and
those that lie in wait. •
Cassandra Byers Harvin is a staff editor on
the Style desk atThe New York Times.

Bashing
Feminism
THE NEW VICTORIANS
by Rene Denfield (Warner Books,
New York, $21.95 hardcover)
BY KATHERINE EBAN FINKELSTEIN

read this book carefully looking for clues to
her identity and whereabouts. But they haven't
caught her yet. A tribute to all those who take
risks for their beliefs. (The Noble Press, paper,
$13.95.)
• B Y T H E T I M E you read this, Mumia
Abu-|amal will either have been executed for
the murder of a Philadelphia police officer or
public outcry will have stayed his execution.
There are a lot of reasons to believe that this
journalist, former Black Panther, outspoken
critic of the police, and supporter of the radical
group MOVE is innocent. But at the very least,
there is more than enough evidence to warrant
a new trial. Live From Death Row, Abu-jamal's
book, is not about his guilt or his innocence,
but rather what life is like in one of this
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country's infamous maximum security prisons.
(Addison Wesley, hardcover, $20.00.)

• THE REMARKABLE HISTORY of
the struggle for abortion rights in this country
is recounted in A Private Matter: RU 486 and the
Abortion Crisis by Lawrence Lader. Lader, founding chair of the National Abortion and Reproduction Rights Action League, has always been
on the front line of that struggle and he describes in chilling detail the ordeals of women
and their doctors in the years before Roe v.
Wade and the attacks since on abortion clinics
throughout the country. Lader also addresses
the argument that RU 486 would reduce the
number of clinical abortions by making the termination of pregnancy a "private matter."
(Prometheus, ha

T

his wannabe polemic by a 28year-old female boxing champ is
being marketed by her publisher
as the ultimate left hook to a flagging
feminist movement. But far from being
conventional—or even coherent—The
New Victorians reads like a sophomoric
term paper that seeks to complete the
assignment "List the most prominent
feminists of the last two decades and all
their shortcomings."
Feminism never did much for the
author, that much is clear, but her objections leave her adrift on a life raft of
generalizations in a sea of secondhand
news. "[C]urrent feminists do think it's
true that rapists are representative of
nearly every male in the country,"
51

Denfield asserts. Yet her support for this
claim is weak—she considers the widely accepted statistic that one in three
American women will be sexually assaulted in their lifetime as simply unreasonable. "Clearly, if this many
women are being attacked, then a
shocking number of men must be incest perpetrators, sexual molesters, and
rapists." She attempts to discredit feminists not with scientific fact, not with
political argument, but with generalized
complaint.
The new Victorians, according to
Denfield, are those feminists who have
lumped together distinct issues under
an anti-male blanket without discerning the modern-day realities of
women's lives. Yet as new and vital as
this book is touted to be, a quick look
at the footnotes reveals "current feminists" to be a handful of women, especially Andrea Dworkin and Betty
Friedan, who started writing 20 to 30
years ago and who happen to still be
alive. Most books quoted were written
in the '70s and '80s, many of them by
the aforementioned two, and Denfield's
overuse of them and her failure to

make distinctions between their work
weakens her already sagging argument.
This project reads like a grudge in
search of a publisher; an empty concept
in search of anecdotes. The writing is
not incendiary, well-written, or well-argued enough to be political, yet Warner
Books calls it daring—Denfield is the
only one willing to speak the unspeakable against the old feminist order. Well
true, MacKinnon and Dworkin haven't
been attacked for almost three minutes
now. But the fact is, Denfield's groundbreaking excoriation is a long-winded
tilt at windmills.
Most women of my and Denfield's
generation admire '90s feminists like
Pat Schroeder who are not quibbling in
the academy but who are in Washington after a new round of elections
fighting for women's rights. When we
meditate on feminism's failures, we look
to Hillary Clinton, a powerful woman
who has played dumb to appease her
critics. Today's feminist movement is
not the unified front that Denfield describes to make her argument, and The
New Victorians is a long, inarticulate
whine against an unidentified enemy. •
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(continued from page 4)

them, preferably to the highest bidder.
An organ, however, unlike the sexual
functions of prostitutes, is not a renewable resource. Souls or dignity
notwithstanding, a kidney sold is a kidney lost.
When the buying and selling of organs becomes another "free choice"
for the poor to make to survive, the
fundamental meaning of the self is
contaminated by a profound loss of
bodily integrity. I consume, therefore I
am. I can commodify, therefore I am.
Consuming each other and cornmodifying ourselves, we are still compelled to search for meaning. A recent
gathering of more than 200 scientists
on the theme of "the flight from science and reason" deplored what they
viewed as an organized attack on the
scientific method. Citing faith healing,
astrology, religious fundamentalism, and
paranormal charlatanism as major
threats against reason, they issued a call
to arms. According to The New York
Times, Dr. Paul Kurtz, professor of philosophy at the State University of New
York at Buffalo, contended that postmodernists of both the political left and
right denied that scientific knowledge
is possible. This is an "erosion of the
cognitive process, which may undermine democracy," he said. With science
now claiming to be the savior of freedom and global democracy as well as
the brakes against fascism and communism, any questioning of its motives can
appear blasphemous, anti-intellectual
and, ultimately, anti-democratic.
n the continuing search for meaning and transcendence, is it any
wonder that some of us gaze at the
stars, choose to be healed by "God's
love," or want to communicate with
others beyond ourselves? Science can
indeed dazzle and physically elevate us
with its marvels. What it cannot do is
be self-limiting and self-reflective. It
also cannot act as a buffer against political forces that attempt to expand their
credibility and power with promises of
Utopia and the creation of an everevolving "New Man." Their agendas
are far too similar.
Science may be able to extend our
lives but it will never be able to imbue
them with meaning or purpose. For
that we must eschew the brilliance of
technology and the beauty of the stars
and ultimately look to ourselves. •
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DIALOGUE

(continuedfrom page 19)

feminist movement?
labor-market pie? The Glass Ceiling
EDELIN: It's gotten better. But I'm
Commission says, for example, that 95
identify with? Or to Clarence Thomas,
concerned that white women are still percent of those Fortune 2000 senior
who invoked lynching, the most powasking the wrong questions, so they're jobs are male and 97 percent of them
erful metaphor to African Americans? bound to get the wrong answers. As
are white. This, of course, means that
How do we sort that out? Or is it a
I've said to white women I've worked
all women are sitting at the periphery.
dilemma at all?
with on a number of projects, if we're
ARNWINE: There are two obstaARNWINE: I think that the issue
going to have a bona fide coalition
cles I see to the majority of white
of race and gender does play out in
then we have to see you in line with us
women uniting around affirmative
very hard ways for African Americans. when race and class are on the table.
action. One argument that effectively
Somebody asked me the other day
Then we'll know you. We won't have
stops many of them is, "It's going to be
whether domestic violence wasn't the
to come over here and meet you for
your husband who's going to suffer and
same issue for white women and black
the first time when you get ready to
lose his job." Then there's the fundawomen. And I said to them: Yes, in the
have some kind of demonstration mentalist focus on what a real woman's
sense that both black and white women
about women's issues.
role is, and the guilt trips about the
are hurt, abused, humiliated, and kept in
ARNWINE: When I was preparing damage women are doing to their chilmental slavery by the men who play
my testimony for the Glass Ceiling dren by being in the workplace.
those games. But in the context of lawInstead of being proud, some women
Commission last November, I was tryenforcement response: No, domestic
ing to figure out what kind of policies see the fact that they are working as a
violence is not the same issue for black
and programs corporations had in deal- burden and a conflict, when what's
and white women. Black women are
really wrong is that the society does
ing with African American women. So
concerned about whether or not they
I called one corporation, which I won't not support employed women by makmight get beaten by the police. Or that name, and asked to speak to the glass- ing sure that mothers are not left to be
sole caretakers and that children have
ceiling coordinator. And they gave me
they might not even come. No, they're
the coordinator, who said, "We have proper day care.
totally different issues from a lawthe best program in the country" and
enforcement perspective...
The challenge is to galvanize white
so on and so forth. I said, "That's really women progressively so they can see
MALVEAUX: Some sisters will not
wonderful. Now have you found that that affirmative action is in their best
call the police because they feel the
these policies operate differently for interest—indeed, in the whole counpolice will come in and beat up a black
African American women?" "Oh," she try's interest—and that it's something
man...
replied, "if you want to talk about they have to be concerned about. If
ARNWINE: ...in fact, kill him. So
African American women, you need to you notice, part of the game that's been
that's part of the dilemma for African
talk to the race people. We deal with played by "Newt and Company" is to
American women, too. African Ameriwhite women."
break down our society's sense of comcan women cannot have equality as
EDELIN: That's how it always is. If munity—to convince people that your
women unless you deal with race, and
neighbor doesn't really matter as long
the discussion is about women then the
they can't have equality as African
as you've "got it going on." So in my
Americans unless you deal with gen- presumption is that you mean white
speeches, not only do I talk about affirder. We need a mature women's move- women, and if the discussion is about
mative action benefits to women and
African
Americans,
then
the
presumpment to deal with these complexities.
how they extend to white men who
tion is that you're talking about men.
White women's organizing in this
draw on some of these women's
MALVEAUX: Is affirmative action
country has not yet evolved to where it
incomes, but I also talk about how
an
issue
on
which
the
African
Ameritouches and galvanizes the majority of
racial hatred and self-interest as sole
can
community
can
come
together
white women. I think it's a real chalcriteria can exist only when you have a
with
progressive
white
women
to
push
lenge to get there.
for a more equitable division of the breakdown in the sense of communiEDELIN: For 30 years now white
women have asked in a rather blaming,
castigating way, "Why aren't black
women a part of this movement?" I
Hat So- Subtle ~7ee& ....and t*t
say, we were part of the women's
Dep't. 1, P.O.B. 410, Lincolndale, NY., 10540
\ PUT/
movement before it dawned on you.
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women did not encourage black
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DB-Whlte on purple
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wanted to make sure that it was clear
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that black women, too, had worked for
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women's suffrage. Do we still feel that
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ty—when you're not your brother's
keeper.
EDELIN: What I'm hearing for the
first time from African American communities is, maybe we should refuse
affirmative action. Maybe we should
be asking for reparations and put the
issue on another footing altogether.
Let's talk about how affirmative action
is falling short,
ARNWINE: And let's correct the
mythology around affirmative action.
Few people realize that affirmative
action is, in fact, a haphazard policy
that has, for the most part, been voluntarily adopted.
MALVEAUX: Conservatives make
it sound like it means hiring one of
those brothers from the gas station
across the street to do surgery...
ARNWINE: Underneath everything in this society, there is an underlying racial dynamic and there is an
underlying gender dynamic. They are
woven into the fabric of society.
Whites have never really taken these
dynamics on systematically.
EDELIN: And so we have preferential treatment for white males.
ARNWINE: They say they want
people to be hired on merit. But an
Urban Institute study showed that if
you send in an equally qualified black
and an equally qualified white,
employers will still choose the qualified
white over the black. That's not merit.
I was talking to a reporter just before I
came here, and he said, "Well, Ms.
Arwine, what did you think about the
poor Asian kid who had better grades
and can't get into Berkeley because of
the black affirmative action policy?"
And I said, "You would never have
asked me what I think about the poor
Asian child with excellent grades who
can't get into Berkeley because of the
veteran's preference program which
mostly benefits white men."
EDELIN: Or because of football
scholarships.
ARNWINE: It's not preference
programs that bother people. What
drives people up the wall is race.
Because race has been strategically used
in this society to divide people so that
those in control can maintain control.
It's been used to divide women from
women, black women from white
women...
EDELIN: Actually, to divide all
minority groups from each other.
MALVEAUX: It's interesting that

despite the denigration of black
women that we see in the popular culture, some surveys show that young
black women have higher self-esteem
than young white women, regardless of
achievement or occupational advancement. In middle schools and high
schools, black girls don't have the same
preoccupations with body image or the
same problems with anorexia and
bulimia as white girls. What do you
think that's about?
ARNWINE: I think it's fascinating.
One of the things that our society has
gotten hip to lately is African American
women's power. Black women have
always had a sense of personal strength,
but it has been exploding in the last
ten years. You go to a bookstore now
and there are these bestsellers by black
women for black women, like The
Company oj My Sisters, Sister to Sister,
and Tapping the Power Within. Black
women are into understanding and
tapping into who they are. I think it's a
wonderful development as long as it's
not someone sitting in the corner
doing a mantra about herself...
EDELIN: ...and not connecting it
to the rest of the community.
ARNWINE: I agree that we have to
be very conscious and very careful
about a "me-ism'7 trend. But some of
the recent opinion data are particularly
interesting: Black women express more
personal satisfaction, although African
American women are also the least
happy specifically about their wages,
their salaries, their chances for promotion. So, how do these two findings
correlate? Well, there's the tradition of
our foremothers of "making a way out
of no way." Or spiritual sayings like,
"People can call me what they want to,
but there's somebody who knows my
name." We have a tradition of standing
outside of the rest of the culture and
defining ourselves.
MALVEAUX: Our power and our
strength is such an important part of
our history, but what about the oppressive myth of the broad-shouldered
black women who bear any burden?
Where's the ability to be human—to
say, I need somebody to take care of
me right now?
ARNWINE: I look at the poems
the younger women are writing and
some may begin, "I don't want to be
your superwoman." But then in the
same poem they'll write, "I am the
descendant of kings and queens, the
ON THE ISSUES FALL 1995

founders of civilization." So you see
them struggling with these two currents in their identities. African American women are so driven. But it's true
that the African American woman
breaks like any other woman.
MALVEAUX: When 9to5 did a
survey on working women, white
women talked about stress and being
overextended but black women didn't.
If you asked the black woman about
what she was doing, she might be a
single mom with a job earning
$12,000 and going to school, besides,
but she would still say, "Naaah, no
problems with stress."
EDELIN: I think white girls in their
socialization are given to believe that a
certain lifestyle and a certain level of
comfort and respect •will be theirs. I
think that there are very few black girls,
even if they are middle-income or
upper-middle-income, who ever think
they are entitled to that. You have a few
Black American Princesses but not
many—even today. But we have been
endowed with and blessed with this
image of strong African women. This
notion that we have been able to bear a
great deal is centuries old. I don't know
that there's any comparable phenomenon for white women.
ARNWINE: Historically, African
American women have come forth to
lead movements when there have been
major crises. We have to break down
this insanity about our own community's not wanting women leaders—the
feeling that because African American
men have been denied a role in the
society at large, that they need to be
leaders in their own communities and
black women should understand and
step back. We need to challenge every
bit of that.
MALVEAUX: We just went
through it with the NAACP.
ARNWINE: We're still going
through it. And until white women
feel that overcoming racism and racial
stereotypes is an integral part of their
own organizing agenda, the women's
movement is not going to make
progress. Some are beginning to realize
how they are going to have to adjust
their strategies moving into this new
millennium. NOW's Ellie Smeal came
to me and Elaine Jones, head of the
NAACP Legal Defense Fund, and said,
"We white women have got to do
something about affirmative action,
and we want your advice on how to
ON THE ISSUES FALL 1995

do it." Now that's a big change from
1993, when a coalition of white
women's groups who bought into the
"two-fer" myth actually met with
Clinton's transition leaders to make
sure that they didn't give all the jobs to
black women.
MALVEAUX: We now have five
years until the millennium. How will
we move the American agenda off this
destructive path of uncompassionate
capitalism, to something that is more
humane?
EDELIN: Let's remember why the
conservative Republicans look like
such a well-oiled machine of the bestorganized, smartest people on the planet. Because their agenda is simple and
single-focused—to gather all of the
wealth into the fewest possible hands
and remove all of the regulations that
prevent them from doing as they like.
The Democrats and independents, on
the other hand, have a broad agenda of
quality-of-life issues. You can easily
look confused and disorganized while
trying to address hundreds of issues
instead ofjust one.
ARNWINE: Yes. And I think that
what we need to do in the future as
African American women is to organize to use what power we have
more effectively. For example, when
NLCCRUL proposed a recent conference on African American Women and
the Law, we sought funding from a
couple of corporations who said,
"Black women, power, law—that's
threatening! We can't handle this." I
approached one corporation that I
knew depended on black women customers and said, "I expect you to support us, since black women are X percent of your consumers." And they did.
But we don't exert our power enough
that way. I'm glad that we're into our
self-esteem, and that we're discovering
ourselves and studying ourselves, but I
think we also have to mobilize ourselves. And as long as Newt doesn't
have to worry about our voting, as long
as Newt doesn't have to worry about
our ability to boycott these companies
that support him and Empowerment
TV, as long as society doesn't have to
worry about us putting on TV the
equivalent of O N THE ISSUES, as long as
that's not feared, then we will not be in
anything but a subordinate position in
this society. We can't wait for other
people to recognize our leadership. We
have to organize now! •
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JEFFERSON

(continuedfrom page 25)

Hemings's lack of freedom cannot be
denied; but romantics and patriots—and
woman haters of both persuasions—
want to believe that she would have
chosen him if she could have; that in
the realm of sex, for women, slavery and
freedom have the same happy outcome,
determined by nature, not oppression;
that desire and force travel together,
necessary and harmonious companions,
each reinforcing the pull of the other.
Epistemologies of desire aside, the culture works hard to make Sally responsible and Jefferson blameless.
It is, of course, considered rude and
hyperbolic to call Jefferson a rapist. I
call him that, with a sense of understatement. I think the emotional incest
with his white daughters could be
acted out with Sally Hemings and was.
While the Bill of Rights when it was
enacted kept the federal government
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Jefferson, like a deity, created reality
and imposed it on others through what
he acknowledged and what he ignored. He was known never to discuss
that which he preferred to avoid—
which goes to the heart of speech and
democracy, especially with respect to
men and women. The power to determine the silence of others is the power
of a tyrant: a power Jefferson and his
peers had, one the Bill of Rights reified. Empirically real rights were not
enunciated in the Bill of Rights; they
were articulated in the social and sexual relations at Monticello. Jefferson's
free speech depended on the coerced
silence of his white and black subordinates: women white and black, slaves
male and female. His speech required
their silence. The law itself seemed to
follow nature, not to be imposed on it:
The enslaved were willing or weak or
inferior or wanton; submission must
have meant love; silence was consent.
What could Sally Hemings, or Jefferson's wife or daughters or sisters or

mother, have had to say?
The new democracy did not just exclude black slaves and white women
formally so that when they finally were
recognized to be persons they could be
added in; the exclusion of blacks and
women was the organizing principle
on which the legal system itself was
built. Blacks and women were the hidden foundation, made invisible so that
white men could continue to steal
their labor and love. This was a material exile from rights, the cruelty of
which was camouflaged by a rhetoric
of liberty: freedom from, not freedom
to. Having speech meant having the
power to define as well as promulgate
it. And what was it that the government must not intrude on? Was it writing letters? reading books?—or might
it include the photograph of an Asian
girl, naked, her breasts bound in thick
ropes, hanging from a tree?
\
merikan law was set up to conf-\ firm already existing power,
JL .\45ander to white men's wealth,
and let white men rape 14-year-old
black girls. Democratic rights have expanded: Men of all colors are now entitled, though a double standard still prevails; it takes less wealth to be a
protected rapist; 14 is old now; and the
girls, too, can be any color. The rightwing militias lately being scrutinized
because of the bombing of the federal
building in Oklahoma City understand
the framers' Constitution exactly. They
know that rights were intended for
white men with land and guns, and that
the goal was freedom from the federal
government. They hate the blacks and
the women using federal power since
the sixties and spreading it everywhere,
like hosts of a contagion; and it was
stinkingly ugly that a woman attorney
general ordered the attack on the
Branch Davidian compound in Waco,
Texas, using armed federal force to
wipe out a classic patriarch (guns, land,
women, children—childbearing servants). They want the framers' country
back. They want Jefferson's power
(though not his erudition): the power
to define what reality is. But they put
their money on the wrong amendment
(the Second) and their faith in the
wrong political lobby (NRA). Liberals,
representing themselves as advocates for
women and blacks, found the speech
clause of the First Amendment more
amiable: They could talk the talk of
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equality but they did not have to walk
the walk. Naive babes in the woods,
not hardened by playing soldier on
weekends, the liberals blabbed while
the pornographers, snakes in the garden
of happy talk, bought the speech clause
right out from under them. With hard

let women's bodies become the speech
of pimps, a new chattel status—
women's bodies became pimps' words
and sentences and paragraphs, under
law. The use of pornography in crimes
of violence against women was ignored; but when terrorists attacked

Meanwhile, the political right, wiling to attack pornography as obscene
or indecent, will not support any policy that repudiates pornography as male
dominance. In response to feminist activism defining pornography as an issue
of equality, the political right has increasingly committed itself to a freespeech
absolutism that is libertarian
As substantive equality became harder and harder
and militant.
to make real for women and African Americans,
With both liberals and the political
right converging to defend pornography,
speech became a substitute for equality
law protects money and power, consistent with the framers' vision: Speech is
and a diversion from the tough political work of
defined as the photograph of an Asian
redistributing power and wealth.
girl, naked, breasts bound in thick ropes,
hanging from a tree. And when such a
cash, pornographers deployed an army abortion-clinic doctors, New York City child is found, hung and tied just like
of lawyers into state and federal courts Planned Parenthood advertised its dis- that, dead, no one says "words are like
to litigate as if their sexual exploitation covery that "words kill" and "words bullets" or even "right-to-life."
of women for profit were a federally are like bullets." Patricia Ireland, the
Liberals, hearing inflammatory talk
protected speech right. The ACLU, current president of NOW, refused to linked to abortion-clinic terrorism,
which claims to defend civil liberties, denounce pornography's role in rape began to reject what they called hate
colluded with these pimps to shield to Tlie New York Times in a news feature speech: to question just how expressive
their for-profit exploitation as "speech." on pornography and racist hate speech; some people had the right to be. But
It worked because speech is a right yet she was photographed carrying a they had already collaborated in prowe all think we have. It is counterintu- sign saying "Gangsta Rap Is Rape" in a tecting the for-profit hate of women,
itive to think of speech as a negative demonstration. Molly Ivins, in a Na- the brutality and terrorism of pornogright, freedom from: How can a speech tional Coalition Against Censorship raphy, its role in rape, battery, incest,
right be anything other than freedom fo? forum, conceded that pornography prostitution; they had not minded the
Most of us think that the founders' "probably does harm people...proba- hate involved in spreading the legs of a
speech implied or included or antici- bly, all those ugly pictures do encour- contemporary Sally Hemings—or
pated our own. Freedom of speech be- age violence against women"; but she lynching her or beating her or raping
came a progressive political beachhead, went on to say, "What should we do her or cutting her or mutilating her—
the preeminent right that implied all about it? Well, my answer is, not a god- for a consumer, or a million conothers. At the same time, liberals and dam thing. The cure for every excess sumers, who want photographs of the
lawyers for the pimps could decry gov- of freedom of speech is more freedom violation, now called "speech." Ain't
ernment interference in a culture of of speech." While Ivins's bold indiffer- nobody heard her voice yet. •
hostility to government—a distinctly ence to violence against women is
Amerikan political hostility easy to heartbreaking enough, her "excess of Andrea Dworkin is the author of Pornogmanipulate to virtually any purpose.
freedom of speech" is a euphemism for raphy: Men Possessing Women, Woman
exploited and hurt women, actual Hating, Intercourse, and the novel
women.
If the pimps gag one, should Mercy. She is co-author of legislation recs substantive equality became
we
gag
two?
There's more freedom of ognizing pornography as a violation of the
harder and harder to make real
civil rights of women.
for women and African Ameri- speech for you.
cans, speech became a substitute for
equality and a diversion from the
Celebrate Your Sexuality.
tough political work of redistributing
power and wealth. Speech covered up
Proudly. Joyously.
the structural wrongs in our constitutional system: its valuing of property
At Eve's Garden, an Elegant Sexuality
over people; its intractable antagonism
Boutique Created by Women for Women
to the personhood of women and
and Their Partners.
blacks; and the absence of a legal manSend
$3.00
for
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date to racial and sexual equality, affir(deduct from 1st order/ recommended by sex educators,
mative and unequivocal.
therapists and counselors. Visit with this ad for a free copy.
Liberals became gutless wonders
who, instead of having a material standard for equality based on human digWe grow pleasurable
things for women
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miliation, and injury of women in the
sex industry as entertainment; liberals
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not allowed to see her minor children.
Finally, Elizabeth convinced the asylum
mainly at the hands of the female trustees that she was both God-fearing
and sane. After 42 months, Elizabeth
attendants.
was
released against her will to her oldThe ever-Christian Elizabeth
implored Dr. McFarland to "mend his est son, who had just turned 21.
ways." She said that the principles upon Fiercely logical, Elizabeth did not want
which the asylum was run would turn to return to Theophilus' home since
normal people mad. Then, she billed her son would not be able to prevent
him forfivedollars' worth of services to the father from committing her again
himself and his family. (She had chutz- somewhere else. (And would soon try
pah, all right.) Dr. McFarland's response to do exactly that.)
was to have Elizabeth thrown into the
Elizabeth returned home in the late
Eighth Ward, which was reserved for fall of 1863. No one was there to greet
the most disturbed inmates. Elizabeth her. She did not recognize her own son
immediately begged Dr. McFarland for George. "It hit her like a body blow
a room of her own, protection from the how much she had missed during those
most violent inmates, outside exercise forty-two months away from home.
privileges, and writing paper. He She dropped down on her knees in the
refused her every request.
snow to hug him but George held
According to Sapinsley, Elizabeth back." Theophilus merely said, "We get
"herself •was locked in the screen room along better without you."
[solitary confinement], for trying to
Theophilus was unemployed and at
help a patient who was being straight- home, full-time. The house was dirty,
jacketed for screaming with pain from the children disheveled. Theophilus
an injury acquired during an earlier forbade the children to speak to their
punishment." (The nurse in charge was mother. Theophilus intercepted Elizaeventually dismissed for abusing beth's mail. He forbade her to leave the
patients and six months later reap- house. Then he locked her in the bedpeared as a patient herself.)
room.
After six weeks of being a prisoner
ndaunted, Elizabeth "took in her own home, Elizabeth smuggled
charge" of the Eighth Ward. out a note. Friends took the note to a
She ministered to her sisters in judge who issued a writ of habeas corbondage. She washed (both them and pus. Before Theophilus could act on
their rooms, daily), comforted, and his plan to psychiatrically imprison her
prayed with them. She tried to shield again, this time in Massachusetts, with
them from beatings and from suicide. the ever-ready help of his sister,
Against all odds, Elizabeth never lost her Theophilus first had to prove to a jury
wits—although she did maintain a love- in Kankakee, Illinois, that Elizabeth
hate (instead of a more appropriate was, in fact, insane.
hate-hate) relationship with Dr. McFarThe trial was a sensation. The local
land. This would later haunt her in the ladies turned out in full force in supform of a so-called "love letter" she port of Elizabeth. In 1864, a jury of 12
wrote to Dr. McFarland while she was men acquitted Elizabeth of insanity.
in his custody. Still, Elizabeth always She returned home, triumphant, only
referred to the asylum as a "prison"— to discover that Theophilus had mortand never as a "hospital." She also gaged her dowry-bought house and
began a secret diary of asylum events.
fled to Massachusetts with their chilTheophilus forbade their children, dren. Elizabeth was homeless and penwhose ages ranged from 18 months to niless.
18 years, to communicate with or talk
So what did our hero do? She began
about their mother. He kept Elizabeth's selling a printed version of her asylum
inherited income from her, deprived writings to passersby for ten cents
her of her clothes, books, and personal apiece. Encouraged by the profit she
papers, and misrepresented her situation made, the exceedingly entrepreneurial
to her father and brothers. Dr. Andrew Elizabeth began selling advance "tickMcFarland, the psychiatrist-director of ets" to a future book as a way of getthe asylum, remaindered her outgoing ting the monies with which to pay the
mail and seized her few books and printer!
smuggled-in writing paper.
From 1864 on, Elizabeth supported
For over three years, Elizabeth was herself by selling copies of her autobiCHESLER
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ography, entitled Modern Persecution:
Insane Asylums Unveiled (vol. I) and
Married Women's Liabilities (vol. II). She

drafted bills on behalf of the rights of
married women to retain their own
wages and to be heard by a jury or a
judge before being committed to an
asylum. She championed the rights of
mental patients to send and receive
mail. She sought—and won—the support of prominent male lawyers,
judges, clergymen, and legislators.

I

n 1865, the Illinois state legislature
passed what became known as
"Mrs. Packard's Personal Liberty
Bill." When a star chamber committee
of the legislature began investigating Dr.
McFarland and asylum abuses, the good
doctor released the so-called "love letter" Elizabeth had written to him while
she was his prisoner. From this moment
on, in addition to being maligned as
"insane," and as a follower of "spiritualism" and "Goddess worship," Elizabeth
was also accused of being a "strumpet"
and "immoral." She dealt with the
accusations by persuading everyone
personally, one by one, in campaign
after campaign, to the contrary.
In a sense, Elizabeth 'was not solely
altruistic. She understood that to
obtain justice for herself involved
obtaining it for others in her situation.
Utterly canny, clear-sighted, Elizabeth
wanted to be sure that Theophilus had
no legal right to hospitalize her again,
no way of seizing her earnings or real
property, no right to deny her any visitation or to retain custody of their
minor children. (She miraculously prevailed.)
Sapinsley's biography has vignette
after vignette in which we see how
effectively Elizabeth used common
sense and a woman's touch. Elizabeth's
modus operandi was usually to
approach the most powerful man in
the state (the governor, the chief
judge), enlist his aid, then systematically
lobby everyone to whom he recommended her. Elizabeth never took no
for an answer. In 1874, she approached
the Postmaster General of the United
States who, in Sapinsley's words,
"brushed her off. She headed straight
for the top. This time the top was the
White House itself."
This time Elizabeth turned to Mrs.
Grant first. "When asked who was calling, she replied, 'A friend from Illinois.'
Presently, Mrs. Grant appeared to find a
ON THE ISSUES FALL 1995

strange woman in the hall. 'I thought
you were a friend from Illinois,' she
said. 'I am,' Elizabeth replied. 'I am from
Illinois and I am certainly a friend to
the administration.'" Ultimately, Mrs.
Grant was so impressed with Elizabeth
that even though her husband was
against her taking part in public affairs,
she invited Elizabeth back to meet the
President. In 1875, Congress signed a
bill allowing asylum inmates access to a
federal post office on site.
Does Elizabeth's account of institutional brutality and torture mean that
mental illness did not exist or that
those so afflicted needed no help? Not
at all. What she—and other ex-inmate
crusaders—did was to document that
most women in asylums were not
insane; that "help" was not to be found
in doctor-headed, attendant-staffed,
and state-run patriarchal institutions;
that fathers, brothers, husbands, judges,
physicians, and female attendants will
do anything that We The People allow
them to get away with; that women
were as oppressed within the family as
they were within asylums; and that
personal freedom, radical legal reform,
and political struggle are enduringly

crucial to individual mental and societal moral health.
In an anonymous letter she once
wrote to the Chicago papers, Elizabeth
said: "It was once argued that the
negro slave must first be fitted for freedom before he could be trusted with
it; but the more enlightened claimed
that the very best way to fit him for
freedom was to elevate him to the
position of a free man. Responsibility
does elevate."
More than 20 years ago, at the firstever feminist film festival in New York
City, I called for a film about Elizabeth
Packard. I saw her then and I still see
her now, right up there on the big
screen, larger than life, but not larger
than her life, all laced and corseted, in a
sprigged muslin dress, paisley shawl,
and high-top boots, holding a little
carpetbag filled with her writings and
the names of all the powerful men in
the next town. •
Editor-at-Large Phyllis Chester, Ph.D., is
the author of seven books, including

Women and Madness, Mothers on
Trial, and the recently published Patri-

archy: Notes of an Expert Witness.
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